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INTRODUCTION

No more than a few dozen Seminole children are today-

attending any school whatever. Attempts by the Indian Service

to give them regular Public schooling or specific Reservation

schooling have been almost wholly unsuccessful. A social

obligation and an educational ne ed are, consequently, unmet.

These might be more successfully fulfilled if the history of

the Seminoles were better understood by their Florida neigh-

bors and the people of the United States.

Within a few miles of each other in Florida today there

exist spectacles of educational disparity that span the

cultural history of more than five hundred years. In Palm

Beach may be seen tiie slightly over-ripe fruits of economic

success in an Industrialized society. On the Dania Reserva-

tion, only a dozen or s o miles Inland, live several hundred

members of the Mikosuki tribe of Seminole Indians, under con-

ditions that differ very slightly from those of their pre-

Columbian forbears. Across this cultural chasm, each group

views the other wi th equal parts of distaste, envy a^id Incom-

prehension. Their mutual history is the almost unbroken

record of successful Seminole resistance to white accultura-

tion and an equally consistent record of failure upon the

part of white "civilization" so to present itself to these

almost barbarous people as to offer tiiem any recognizable

iv
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Inducament to change. Hope that this mutual history of

whlta-Setninole contact over almost half a raillenium may hold

a clue for future contacts of a more harmonious aita useful

character; that no longer may 1 1 he true that the record of

American dealings with the Indians of Florida "constitutes

a disgusting and disgraceful chapter in our national life"

la the motivation of this study. "After everything that

has been written on Florida history has been perused, there

remain two strong, outstanding impressions, one, how very

little is known about iiiem; and tiie other how almost com-

pletely they have vanished."^ Both these facta are becoming

Increasingly leas true.

Many years were spent by the writer within a few miles

of the Tuscarora Reservation In Niagara County of New York

State. A father, whose lifetime hobby was ethnology, gave

opportunity for constant contact with Indians, and with

field workers from the Smithsonian Institution who were en-

gaged from time to time In studying tiiese Tuscarora Indians.

Recognition of how unique are the problems of the Semlnoles

and a wish to make the most of the opportunity to study them,

offered by their nearness to this college, rose from this

experience. In approaching the study, some weeks were spent

In Washington, D. C, examining original manuscripts and

1. Swan ton, John R., Indians of Southeastern United Stgttes ,p. 79
2. Hrdlicka, Ales, The Anthropology of Florida , p. 66
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printed documents that related to Seminole Indian history

and culture. The reading was done In the Library of Con-

gress, the Library of the Bureau of Indian Affairs of the

Department of the Interior, and the Library of The Smith-

sonian Institution. With the cooperation of the Division

of Education of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, (for which

grateful acknowledgment is cordially expressed), from their

library and from the files of the Indian Agency at Port

Myers, Florida, were gathered a considerable number of

transcripts of documents, le tters and reports containing

original accounts tiiat seemed of sxifficient general interest

to warrant their utilization and preservation in some or-

ganized form.

The purpose of this study is the examination and re-

cording from these and other original accounts, in so far

as they are available, certain contacts between the Semi-

nole Indians of Florida and tiieir predecessors, and tiieir

White associates, selected with particular reference to the

educational values these contacts have had for liie Indian,

It will specifically undertake to describe some of tti e

character and ethnic origins of Indian culture, at the

time of the early White contacts; to record some of the

historical factors that may account for iii e unusual degree

of hostility to White culture shown by the Florida Seminole;

vl
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to examine eye-witness descriptions of Seminole life re-

corded at about one hundred year intervals, from the early

White contacts to liie jresent day; to attempt to appraise

the nature and success of White acculturation of these

tribes over a period of more than four centuries; and to

attempt to discover what unique educational problems exist

among these Seminole s that differentiate them from the

Indians of the southwest.

The term Seminole will, throughout this study, be

understood to refer only to those Indians of Florida who

are today known as Muskogee, or Cow Creek Indians, and as

Micusukl, or Big Cypress Indians. The Seminoles now resi-

dent In Oklahoma will be specifically excluded from t?iia

study's usage of the term Seminole . Those White-Indian

contacts have been selected which were considered to liive

had potency in education by acculturation for the Seminole

and their predecessors. Where direct quotations are made,

the spelling and punctuation will be that of the originator

of the material quoted. The hypothesis that

We have finally come to understand
that for our American Public Schools to
provide a good education for all the
pupils, we must learn how to build appro-
priate curricula and utilize teaching
methods appropriate to the special back-
grounds of the pupils enrolled In a given
school, and that differences In ethnic
origin, in race, in social class and in

vii
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urban or rural experience must all be
considered 1

has been examined in the light of tlae particular situation

of -tiie Florida Indiana and its practice in this area found

wanting. A personal visit was made to each of the reserva-

tions in this state. Conferences have been held since then

with the members of the Indian Service who are currently-

engaged in working wi tia the Seminoles and some tentative

conclusions aa to possible future procedures in Seminole

education have been reached.

This task la approached as an historical survey of

the education of Seminoles, with particular emphasia upon

cultural rather than classroom education. The atudy will

attempt to indicate aome of the reaaona why the Tampa

Tribune for Sunday, December 26, 1948, felt juatif led in

carrying in ita columna the statement that liie Florida

Serainolea are "miaerable remnants of the tribe left in

Florida who now either live in squalid road-side villages

aa tourist attractions, or under the moat primitive condi-

tiona deep in the Evargladea".

1. Peterson, Ph.D., Shaller, How Well are Indian Children
Educated ? United States Indian Service, Haskell Print
^hop, Lawrence, Kanaaa . September 1948

viii
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CHAPTER I

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

American Indiana are not a race apart. In feature and

anatomical characteristics they are Mongoloids, somewhat

divergent members of the groups that populate Eastern Asia,

The most generally accepted hypothesis is that their ances-

tors must have come to America at some remote time, probably

quite remote indeed, to account for the great differentia-

tion in language and fo Ik-way a that has taken place on the

two continents, and that

Bering Strait waa the only route of ingress
into 1ii is hemisphere, and the forefathers
of every known d i vision of Indians maxst al-
ready have crossed this strait by the
beginning of the Christian Era...For the
millennia that. ..saw the peopling and subse-
quent isolation of America, archeology, our
safest guide, has afforded vis hitherto only
one or two uncertain clues. The main props
for our theories have come from ethnology,
linguistics and physical anthropology, none
of which can furnish more than the vaguest
indications of a time sequence... We need
not be surprised if the theories topple over
when the spades of the archeologists succeed
in uncovering new and possibly unexpected
remains .'-

The generally accepted concept is that the ancestors

of the aborigines canie from Asia in scattered, entirely

unorganized migrations vihich may have started aa early as

20,000 years ago.

Although our strictly historical knowledge of Indian

1. Jenness, Diamond, Prehistoric Culture Waves from As is to
America, p. 383
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tribes is largely confined to the period after they came

in contact with ttie Whites, a comparison of their knovm

arts and industries with tiie remains still in the process

of reconstruction by archeologists, enables us to trace

them back to more remote epochs.

The traditions of most south-eastern tribes
Indicate a belief that ttiey had come into
the section where we find them, from the
west or n!or12D.».« Still, it would have been
possible for population to enter by way of

the V/est Indies and the Florida Peninsula,
or from Mexico along the Gulf shore. How-
ever, tradition is borne out by the testi-
mony of language, because we find that
relationship, even of the aberrant Tlmacua
tongue of Florida, is with the north and
west... As a whole we must regard the flow
of population as having been eastward and
southward.!

John Lawson writing in 1714 of the Eastern Carolina

Indians says "When you ask them whence their forefathers

came that first Inhabited the country, they will point

to the west and say 'Where the sun sleeps, our forefathers

came thence .
« " ^

The Muskogee, with whose descendants, the Florida

Seminoles, this discussion will be largely concerned, have

the longest and earliest origin-myth which has survived.

As it was told to General Oglethorpe by the Kashlta chief

Chekllll, it not only gives the general line of migration

but locates a number of places along their route south

!• Swan ton, John R., Myths and Tales of Southeastern Indians ,

pp. 50-53
2. Lawson, John, History of Carolira, Containing Exact

Description smd Natural Hiistory of That Country , p. 90
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weatward which can today be identified* "They came first

to a muddy river and then a red r iver. . . .next they crossed

a creek called Caloosehutche and continued east to a town

named Coosaw." This point Swanton locates with something

approaching certainty as a town located on the east bank

of Coosa River between tiae mouths of the Talladega and

Tallasehatchee Creeks, and it is fairly clearly indicated

that it ia Intended for the name Okalusa or "Black Water".

Raiijel, the narrator of the De Soto expedition, tells

us that they were urged by Chicasaw Indians to go to

"Caluca, a place of much repute among the Indians; a

province of more than 90 villages not sub;}ect to any one?

with a savage population, very warlike and much dreaded,

and the soil is fertile in that region."

Unfortunately for us they did not go on this tour and

we are consequently left with no other early description of

a large Indian settlement. There is however much historical

and geographical evidence that allows Swanton to follow the

course of the Creek migration. He traces their route thus:

After living with the Coosa Indians four years, the Creeks

continued eastward to the present Naufawpi, Wetumpke, and

the Falls of the Chatahoochee at Columbus, Georgia. "Here

the Muskogee formed an alliance with the Apalachicola

1. Probably Montgomsry, Alabama
2. Swanton, John R. Indians of Southeastern United States , p. 25
^» or Kalusa, as it is spelled above
4. Ibid , p. 82, Quoted from Great American Explorers ,

Allerton Book Co.
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Indiana who were already in the country and themselves

spread out on both sides of the river, becoming divided

into the Kashita and the Coweta groups."

As we encounter the Muskogee in later times they

are already settled in the country historically associated

with them. When De Soto crossed what is now Georgia, there

is evidence that there were Creeks on the Flint River as

well as large numbers of them in and about Augusta and a

dominant element along the Atlantic seaboard in tiae 'Province

of Quale' but these clironiclers suggest that their removal

from the region of the Mississippi River had been fairly

recent. "They had penetrated Florida as far at least as

Red House Hammock, north of Tampa. "^

To the east of the Muskogee were the Timucua, who

shared a similar clan system. These Timucua Indians had

probably pushed onward the Muskogee into Florida, approach-

ing it from the northeast and extending up the St. Johns

River. In the meantime some groups of the Muskogee, still

travelling south and east from Alabama, worked liieir way

down into Florida to iiie very end of tiie peninsula. There

they were later cut off from the ir nearest relatives by

the Timucua moving in a south-westerly direction from the

east coast of the peninsula. Circular motion with a gener-

1, Gatschet, Albert S., Migration Legend of Creek Indians ,

pp. 41-51
2. Swanton, John R., Early History of Creek Indians , p. 12
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ally southerly direction characterized most of the Indian

migratory movement. The peninsular formation of Florida

caused the somewhat unique isolation of the groups set-

tling there.

From the archeo legists point of view these movements

are relatively recent and artificial compared with the

full extent of time during which mankind has occupied the

Gulf region. Remains have been found liiat Indicate that

cultures from Mexico, Central America and the West Indies

modified the cultures of the South Florida Indians into its

later forms. Much controversy still rages in this area,

controversy as to whether the 'mound-builders' whose remains

have been so extensively explored and described were of

possibly Mayan or Aztec origin. However, says Swanton,

probably our most competent authority:

Influences from the west are m.ore evident,
but the most striking ones signify rather
recent cultural contacts# than mass mi-
grations as was formerly assumed .1

# With peoples from countries south of Florida

1. Swanton, John R., Indians of Southeastern United States ,

p. 33
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CHAPTER II

EARLY WHITE CONTACTS

The earliest known voyagers from Europe, when they

touched the shores of Florida found Timucua Indians along

the northeastern coasts and rivers. Muskogee Indians were

gradually moving toward liie southwestern end of the penin-

sula where they were ultimately to be cut off, but this had

not yet occurred when in 1498

John Cabot followed tiie coast of America south-
ward, some think as far as Florida, bat tills is
improbable and, if he did so, he left no records
of the Indians of that region. The alleged
e::p6dition of Vespucci in the same year, during
which he is supposed to have traced the entire
shore of the Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic as
far north as Virginia is probably apochryphal
•••.In 1513 Ponce de Leon made what may be
described as the official discovery of Florida,
but the significance of the extant narratives
of his expedition is in dispute The hostile
reception accorded Ponce by the Indians indi-
cates pretty clearly that they had had previous
dealings with the white men and we must admit
that the facts of history abundantly justify
their reaction. •• .In the Calusa country where
he had his first experiences with the natives,
while his party were attempting to put up
dwellings, they were attacked with the same
determination as before ?jnd retired to Cuba^...
The year before this , a caravel from Santo
Domingo under the command of Francisco Gordillo
whicdi fell in with another caravel commanded by
a kinsman, Pedrode Quexos, set out on a slave-
hunting raid. The two captains .• •reached the
mainland at the mouth of a considerable river
to which they gave the name St. John the Baptist,
because it was on his day that they made landfall,
This took them into the year 1521 They soon
opened communication with the Indians whose
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frierdllneas they rewarded by carrying off
seventy to Santo Domingo. -^

Although these Indian captives were officially freed

and it was ordered that they be restored to their native

lands, only one of them probably saw his native country

again. Thus were written tiie earliest chapters of the

unhappy association of white and red men upon these shores

and the education of the Indian by white culture had begun.

Sporadic attempts at settlement by the Spanish were

understandably and successfully resisted by the Indians.

In 1528 Ponfllo de Narvaez, having been granted title by

Spain to lands IncludUng the Cape 'Of Florida, anchored off

the mouth of an inlet just north of Tampa Bay which was

perhaps Johns Pass. At its head was a large, deserted

communal house, apparently one of the great town-houses

of the Tlrauoua on the west coast, In which W&rvaez dis-

covered one single gold ornament. In the perennial quest

of more, Narvaez started Inland \'»ith three hundred men,

crossing tiie Wlthlacoochee and Suwanee Rivers and reaching,

some months later, the coast of the G-ulf of Mexico. All

this time they were pursued relentlessly by the Indians and,

determining finally to make the Ir escape, they built five

boats near Pensacola in which they set sail, passing the

mouth of the Mississippi, and were finally cast ashore on

1, Swanton, John R., Indians of Southeastern United States ,

pp. 34-36
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Galvaston Island. Only fcxir of Narvaaz expedition reached

their own people in Mexico and it 3a from the narrative of

one of these survivors, Cabeza de Vaca, treasurer ard high

sheriff of the group that we derive most of our knowledge

of their adventures and our earliest knowledge of tiie In-

diana whom they encountered. We quote a part of his mag-

nificent account

Three or four Indians whom we kept as guides led
us into a country difficiilt to traverse and
strange to look at for it had very great
forests, the trees being wonderfully tall and
so many of them fallen that they obstructed
our way so that we had to make long detours
with great trouble. After we left this place
without any of tiie natives having appeared
because all had fled; but fxirther some Indians
were seen who showed signs of hostility and,
although we called them they would neither
come back nor wait but withdrew and followed
in our rear.l

Day by day de Vaca made entries in his Journal which

give to us brilliantly graphic pictures of the Indians,

painting a portrait that is usually accepted as iSne earli-

est authentic account of their prowess and appearance. His

account continues

I myself saw an arrow that had penetrated the
base of a poplar tree for half a foot in length.
All tiie many Indians from Florida we sav» were
archers and being very tall and naked, at a
distance they appear giants. These people are
wonderfully built, very gaunt and of great

1, de Vaca, Gabeza, Journey of Alvar Nunez , p. 23
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strength aiid of great agility. Their bowa are
as thick as an arm - from eleven and twelve
spans long - shooting an arrow at two hiindred
paces with unerring aim.-'-

The most impressive of all Spanish attempts to con-

quer and settle the Florida terrltcry was that made twelve

2
years later, in 1539 by Hernando de Soto.

Undeterred, in fact lured, by the misfortunes of Ponce

de Leon's expedition, de Soto (a veteran commander of

Francisco Pizzaros Peruvian expedition who, next to the

two Pizzaros, benefited most largely from its plunder) con-

soled himself for refusal by tiie Spanish government to grant

him territory in Ecuador and Guatemala by embarking, with

royal permission to conquer, pacify and people the territory

from Rio de las Palmas as far as Cape Fear on tiie Atlantic.

He assembled nine ships an3 an army of about six hundred

men in Cuba, which, in additior to perhaps a hundred more

camp followers, servants, slaves, livestock and a quantity

of provisions and materials for founding a colony, were

landed on Shaw's Point on Terra Ceia Island, on May 30, 1539.

On J\Jne 3rd formal Spanish possession of the Land of Florida

was taken. The first colony was established near this point

In the vicinity of a Timucua town called Usita and it was

here that they were joined by a Spaniard named Juan Ortiz

1, IMd, p. 31
2. Autliorlty for the material used in this section will be

found in the articles in the Tan pa Sunday Tribune for
July 4, 1948 and July 11, 1948 in *l ich D. B. McKay pub-
lishes a condensed review by Dr. John R. Swanton of the
Smithsonian Institution, and in the Pinal Report of -the

United States De Soto Expedition Commission - 1949.
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who had been a member of Narvaez' company and had been

captured by the Indiana, He had zpent the intervening

years in Indian villages, thus learning their language

and becoming the ideal interpreter for da Soto's purposes.

The subsequent history of the expedition does not

indicate that Ortiz' understan3ing of Indian customs was

any better than his return of Indian hospitality to him.

He and others joined in urging de Soto to look elsewhere

for a more suitable site for a colony so, leaving a small

group at Usita, liie expedition embarked July 15th upon the

march that was to carry them through a period of almost

five years and over almost iiie entire southwestern area

of the present United States. During all of this expedition

the Spaniards were dependent upon the granaries of tiie

natives. Consequently, for tiae purpose of acre effective

plunder, they directed their march tiirou^ the more thickly

settled parts of the country. They traversed the central

portion of Florida northward to Tallahassee. When they

reached Georgia, (Je Soto and his band made wftiat is undoubt-

edly the first encounter between white men and Muskogee, or

true Creek Indians. The chief of this tribe was living in

the vicinity of the Flint River. For the first time De

Soto's recorder, Rmjel, records Spani^ courtesy to the

1. September 10, 1543 the survivors of this expedition, 311
in number reached Panuco 'jshere they were received with
rejoicing and sent on to Mexico City.
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Indlan; quixotic courtesy to be sure, but vaguely Identlfia-

able as a unique kind of consideration. This chief, he wrote,

came to them in peace, so the Spanish borrowed only a few

carriers from them, and they set up a wooden cross on the ^^

mound of his village . Here we see clearly the tragic para-

dox that was to dominate the attitude of the white man toward

the Indian (on the one hand to exploit and dispossess him,

on the other, to save his soul) until our own day. Small

wonder that tiie Indian has found our alleged culture so un-

congenial.

Through the years of their voyaging, d/e Soto's band

followed a consistent pattern; to kidnap as hostages prefer-

ably the chiefs of a village; to plunder the Indians of

their food under threat of reprisal and to inquire as to the

location of gold. The Indians too were consistent. Gold

was, they always replied, somewhere else, far, far away -

from their point of view the farther -frie better, so long as

these invaders moved onward. And onward they moved, leaving

hostility In their wake throughout the most populous Indian

tribes of the entire southeast and sowing a crop of bitterness

that was to grow with the ensuing years.

Other exploring and raiding trips were made by the

Spanish during the next several years. They were less im-

posing but no doubt greatly educational for liie Indians resi-
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dent In the explored areas. The rep acta are meagre. It ia

not until tiifl French enter the picture, when Jean Ribault

made a settlement in 1562, probably near Beaufort, South

Carolina which he named Port Royal, that we begin to have

relatively full accounts of the Indiana resident in those

areas. A second French expedition under Rene de Laudonniere,

consisting largely of Huguenots, settled on the Florida

coast on tiie east side of the St. Johns River, near its

mouth during the aumtner of 1564 aiti there established a

settlement ;/fcich they called Port Caroline.

As is well known, this French colony was short-lived.

It was soon destroyed by a Spanish force under Pedro Menendez

de Avlles, but it is to this Laudonniere expedition that we

owe more of our knowledge of tiie ancient Inhabitants of

Florida than to all of the Spanish sources put together. One,

Jacques le Moyne da Morgues, accompanied this expedition,

commiaaioned to map out and paint what he saw. With a few

others, le Moyne, escaping massacre by the Spanish, managed

to reach a French ship. He went to work In London and, from

memory during tiie two decades following his flight from the

new world, produced a series of water colors and copious

explanatory notes depicting Florida scenes. A year after the

artist's death in 1588, Theodore de Bry, a Flemish engraver

and publisher
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bought from the artist le Moyne's widow not ,

only the paintings but his Florida Narrative.

In the rare books division of tiie Library in Congress is to

be found one of the few copies of tii is interesting and im-

portant sour ce document.

In 1591 Theodore de Bry published it at Prankfort-on-

thfl-Main as a Latin version of Hariot's Brevis Narratio,

illustrated with engraviiigs of le Moyne's paintings. Prom

these few engravings and accompanying notes, come our earli-

est accounts of ttie Timucua Indians. Most of the assumptions

as to liie culture of pre Columbian Indians are based upon

these engravings and accompanying notes. Le Moyne reported

the existence of mountains "called in the Indian language

Apalatcy" a great distance from Port Caroline. In these,

he said, "are found much gold, silver and brass mixed to-

gether. Accordingly the natives dig ditches into these

streams into which the sand brought down by the current falls

by gravity. Then they collect it out and carry It away. ..and

after a time collect again what continues to fall in." One

of the de Bry engravings shows Indians removing, by means of

hollow tubes, this presumably gold-laden sand from the

stream bed, sifting it through tiie interstices of a basket

and carrying containers of the residue away for safe-keeping.

1» Jones, Stuart E., Indian Life before Colonists Came, p. 351
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Needlesa to aay thi a account la probably no tnore factual

than in hia depiction of "Their Manner of Killynge Croco-

drillea"-'- in whidi alx Indiana are ahown forcing a tree-

trunk into ttie mouth of a dragon-like beaat whoae length,

if eatimated in proportion to the height of men, must be

at leaat forty f eetl Small wonder that thia new land ex-

cited the Intereat of all Europe.

The apectacle of white man 'a behavior waa proving most

Intereating to the Indiana aQ.30. French, English and Span-

ish settlementa began to appear on theae coaata and their

behavior waa remarkably educative. The Port Caroline aettlers

preferred, as had many other white men who came under tiie

Indians' observation, buying, borrowing cr stealing the food

of the Indiana to raia ing crops of their own. When threats

of violence agalnat the Indiana failed to produce more food,

Captain John Hawkins reported, they were reduced to eating

acorns and roots, yet they were unwilling

to take the pains so much as to fish in the
river before their doora but would have all
Idlings put In their mouths .2

Hawkins offered these colonists a free passage home which

would have been a good stroke of business for the Intereata

of his Engliah queen in theae lands, had it been accepted.

I

1. loc . ci t .

2. Cabell, Branch and A.G. Hanna, The St. Johns p. 28.
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The disillusioned French colonists preferred however

to leave upon their own vessel and were preparing so to do

when in August of 1565 seven new shiploads of settlers,

under the command of Jean Rlhault, joined them bringing some

alx hundred new Huguenot settlers. Within a week came ships,

under the commaiti of Don Pedro Menendez de Aviles, to end

this growing French tlireat to Spanish supremacy in the New

World. The encounter between these two groups of white men

must have proved enlightening to ihe Indians. The new French

colonists entered Port Caroline, leaving their ships to pro-

ceed toward St. Augustine and attempt to attack tiie ships

of the Spanish there. A hurricane thwarted the encounter.

The French colonists, unguarded but none the less asleep

within the fort, were set upon by "Bie Spanish and murdered

out of hand . Among the few to escape was le Moyne. Mean-

while the hurricane had driven the French ships ashore south

of St. Augustine and their crews were attempting, on foot,

to return to Port Caroline • Menendez men met and killed

all these also.

It seems likely that this spectacle of white tribal

warfare and mutual extermination must have presented certain

elements of popularity as well as outstanding educational

value for those Indians wftio, upon the Island of Anastasia

In 1565, were spectators of these Interesting events. A
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retiim visit, by frieiids of the slaughtered French tribe,

to the Spanish tribe who had meanwhile occupied Port Caro-

line must also have interested the Indiana. Under the com-

mand of da Gourges, the French tribe, assisted by members

of the Tiraucua tribe, accepted the surrender of some two

hxindred fifty Spaniards and tiien proceeded to slaughter

them, every one, "not as Spaniards but as murderers".

"A very interesting people, these white tribes", must

have amused the Indiana, "Beat not antagonize tiiem", and

so began almost two centuries of Indian non-resistance to

Spanish civil and ecclesiastical authority. It too was

educational if not popular.

It is probable that much of the long crucif ication of

the Florida Indiana was caused by their geographical rela-

tionship to the enormous mineral wealth of their Central

and South American neighbors. For two centuries ttii a small

Florida peninsula was stubbornly held by the Spanish.

Throughout all but t±ie earliest of these years it was con-

stantly threatened and frequently invaded by Itie Britiah

whoae riaing threat to Spanish aea-power waa constantly reg-

istered along these ahores. Although

from many angles Florida itself was of little
positive value to the Spanish colonial system,
the possession of Ihe territory was regarded as
necessary for another reason... .the Florida
peninsula served aa a guard for tiie Gulf of
Mexico. It enabled the Spaniards to keep the
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path to tiie sea open for their treasure ships
comlrg from Vera Cruz and for their supply ships
from Cadiz. -^

In those days it was ttioyght that Florida did not have

the agricultural soil or climate to attract and hold sturdy

farming settlers as did the territory to tiie north whose

agriculture fonned the backbone of tiie English colonies

Florida never lured a large Spanish population.
Unlike Mexico and Peru, living in Florida was
not easy, rather unsafe, and certainly not prof-
itable. In Florida there were no,»,. .wealth-
producing activities to make it a sulf -sustain-
ing colony. In consequence of this economic
handicap, Florida's financial burdens had to ^
be carried largely by subventions from Mexico.

But held Florida must be, and was. This task Spain

entrxisted to her army and to fiao: priesthood and lite record

of their heroism in iiie face of bitter Indian hostility is

long and too little known. Dominicans, Jesuits, Franciscans,

for almost tvw hundred years, gave a service of generous

and largely lonreworded activity to the conversion of iiie

Indian to Ihe Catholic uhurch and the Spanish colonial system.

In the middle years of the Seventeenth Century Iiie priesthood,

backed by a very visible army, were operating more than forty

missions on the peninsurla. From St. Augustine a iid Pensacola

as the two central bases they radiated, largely upon the

coast, but inland as well and in every direction. Grounded

as they always were upon governmental an3 military authority.

1, Curley, Michael, Church and State in Spanish Floridas , p.

5

2. Ibid, p. 5
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the decline of the missions paralleled the decline of

Spanish power.

In later years the pressure of the enemies of
Spain, the upris ing of the Indians and the
successive inroads of tiie English gradually
destroyed most of these mission stations «'

Throi;igh the edicts of the Council of the Indies

the king end the king's representatives had
been in almost complete control in America,,

.

The king undertook to promote the Catholic
cause by paying the costs of erecting, main-
taining and ornamenting churches and chapels

and by offering military protection for
the missionar ie 3, , ,.wl thout doubt the conver-
sion of so many natives to the Catholic re-
ligion woiild hardly have been accomplished
had not the Spanish government supported the
early efforts of the missionaries,^

The accounts of this mission period are meagre and

inconsluslve. During Ihe entire two centuries only those

persons came to, and those reports left Florida, that were

acceptable to the Church and the State of Spain, Wo may

accept accounts of a Utopian community of holj' fathers and

their little brown children, living and working in peace

and harmony. We must accept later accounts of growing Indian

tmrest and eventual rebellion against the missions. How,

out of the frying pan and into the fire, the Florida Indians

were thrown, must be read in the accounts of the transfer

of these Indians from the hands of liie Franciscans to those

of land-hungry English and Anerican colonists when, in 1763,

Florida was ceded to Englai-d •

1, Curie y, Michael, Church and State in Spanish Florida3 ,p.8
2, Ibid, pp, 13-14
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CHAPTER III

IKDIM LIFE IN THE lATE EEHTEENTH CEOTURY

For a 11 Spain's efforts, the missionaries had not re-

mained alone. The white trader and the white man's diseases,

so fatal to aborigines, had already begun their ancient

undermining of the Indians' remarkable physique and were

gradually making such inroads upon them as actually to deci-

mate the population. By the latter half of the seventeenth

century, northern tribes had begun to appear among the

Timucuan Indians in Florida, Instigated and sometimes

accompanied by the English from north of Guale, these Yamasee

Indians were urging rebellion against tiie m.issions as well

as carry iP-g off the weakening Tlraucuans to slavery farther

north. By the middle of the eighteenth century only a

handful of Tlmucuans were left in the neighborhood of St.

Augustine. It is safe to conjecture that this remnant had

attained a high degree of practical education, after some

two hundred years of exposure to the moves of the white man.

These probably conveyed their distaste to their south and

west Florida Indian brethren by whom the few survivors were

absorbed. It is believed that much of this remnant joined

the Seminoles and became one of the several elements of

tiheir present mixed ancestry, but unmixed suspicion of iihe

value of white civilization.
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The Yamaaee tribes of Northern Georgia had come to

be under the domination of the English, In 1715 an attempt

at census taking the previous year had roused such fear of

enslavement in these Indians that a violent insurrection,

known as the Yamasee War, broke out* Although cp ickly

defeated, many of the Yarnasee removed themselves to Florida

where eventually they too were incorporated with liie Seminole

nation.

We thus are enabled to perceive the pattern of forces

which produced the Seminole as we see him today. The main

body was originally not Creek in origin. Moving, at first

freely in the pursuit of game, and mingling with other tribes

along the way, they proceeded south and westward into Georgia

becoming located on the Oconee River which takes its name

from this Indian tribe.

These Oconee Indians belonged to a non-Muskogee
group of Indians of which the best known repre-
sentatives were the Hitchiti. Upon the Oconee
River, the first Indian tribes to join them
were of this connection, including son^e Swakili,
Tamathli, Apalachicola , Hitchiti and Chiaha, a
part of whom came to be known as Mikasuki,
though under what circumstances is unknown.
By 1750 this group began moving into Florida
where they established themselves on the
Alachua plains. There Bartram visited them
in 1774 and described their town. By 1832
all had probably united in Florida, where
they became the nucleus of the Seminole nation
and were soon lost in tiie mass of the Seminole
population.!

1. Swanton, John R., Indians of Southeastern United Stat es,
p. 165
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Between these dates however were to be written some

of the most ugly pages in the textbook of Indian education

by the whites, pages to which we shall reluctantly be obliged

to return. Let us pause a moment and observe with William

Bartram these "Siminoles" as they lived upon the plains of

Alachua when he visited them in 1744- "To the ethnologist,

Bartram is valuable for this reason. It was his training

under his father (John) as an accurate and careful observer

which makes his account of the Southeastern Indians one of

the best we have for this period."

Bartram, unlike MacCauley a century later, clearly dis-

tinguishes the Muskogees or Creeks from tiae Seminoles. Evi-

dently the division of Muskogee and Milcusuki, so evident

today, was recognizable in 1774. He writes thus of ttie

Seminole

.

They enjoy a super-abundance of the necessaries
and conveniences of life, with the security of
person and property, the two great concerns of
mankind ••• .Thus contented and undisturbed, tiiey

appear as blithe and free as the birds of the
air and, like them, as volatile and active ,

tuneful and vociferous. The visage, action and
deportment of a Seminole being the most striking
picture of happiness in this life. (Sic) Joy,
contentment, love an3 friendship witiiout gullre or
affectation seem Inherent in them for it leaves
them but with the last breath of life. It even
seems imposing a constraint upon their ancient
chiefs and senators to maintain a necessary
decorum and solemnity in their public councils.
Not even debility and decrepitude of extreme old
age is sufficient to erase from their visages this
youthful, joyous simplicity.^

1. Earnest, Ernest, John & William Bartram , p. 153
2. Bartram, William, Observations on dre'elTs & Cherokee

Indians, p. 158-15^
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Nowhere does Bartram bear out the present d&y concep-

tion of the Seminole as a taciturn, silent fellow. He makes

constant reference to them in such terms as "They were merry

and agreeable fellows as long as they staid "about others,

"They were cheerful and merry fellows and insisted on our

accepting par t of their fish".

He thus describes his visit to tjhe town of Cuseowilla

on the Alachua Plain. As tiiey approached the town, he says.

Here were three or four Indian habitations; the
women and the children saluted us with cheerful-
ness and complaisance. After riding ne ar a
mile further we arrived at Cuseowilla, near the
banks; a pretty brook of water ran through the
town, an3 entered the lake just by. We were
welcomed to tiie town, and conducted by the young
men and maidens to the chief's house, which stood
on an eminence, and was distinguished from liie

rest by its superior magnitude, a large flag
being hoisted on a high staff at one corner. T/e

immediately alighted: the chief who is called
the Cowkeeper, attended by several ancient men,
came to us, and in a very free and sociable manner,
shook our hands, or rather arms, (a form of salu-
tation peculiar to tiie American Indians) saying
at the some time, "You are com.e ." We followed
him into an apartment for tiie reception of their
guests.

The pipe being filled, it is handed around: after
which a large bowl which they call "thin drink"
Is brought in and set down on a small low table.
In this bowl is a great wooden ladle; each person
takes up in it as much as he pleases, and after
drinking until satisfied, returns it again to the
bowl, pushing the handle towards the next person
in the circle; and so it goes around

The next day being agreed on to
hold a council and transact the business of our
embassy, we acquainted the chief with our inten-
tion of making our encampment on tiie borders of
the great Alachua Savanna, and to return at liie
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time appointed to town to attend the council
according to agreement, ..• .a considerable number
of Indiana assembled around ttieir chief, when
the conversation turned to common and familiar
topics.

The chief is a tall well made man, very affable
an3 cheerful, about sixty years of age, his eyes
lively and full of fire—his countenance^ manly
and placid, yet ferocious, or what we call savage,
his nose aquiline, his dress extremely simple
but his head trimmed and ornamented in the true
Creek mode. He has been a great warrior, having
then attending him as slaves many Yamasee cap-
tives talcen by him when young. They were better
dressed than he and served and waited upon him With
signs of the most abject fear. The manners and
customs of the Alachuaa, and most of the Lower
Creeks or Seminoles, appear evidently tinctured
with Spanish civilization. Their religious and
civil usages manifest a predeliction for the
Spanish customs. There are several Christians
among them, many of whom wear little silver
crucifixes, affixed to a wampum collar around their
necks, or suspended by a small chain upon their
breasts. These are said to be baptized; and
notwithstanding most of them speak or understand
Spanish, yet they have been the most bitter and
formidable Indian enemies the Spaniards ever had.^

Bartram. is not the only reporter of Seminole hatred for

the mission priests. Apparently neither the Catholic church

nor Spanish culture were presented to them in such a guise

as to attract them, more than Iheir own tribal mores. As

Bartram' 3 account progresses it becomes apparent tiiat tiie

Seminole had much to lose and little to gain from white oivi-

lization^ as he saw it then and as he sees it now. If beauty

be in the eye of the eye of the beholder, Bartram 's eyes are

!• Bartram's own drawing of this chief appears as frontispiece
to the 1792 edition of his Travels and is reproduced as
Plate #31 of Americmi Ethnological Bulletin #157 above the
title Miccothlacco, The Long Warrior or King of the Seminoles

2. Bartram, William, The Travels of , p. 163
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eapecially gifted. His descriptions are sharply drawn bits

of Seminole life, but he seems to see with Indian affection,

the institutions he fin3 s among tiie Indians. He sees the

stars rather than the mud of the Seminole canp . So many who

have followed him have seen only the mud liiat Bartram's

account seems particularly fitted to convey to us the meanings

and values the Seminole's own culture holds for him; meanings

and values so great that he has preserved them under all but

intolerable social pressures. Bartram found that on the

Alachua Savanna in 1744

The slaves, both male an3 female, are permitted
to marry among them; their children are free,
and considered in every respect equal to them-
selves; but the parents continue in a state of
slavery as long as they live.

In observing these slaves, we behold at once in
their countenance an3 manners, the striking
contrast between a state of freedom and slavery.
They are the tamest, the most abject creatures
we can possibly imagine; mild: peaceable and
tractable, they seem to have no will or power
to act but as directed by their masters; whilst
the free Indians on the contrary, are bold,
active and clamorous. They differ as widely from
each other as the bull from the ox.

The repast is now brought in consisting of venison
stewed in bear's oil, fresh corn cob83,(3ic) milk
and hominy; and our drink honey and water very
cool and agreeable. After partaking of this
banquet, we took leave and departed for tiie great
Savanna.

1

As they traverse the plain, Bartram sees

innumerable droves of cat tls.« ..herds of sprightly

1. Ibid, p. 164
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dear, squadrons of tte beautiful fleet Seminole
horse, flocks of turkeys ••• .mix togetiier appear-
ing happy and contented in tiie enjoyment of peace
until disturbed ai-id affrighted by tlae warrior
man. Behold yonder, coming upon them., .the
naked red warrior at the terrible appearance
of the painted, fearless and uncontrolled and free
Seminole they are at once thrown into disorder and
dismay.... as soon after sunrise, a party of Indians
on horseback appeared on the Savanna to collect
togatiier several herds of cattle (of which the
chief had) ordered some of the best steers of his
droves to be slaughtered for a general feast for
the whole town, in compliment of our arrival and
pacific negotiations. The cattle were as large
and fat as those of the rich grazing pastures of
Moyomensing in Pennsylvaixla. ...( after a completion
of the conference) The banquet succeeded, the
ribs and choicest fat pieces of the bullocks,
excellentlj'' well barbecued, were brought into the
apartment of the public square constructed and
appointed for feasting. Bowls and kettles of fish
were bro\:ght in for the next course; and with it

a very singular dish. The traders call it tripe-
soup.. ..This dish is greatly esteemed by the
Indians but is, in my judgment the least agreeable
they have amongst them.

The town of Cuscowilla, which is the capitol of the
Alachua Tribe, contains about thirty habitations,
each of which consists of two houses nearly the
same size, about thirty feet in length, twelve
feet wide and about the same height. The door is

placed midway on one side or in the front. This
house is divided equally across, being two apart-
ments, one of which is the cook-room or common
hall, and the other the lodging room.

The other house is nearly of the same dimensions,
stand ing about twenty yards from the dwelling
house, its end fronting the door. The building
is two storeys high, and constructed in a differ-
ent maiiner. It is divided transversly, as the
other, but the end next the dwelling house is open
on three sides, supported by posts or pillars. It
has an open loft or platform, the ascent to viiich
is by a portable stair or ladder: this is a pleas-
ant, cool, airy situation, and here the master or
chief of the family retires to repose in the hot
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seasons, and receives his guests or visitors.
The other M If of the building is closed on all
sides by notched logs; the lowest or ground part
Is a potato house, and the upper story over it
a granary for corn and other provisions.

Their houses are constructed of a kind of frame.
In the first place, strong corner pillars are
fixed in the ground, with others somewhat less,
ranging on a line between; these are strengthened
by crosspieces of timber, and tlie vihole with the
roof is covered close with the bark of the cypress
tree. The dwelling stands near the middle of a
square yard, encompassed by a low bank, formed
with the earth taken out of the yeard, which is
always carefully swept, ^heir towns are clean,
the inhabitants being particular In layim their
filth at a proper distance from their dwellings,
which undoubtedly contributes to the health of
their habitations.-'-

It should be borne in mind that the group described thus

by Bartram is not Muscoghee - commonly regarded today as the

Seminole element most likely to be friendly and educable to

white man's ways. These people who showed Bartram not only

friendly hospitality but who lived in a high state of social

organization were the Miccosuki group who were described as

"the miserable remnants of their tribe left in Florida, viio

now either live in squalid road-side villages as a tourist

attraction, or under tiie niost primitive conditions deep in

the Everglades" on December 26, 1948 in the Tampa Sunday Tribune

by D. B. McKay in Seminole s Left their jviark on. Oklahoma . V/hat

a commentary upon education of tiie Indian by the white man

this representsl

1. Bartram, William, Travels of, pp. 165-169
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The educational process to v4iich they were already being

subjected was already apparent and active

Early In the eighteenth century, the Creek Indians
of Georgia allied with the English and joined with
them in raiding Florida and carrying off captives
as slaves. As the land was laid waste aiid the

natives carried off the middle Florida towns
were almost depopulated. First to move in were
the Lower Creeks or Miccosukees. These were an
older, more warlike tribe than the Upper Creeks
or Muscogeas.l

It is evident that it is tills group, augmented by the Yamasee

war refugees, which Bartram finds so friendly and well be-

haved.

Not all Seminole behaviors presented so Slyslan an

aspect. At Mount Royal, the following year. Bar tram en-

countered, and left for our digestion a description of their

behavior when in social contact with other
,
probably more

typical whites of the region. His account follows

At the trad ing-hous e I found a very large party
of the Lower Creeks encamped within a grove just
without tiie pallisadoes. This was a predatory
band of ttie Seminoles, consisting of about forty
warriors •• ..They had just arrived from St. Augus-
tine, where they had been with a large troop of
horses for sale, and furnished themselves with a
very liberal supply of spirituous liquors, about
twenty kegs each containing five gallons.

These sons of Mars had the continence and forti-
tude to withstand the temptation of even tasting
a drop of it until their arrival here, where ttiey

purposed to supply themselves vAt'n. necessary
articles to equip them for the expedition and
then proceed on directly; but here meeting with
our j''oung traders and pack-horse men they were
soon prevailed upon to broach their beloved nectar;

1« Click, Pansy Reed, Runaways of the Grass Country, p. 6
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which. in the end caused aome diat-'arbance and the
consumption of most of their liquor; for after
they had onca got a smack of it, they were never
sober for about ten days, and by that time there
was but little Is ft.

In a few days this festival exhibited one of the
most ludicrous bacchanalian scenes that is pos-
sible to be conceived. 'White and red, men and

women without distinction, passed the day merrily
with these jovial, amorous topers, and the nights
in convivial songs, dances and sacrifices to
Venus, as long as they could stand or move; for
in these frolicks both sexes take such liberties
with each other and act, without constraint or
shame, such scenes as they would abhor when sober
or in their senses; and would endanger their ears
and even their lives; but at last, their liquor
running low, and being aiost of tiiem sick through
intoxication, they became more sober; and now the
dejected lifeless sots would pawn everything they
were in possession of, for a moutiiful of spirits
to settle their stomachs as they termed it. This
was the time for the wenches to make their market,
as they liad the fortitude and subtility by dis-
auraulation and artifice to save tlieir share of
the liquor duriiig the frolick, and that by a
very singular stratagem; for at these riots,
every fellow who joins in the club has his own
quart bottle of rum in his hand, so sure, that he
never looses hold of it day or night, drunk or
sober, as long as tts frolic continues; and wdth
this, his beloved friend, he roves about continu-
ally, singing, roaring and reeling to aii3 fro,
either along or arm in arm with a brother toper,
presenting his bottle to everyone; offering a
drink; and is sure to meet his beloved female if
he can, whom he complaisantly begs to drink with
him. But the modest fair, veiling her face in a
mantle, refuses; at the beginning of the frolick;
but he presses and at last insists. She, being
furnisiied with an empty bottle in her mantle, at
last consents, and taking a good long draught,
blushes, drops her pretty face on her bosom, and
artfully discharges the rum into her bottle, and
by repeating this artifice, soon fills it. This
she privately conveys to her secret store, and
then retiArns to the jovial game, and so on during
the festival. When the comic farce is over, ths
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wench retails tiae precious cordial to them at
her own price.

There ware a few of the chiefs, particularly the
Long Warrior their leader, who had the prudence
and foresight to resist the temptation during the
whole farce; but though he w as a powerful chief,
a king and a very cumiing man, he was not able to
control these mad -men. ^

As to their 'Persons and Qualifications', Bartram is himself

again

The male s of the Siminoles and confederate tribes
of the Creeks are tall, erect, and moderately
robust; their limbs well shaped, so as generally
to form a perfect human figure, their features
regular and countenance open, dignified and
placid; yet the forehead and brow so formed as
to strike you instantly witl-i heroism and bravery;
the eye tho' very rather small, yet active and
full of fire; the iris always black, and tiae nose
commonly inclining t(5 aquiline. Tneir countenance
and actions exhibit an air of magnanimity, superi-
ority and independence. Their complexion of a
reddish brown or copper color; their hair long,
lank, coarse and black as a raven an3 reflecting
the like lustre at different exposures to the
light. The Muscogulge women, tho' remarkably short
of stature, are well formed; their visage round,
features regular and beautiful; the brow high and
arched; the eye large, black and languishing, ex-
pressive of modesty, diffidence and bashfulness;
these charms are their defensive and offensive
weapons and they know very well how to play tiiem
off, and under cover of these alluring graces are
concealed the most subtle artifice; they are
however loving and affectionate; they are, I believe,
the smallest race of women yet known, seldom above
five feet high, and I believe the greater number
never arrive to that stature; their hands and feat
not larger than those of Europeans nine or ten
years of age; yet the men are of gigantic stature,
a full size larger than Europeans, many of them
above six feet and few under that. Their complexion
much darker than any of the tribes to the north of
them that I have seen. Some bands of the Siminoles
......are rather taller and slenderer and tiieir
complexions lighter.^

"n Bartram, William, Travels of pp. 214-215
2. Ibid, pp. 350-361
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A portion of Bartram's account deals with the Musko-

gee group. Although his spelling is always as unstereotyped

aa his style, he makes it abundantly clear that, no matter

wftiat the tribe, the Florida Indian is a civilized and

friendly fellow when he is in his own environment or in the

company of friendly visitors like our Pennsylvania Quaker

narrator.

The Muscoguges are more volatile, sprightly and
talkative than their northern neighbors, the
Cherokees; and, tho' far more distant from the
white settlements than any nation East of the
Mississippi or Ohio, appear evidently to have
made greater advances towards the refinements
of true civilization, which cannot in the least
degree be attributable to the good examples of
the white people

A man goes forth on his business or avocation;
he calls in at another town; if he wants vic-
tuals, rest or social conversation, he confidently
approaches the door of the first house he chooses,
saying, "I am come", the good man or woman replies,
"You are. It's well." Immediately victuals and
drink are ready, he eats and drinks a little,
then smokes tobacco, and then converses either
of private matters, public talks or news of the
town. He rises and says, "I go", the other an-
swers, "You do." He then proceeds again, aii3

steps in at the next habitation he likes.,

The first and most cogent article in all their
treaties with the white people, is, that there
shall not be any kind of spirituous liquor sold
or brought into their towns on my journey.
Just after we had passed the junction of the
Pensacola Road with our path, two young traders
overtook us on their way to tiie Nation They
informed us that they were running about 40 kegs
of Jamaica spirits (which by dashing would have
made at least 80 kegs) to the Nation; and after
having left the town 3 or 4 days, they were sur-
prised on the road in the evening just after they
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had come to Camp by a party of Creeks who, dls-
coveriiTg their speoles of mercliondize, they
forthwith struck their tomahawks into every keg,
giving the liquor to the thirsty sand, not
tasting a drop of it tliemselves; and they had
enough to do to ke ep the tomahawks from the ir
own skulls.

1

He caai, Quaker tho ' he is, sense the poetic quality of

another man ' a re ligion.

These Indiana are by no means idolaters, unless
their puffing the tobacco smoke toward the sun
and rejoicing at the appearance of the new moon
be termed so, I have observe! the young fellows,
very merry nnd jocose, at the appearance of the

new moon, saying how ashamed she looks under the
veil, since sleeping with the sun these two or
three nights she is ashamed to show her face.
So far from idolatry are they, that they have no
images among them nor any religious rite or cere-
mony that I could perceive; but adore the Great
Spirit, the giver and taker away of the breath
of life, wi th the most profound and respectful
homage. They believe in a future state, where
the spirit exists, which they call the world of
spirits, where th^ enjoy different degrees of
tranquility or comfort, agreeably to their life
spent he re .2

Even their government is understood and sympathetically

described

No one will tell you how or v*ien he (the Mi ceo)
became king; but he is universally acknowledged
to be the greatest person among tiie m, and he is
loved, esteemed and reverenced altho he associates,
eats, drinks and dances with them in common as
another man - his dress is 1iie same and a stranger
could not distinguish the king's habitation from
that af any other c iti zen.. ..The most active part
the Micco takes is in the civil government of
the town or tribe.

^* Bartram, '.Villiam, Travels of , pp 385-337
2. Ibid, pp 5B^-3'J0'
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. . • .The next man in order of dignity and power
is the great war chief; he represents and exer-
cizes the dignity of the Micco in his absence in
council - his voice is of the greatest weight in
military affairs. .. ..There is in every town a
high priest or seer he presides in spiritual
affairs, and is a person of consequence. •• .par-
ticularly in military affairs, .his iixfluence is
so great that they have he en known frequently to

stop and turn back an army when within a day's
march of the enemy after a march of several
hiondred miles. They foretel rain or draught, and
pretend to bring rain at pleasure, cvire diseases
and exercize witchcraft, invoke or expel evil
pirits and even assume the power of directing
hunder and lightning.-'-

From Bartram comes our earliest account of Indian education

by Indians.

At the age of from 15 to 17 this ceremony (of
initiating youth into manhood) is usually per-
formed. It is called Boos-ke-tan.^ A youth
of the proper age gathers two handfulls of the
son-watch-can, which he eats a whole day, then
he steeps the leaves in water and drinks it.
In the dusk of the evening he eats two handfulls
of boiled grits. This is repeated for four days
and during this time he remains in the house.
The son-watch-con has the effect of intoxica-
ting and maddening. The fourth day he goes out
but must put on a pair of new moccasins - cere-
monies are sometimes extended to four, six or
eight m.oons or as little as twelve days only,

the same. During the whole of
physik is administered by the
in speaking of a youth under

initiation, says, "I am physiking him", or, "I am
teaching him all that it is proper for him to
know". The youth during this initiation does not
touch anyone except young persons who are under a
like coiirse with himself and if he dreams he
drinks possan-

but the course is
this ceremony the
great leader who.

When the young men are goir^ to war they go to a
hot house of the town made for the purpose and

1. Bartram, William, The Travels
2. Later investigation discloses

used for the
and maidens were

of, p. 390
^at this word

•^Green Corn Dance" where
inducted into

groups
adulthood

.

Is
of

properly
young men
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remain there four days. The fourth day they
come out, have their bundle ready and march. '-

"The women were not compelled to labor in the fields.

Excepting at hunting season the men did most of the field-

work. There are no people who love their women more.

They are all courteous, polite, gentle, tender an3 fondling

to women. The condition of women is as happy, compared with

that of the men, as the condition of women in any part of

the world. "2

These savages, it is certain, "have not the assistance

of letters or those means of education in the schools of

philosophy where the virtuous sentiments and actions of

the most illustrious characters are recorded and carefully

laid before the youth of the civilized nations, therefore

this moral principle must be innate or they must be under

the immediate influence and guidance of a more divine and

powerful preceptor who. .» .points out to them at once, the

dignity, propriety and beauty of virtue. "^

"The youth of both sexes are fond of decorating them-

selves with external ornaments •• ..their ears are lacerated

separating the border.. .a piece of lead being fastened into

it by its weight extends this cartilage to an incredible

length extending semi-circulorly like a bow or crescent;

1. Pasaim
2. Pasaim
3. LOG. Uit.
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and it 13 then very elastic even so as to spring and bound

about with the least motion or flexure of the body; this is

decorated with soft white plumes of heron feathers. "^

Bartratn goes on to describe the outstanding feature of

their costume as a four inch head band embellished with a

high waving plume of crane or heron feathers. This turban

and a "flap" which was usually a piece of blue cloth about

eighteen inches wide drawn ttirough the legs and, at each

end, under a belt with the ends falling down in front an3

behind not quite to the knee, were their daily attire. For

ceremonial occasions they wore a large scarlet or blue man-

tle fringed with small brass or silver bells or a short cloak

just long enough to cover the shoulders and breast, woven of

the scarlet feathers of the flamingo. They had large silver

crescents or gorgets suspended from the neck an3 lying on

the breast, and these were also used as arm and neck orna-

ments.

The head neck and breast are painted with Ver-
million and some of t he warriors have liie skin
of the breast and muscular parts of the body
very curiously inscribed or adorned with
heiroglyphick scrolls, flowers, figures of ani-
mals, stars, crescents an3 the sun in the center
of the breast. This painting of the flesh is,
I understand, performed in their youth by pricking
the skin with a needle until the blood starts,
and rubbing in a bluish tinct which is as perma-
nent as their llfe.^

1» Bartram, WlJllam, Travels of , p. 393
2. Ibid, p. "351
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The women wore a petticoat, larger and loi^ger than

the mens' "flap" reaching alnost to the middle of liie leg,

and a short waist-coat made of calico. They braided their

hair and pinned it into a "wreathed topnot decorated with

an incredible quantity of silk ribbands of various colors,

which streamed down on every side almost to the ground.

The every day, ordinary costume for ttie females was the

Jacket and petticoat, for the m.ales the "flap". The mala

youth went perfectly naked until they were twelve or fifteen

years of age

.

When a young man has fixed his affections and
Is determined to marry, he takes a cane or reed
such as they stick down at the hills of their
bean vines for their support; with this (after
having obtained her parents' or nearest rela-
tives consent) he repairs to the habitation of
his beloved, attended by his friends and associ-
ates, and, in the presence of tiie wedding guests,
he sticks his reed down upright in the ground;
when soon after his sweetheart comes forth with
anoliier reed which she' sticks down by the side
of his; when they are married.

1

The relatives provided household equipm.ent as gifts

and the entire village combined to build them a home which

became the property of tiae woman. The marriage was for a

year only, subject to renewal but

there is seldom an instance of their separating
after they have children. If it should happen,
the mother takes the children under her own
protection, though the father is obliged to
contribute towards their maintainance during

1, Bartram, William, The Travels of , p. 402
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thfl ir minority and the mother's widowhood.

The Muacogulgea allow of polygamy in the
utmost latitude; every man takes as many wives
as he chooses but the first is queen and the
others her iTandraaids and associates, •• .Adultery
is always punished with cropping which is the
only corporal punishment among them. . ..for nl-
flcation, theft etc. produces such repeated
marks an3 reflections of ridicule and contempt,
that it generally ends involuntary banishment.l

All of Bartram's reports tally closely with the observa-

tions of his contemporaries and with those of subsequent

records when made by persons who have been permitted to

witness the free and untrammeled behavior of these Indiana.

This study will attempt to place emphasis upon those few

aspects of their later behavior viiich mark adaptation to the

changing world about them. It will be apparent that the

basic social system under which these Indians lived in the

mid-eighteenth century was largely unchanged by the horrors

of the warfare which they were to endure and from which they

had only recently emerged when Clay MacCauley shared their

life more than a hundred years after Bartram's visit.

The Muscogulges bury their deceased in the earth.
They dig a four -square pit under the cabin or
couch which 1±Le deceased lay upon In his house,
lining the grave with cypress bark where they
place the corpse in a sitting posture, as if it
were alive, depositing with him his gun, toma-
hawk, pipe and such other matters he had the
greatest value for in his lifetime. His elder
wife.. ..has the second choice of his possessions
and the remaining effects divided among his other

1» Loc. cit.
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wives and children.

It was essentially a matriarchal society which Bartram

observed, ai-d a matriarchy it remains. The modifications

of tribal custom in this area chai:ige slowly and traditional

behavior is still largely operative tdday. Spanish mission

dominance had not changed the essential character of their

social system nor was English control to do so. Let ua

leave them, as Bartram did, with a clear look at Ihe human

results of education of Seminoles by Seminoles.

If we consider tiaem with respect to their private
character or in a moral view, they must, I think
claim our approbation, if we divest ourselves
of prejudice and think freely. As moral men
they certainly stand in no need of European
civilization. They are just, honest and liberal
to strangers; considerate, loving and affection-
ate to their wives and relations, fond of their
children; industrious, frugal, temperate and
persevering, charitable and forbearing. I have
been weeks and months amongst them and in their
towns, and never observed the least sign of
contention or wrangling; never saw an instance
of an Indiaai beating his wife or even reproving
her in anger.

2

Is this a degenerate, ignorant backward people or is

there evidence of a unique and rattier high order of civili-

zation from whicli much may be learned? 'nYe are not to know.

The pattern becomes obscured. Into these quiet communities,

for many years, were to be poured the most ugly dregs of

white tribal warfare and social upheaval from which nothing

1. Bartram, William, The Travels of , p. 403
2. Ibid, p. "3^
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of lasting value Is to be learned. Bartram aaw thetn Just

before the learning process became acute.

A new phase began when, in 1763, after almost two

centuries of Spanish theocratic government, Florida and

its Indian tribes passed under the dominance of England.

The change in the political and social weather was rapid

and severe. Louder and louder had been growing the clamor

from the Amerlcm colonists to the north for lands beyoiad

the Alleghanies upon which to settle. EnglarxJ was quick

to see that, if immigration could be diverted to Florida,

much friction with more warlike tribes holding tiie western

lands beyond the mountains might be averted.

After Fort Pitt and other settlements had been
attacked by strong Indian forces, the English
hone autiiorities endeavored to avert further
hostilities by issuing the Royal Pro clanation
of October 7, 1763. -This reserved the lands west
of the Alleghanies, between Canada and Florida,
for the exclusive use of the Indian tribes. By
way of compensation, the land-hungry frontiers-
men were invited to establish themselves in
Florida on very favorable terms ... .Friendship
with the Indian tribes was very carefully culti-
vated.^

Inasmudi as the land which was so generously offered

by the British was already the property and home of the

very Sem.inol8s whom Bartram has described, it may be won-

dered just which Indians were being 'carefully cultivated'

as friejTds. The years to come were to demonstrate to the

1. Curie y, Michael, Church ard State in Spanish Floridaa ,

pp 17-18
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satlafaction of the Seminoles, that it was not they who

were to be given csonaid eration. It became, rather, in-

creasingly evident that they were marked for elimination.

For the twenty years of English control of Florida,

those between 1763 and 1783, the entire American seaboard

was rod<ed by white tribal war: tiie American Revolution.

The influx of Loyalist refugees, at the beginning of this

conflict, to the northern areas of Florida was no less

rapid than their disappearance at its close. Small wonder

that it was incomprehensible to the Seminoles I And then,

after only 20 years, the land was returned to Spain by a

treaty which provided that

All former English subjects who did ix) t care
to conform to Spanish rule might sell their
property and retire to another domain within
eighteen months, but those who elected to
remain were bound to swear allegiance to the
Catholic King and to accept the laws of the
Spanish State. Such a provision almost de-
populated Florida.!

Nobody consulted the Indians in this treaty making.

They did not 'elect to remain'; tl-iey did not 'swear

allegiance', but remain they did, in such very considerable

numbers tiat, when Spain resumed her control of the penin-

sula, she found only some nine hundred whites. Confronting

these, within and upon the borders of Florida were about

forty-five thousand Ii^dians.^ Needless to say, that

1. Ibid , pp 66-67
2. Loc. cit

.
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Immediate efforts to conciliate these Indiana were made

by this handful of Spaniards who, lacking now the power

of the Spanish military fbroaa of former years

succeeded in concluding a treaty of amity
wltti tlsm in 1784. But significant of the
change from former days was the omission of
any provision for briiiging Catholic mis-
sionaries to the Indian tribes. ...It would
have been an unwise political policy to
attempt their conversion. Content to have
them as frien3s in time of peace, in the event
of war with the Americans, they hoped to claim
them as allies.!

The ensuing years taught the Indian that almost

everybody hoped to claim him as an ally with an Intensity

almost equal to everybody's efforts to acquire, by fair

means or foul, his hunting lands. It was bewildering at

first. But the Indians learned, if slowly, certainly very

surely. They have not yet forgotten. At first they re-

sisted*

1. Curley, Michael, Church and State in Spanish Floridas ,

pp 70-71
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CHAPTER IV

NINETEENTH CENTURY WARFARE

Napoleon's glgaitic bid for power dominated much of

world politics in the early years of the nineteenth century.

To combat its threat was the major concern of a Great Britain,

still smartii-g from the revolutionary amputation of some of

her choicer colonies. It should not be supposed that the

new World lived in isolation from this titanic struggle.

Without comprehending the causes, the Seminoles were forced

to accept activity in these jockeyings for position which

characterized the statecraft of their white neighbors, Indians

became unwitting and largely unwilling pawns in the contest.

Small wonder that they did not understand what was happeningl

With the perspective of more than a century, the average

adult American of today has but a hazy notion of the causes

or results of the War of 1812. "It was fought to prevent

the British from impressii-g our sailors", he says, "and of

course we won it I We have never lost a war." The British

say the same, "We have never lost a war." If, of this war,

it must be said that someone lost it, undoubtedly this some-

one is the Seminoles. They lost it and almost existence

itself.

Spain lost also. As her power waned, so waned her con-

trol of Florida, Always it had been the policy of Spain to
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restrict entrance to Florida to persons chosen as repre-

sentatives of her governmental policies. Spanish rule had

been, for the Florida Indians, harsh an3 greatly self-in-

terested, but it had been strong and consistent. Now con-

trary winds blew upon these Indians from every quarter.

As far as the Florid as were concerned, three
important factors tended to put the situation
completely out of control: the imprisonment of
the King of Spain, Ferdinand VI:# the jealous
rivalry of the United States aiid the weakened
internal conditioi-is of the provinces themselves.
All these conditions left the Floridas at the
mercy of their stronger northern neighbor.

^

Florida became a kind of no-man's land. It was occupied

by the Indiana, governed by the Spanish, coveted by the British

and constaitly invaded by the Americans, both by infiltration,

by unauthorized settlers and by semi-military intervention

by those Americans who could accept a French Louisiana and

tolerate a Spanish Florida but could in no way stomach a

British either. This last was a real possibility.

When, in 1783, Florida was relxirned to Spain, Georgia

became a part of the new United States and on and near this

unhappy Florida-Georgia border were displayed some of the

most unhappy aspects of 'manifest destiny'. As the inability

of Spain to defend Florida against outside intrusion became

clearer, border pressures grew.

Abolition of the slave-trade by the United States was

#• by his father. King Charles IV
1. Curley, Michael, Church and State in Spanish Floridas ,

p. 313
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flouted by a flotilla of hundreds of ships entering Pernandlna

and other harbors near the United States borders. The smug-

gling of the slave cargoes of these ships across the borders

northward made liiis area as profitable for slave traders,

smugglers and pirates as it was, doubtless, despicable to

their Indian observers

.

Increasingly over this land lay the threat that England

might again snatch the Florida peninsula from the weakening

hands of Spain to use it as a military base against the young

and very nervous United States.

Nor were these the only causes for irritation given to

her northern neighbors by the Spaiai sh Florida of those turbu-

lent days .

Cattle rustliiTg by runaway negroes from Georgia
and the Carol inas had long centered in Florida
• •..Although the dons certainly did not con-
done the black men in their cattle stealing,
they did not punish them for this lawlessness
against the Americans who lived on the opposite
side of the Ploridian border. The agents of the
British encouraged the negroes in their live
cattle thievery.

1

Conditions became so intolerable that General Gaines,

stationed in southwestern Georgia, complained to the Florida

Seminoles, whom he suspected as leaders of the raids •

From -ftie Indian councils came the indignant though
haughty reply that the Seminoles had suffered more
seriously tlmn the white stockmen from the epi-
demic of cattle stealing.

2

1^ Dacy, George H. Four Centuries of Florida Ranching , p. 40
2. Ibid, p. 41
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Thfl network of conflicting white rivalries enmeshed

the Indian more and more • He could not comprehend but

neither could he avoid them. No matter who won, tlie Indian

always lost. This he eventually came to learn but the

lessons by which he learned it have been so obscured if not

concealed from the eyes of several generations of young

white Americans viio have grown up beside him that they are

as ignorant of Indian history as he is of theirs. What

follows is their history.

In March 1812, one George Mathews,

under verbal instructilais from President Ma<lia$jn
to occupy the Ploridas should a foreign power
attempt to gain possession, effected the sur-
render of the Port of Fernandina on Amelia Island
in East Florida. Since he had exceeded his
instructions, the action of Mathews was disavowed
by President Madison and the Americans were re-
called.l

It is not the province of this investigation to plunge

into waters so muddy as almost to have blackened the reputa-

tion of General Andrew Jackson, later President of the United

States. It is however important to examine the confused

political situation of the day with recognition of how ir-

responsible, brutal and chaotic it must have looked to the

Indians, resident in these areas and, day by day, absorbing

as best they might, the nature of the white man's culture.

In Georgia, the Creek Indians were, and had been making

1« Gurley, Michael, Cliurch and State in Spanish Floridas , p. 18
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datermined and very successful resistance to the seizure by

Americans of their lands, in which resistance England was

giving them every aid and encouragement. The measure of

their success may be read in a letter written by William

Carroll to Governor Blount of South Carolina

Dec. 20, 1813.
The subject of tiie Creek war in my opinion
reduces to a very plain point. V/e must make
a merit of necessity and give up the campaign.
It is the only way to save the honor of the
array - the honor of the State . 1

But American pressure upon the Indian to relinquish

his lands was tremendous ai-d unremitting. The situation

in Florida was much like that in Georgia with the difference

only that the problem of the Florida Indian was even mare

complex

The white men wanted land and they wanted slaves
with which to work it. The Indians who gave
freedom, or a nominal slavehood, to escaping
negroes, and loyally refused to give them up
to the slave catchers, had both.

2

A man was at hand, wiio knew Indian warfare and was

williiig to meet the demand tiiat ho use this knowledge.

After his triumph at New Orleans, Andrew Jackson was sent

to put down the Creek resistance in Georgia. That he did.

As he wrote to his wife of the battle of Horse-shoe Bend

which conclusively settled "the uprising".

1. Jackson Papers, Vol. XVIII Library of Congress
2. Douglas, Marjory Stoneraan, The Everglades , p. 194
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The carnage was dpeadful . They had possessed
tliemselves of one of the most military sites
I ever saw which they had as strongly fortified
with logs across the neck of a bend, I en-
deavored to level the works with my cannon, but
in vain. The balls poped// through the works
without striking the wall but carrying destruc-
tion to the enemy by hundreds.. It was dark
before we finished killing the m. ••• .There were
counted five hundred and fifty seven and it
was their opinion that there were no less than
three hundred vvho were sunk in the river and
could not be counted .-^

Those few survivors who managed to escape the shipment

west which followed this extermination joined the Florida

Indians. They were pursued there upon the responsibility of

someone In the United States government and by the army.

This seams to be as far as we can go in determining vixo was

actually responsible for Jackson's invasion of the territory

of a friendly nation, Spain.

The United States was not v/ithoiit provocation

In 1814 tiae British were permitted by the Spanish
to land at Pensacola, where they began drilling
Seminole recruits in tiie public square The
British also built the Maroons and Serainoles a
fort, mounted It with guns and stocked it with
powder. Tills inspired General Andrew Jackson to
take it upon himself to lead a force of volunteers
into Florida which drove the British from Pensa-
cola. Two years later Jackson returned, and this
time he gave orders to General Duncan Clincli to
attack the Negro fort, blow it up and "return the
niggers to their rightful owners".

2

"With little regard for the intricacies of diplomacy"

but certainly with verve and dispatch General Jackson "moved

1. Jackson Papers Volume XVIII Library of Congress
2. Kennedy, Stetson, Palmetto Country, pp 57-58
# The spelling is Gena^^al JaaksSl^ ' ^

'' '
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ahead to attack Pensacola and these British threats to the

periphery of the New; Republic. "^

His dander was up and his correspondence witii Mr. Calhoun

an3 Mr. Monroe make his, and their intentions quite clear.

Law and order, in the person of Andrew Jackson, was to come

to Florida. If Spain did not control the Indians, he would,

and, accompanied by tiiree thous£ind U. S. Army troops, ha

made a foray into tliis Spanish peninsula which was, remark-

ably enough, called the First Seminole War I

Among tiie Jackson Papers are a number of letters from

and to Jackson "on the subject of 1iie Course of the Latter

in the Deliberations of the Cabinet of Mr. TJoiiroe on the

Occurances in the Seminole V/ar."^

In a letter written to President Andrew Jackson of the

United States of America on May 29, 1830, Vice-president

Calhoun writes of the General Jackson of a dozen or so years

before. Mr. Calhoun makes allusion to a "letter that General

Jackson had made to the president (Monroe). In it Jackson

approves of the Government to take Amelia Island and Galveston

and gives it also as his opinion that Florida ought to be

taken by the United States. He added, it might be a delicate

matter for the executive to decide."^

But President Monroe was not too greatly troubled by

1. Curley, Michael, Church and State in Spanish Floridas , p. 18
2. Correspondence between General Andrew Jackson and Joim C.

Calhoun, President and Vice-president of the United States,
on the subject of The Course of the Latter in the Delibera-
tions of the Cabinet of Mr. Monroe on the occurrences in
the Seminole War., p. 36

3. Ibid, p. 17
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delicacy. He writes July 19, 1818 to General Jackson:

"The United States stands justified in ordering their

troops into Florida in pursuit of their enemy. They have

this right by the law of nations, if tiie Seminoles were

the inhabitants of another country and had entered Florida

vi/ith a species of sovreignty over that part of the terri-

tory and right to the soil, our right to give such an

order is the more complete and unquestionable. It is not

an act of hostility against Spain". ^

and in his second annual message he said

In authorizing Major-General Jackson to enter
Florida in pursuit of the Seminoles, care was
taken not to encroach upon the rights of
Spain.

2

Hostile or not, this expedition (investigation of which was

later almost to cause the impeachment of President Andrew

Jackson) was repeated in 1818. Jackson invaded Pensacola

once more in reprisal for probably British-instigated Indian

depredations. He did not hesitate to execute two British

Indian agents and to tell the Spanish that until they could

preserve order, he would do so.

Historians dispute whether Jackson had any secret
authority to invade the land. Certainly his in-
vasion, done apparently without warrant londer
international law, could not be openly supported
by the United States government. But Spain knew
that her hope of retaining Florida was vain.
The conduct of Jackson was under fire in President

1» Correspondence between General Andrew Jackson aii3 John C.
Calhoun, President and Vice-president of the United States,
on the subject of The Course of the Latter in the Delibera-
tions of til e Cabinet of Mr. Monroe on the Occurances in
the Seminole V/ar. , p. 36

2. Messages and Papers of the Presidents, Vol II p, 42
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Madiaon's cabinet. Secretary of War Calhoun
thoia^t It worthy of court martial, though
Secretary of State Adams defended it as nec-
essary since the Spaniards could not control
the situation. When President Madison publicly
disavowed Jackson's continuing occupation of
Pensacola, he was forced to withdraw. 1

Jackson had a c ertain pre cedent for his invasion. In

1817 a group of Arae ri can f illibusters headed by the adventurous

MacGregor had seized the Port of Fernandina in East Florida

anJ held it for several months while title

Spaniards looked on helplessly.

2

Episodes of tiai s nature increased in number and in-

tensity. Small wonder liiat by 1819 Spain was willing to cede

the Florida peninsula to the United States for the sum of

five million dollars, all of which was paid to discharge

American claims against the Spanish government for property

damage incurred by Florida and Georgia citizens. Of profit

from ttie sale, Spain realized not one penny. General Jackson

was a national hero. In his Sixth Annual Message, President

Madison reported to Congress

On our southern border victory has continued
to follow tiie American standard. The bold
and skillful operations of Major-General Jackson
• •..have subdued the principal tribes of hostile
savages, ana, by establishing a peace with them,
preceeded by recent and exemplary chastisement,
has best guarded against liie mischief of their
cooperation with the British enterprises which
may be planned against thit quarter of our country.^

1. Curley, Michael, Church and State in Spanish Floridas ,

pp. 317-319
2. Ibid , p. 18
3. Messages and Papers of the Presidents , Vol I p. 548
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Por possibly perceptible but unstated reagons Andrew

Jackson was appointed tti e first territorial governor of

Florida. Shortly thereafter

He said that all the Seminoles, by which he
meant all the Indians in Florida should be
removed to tlie west. The negroes who had bean
free among ttiem and the ir free-born children,
must be returned to the slave-gangs. 1

During the years in which the Florida peninsula had

been under Spanish law and Mission control, negro refugees

had found freedom from slavery when they crossed the border.

Florida Indians, particularly the Muskogees around Lake

Okeechobee, had recognized the negro refugees from the north

as free men, had intermarried with them and negro blood

flowed in the veins of many of the Muskogee chieftans. Only

war could settle the matter of forcibly removing them, and

the white men set about deliberately provoking the Indians

to acts of desperation that might induce the American govern-

ment to send in the army.

Border toughs moved down among the Indian vil-
lages, stealing cattle, destroying crops,
taking negroes ... .the Mikasukis. • .began to move
quietly down near or into the Glades.... The
Americans who began to settle middle Florida
thought to herd them all south, to those
unknown swamps which nobody wanted. 2

By the treaty of Camp Moultrie the Indians agreed to

move south of the 7/ithlacoochee River an3 to remain (witii

1. Douglas, Marjory Stoneman, The Everglades , p. 196
a Ibid, p. 197
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an Indian agent at Fort King) upon five million acres.

Upon this reservation they would have "protection against

all persons whomsoever and to restrain and prevent all

white persona from hunting, settling and otherwise intruding

upon their lands." Fifteen thousand four hundred dollars

was to be paid for their northern lands and for twenty

years they were, by this treaty, to be paid annuities.

The United States acknowledged the Indian rights
to Florida lands by this Camp Moultrie treaty.
The settled opinion of the Supreme Court of the
United States was that "the Indian title is
certainly to be respected until it be legitimately
extinguished". The treaty was not in any possible
legal manner ever extinguished. It was merely
forgotten. ••• .An army officer, writing from Camp
St. Johns in December 1837, wrote that the
treaty of Camp Moultrie "was maintained by tiae

Seminoles with ttie greatest integrity." 1

By wflnatever means fell to their hards, the white man

was persuading the Seminole to abandon all claims to their

ancient hunting grounds. By 1823 we meet for tiie first time

an attempt by the government of the United States to "educate"

the Seminoles. Their response, in the light of most of the

education they had already received from the white man, seems

singularly temperate. On September 23, 1823, Nea Mathla, one

of the chieftans made a speech to the Governor of Florida

in refusal of funds appropriated for the education of the

Indian children of Florida. He spoke thus

1. Ibid, p. 198
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My father, we have listened to the message of
our Great Father at V/ashington who would teach
U3 to apeak on paper like the children of the
white man. It is right for the white men to
teach these things to their children. We in-
struct our children in our way. We teach them
to procxire food by hunting arf to kill their
enemies. But we want no schools such as you
offer us. We want our children to remain as
their fathers are, Indians. If you establish
a school and teach our children the knowledge
of the white people, they will cease to be
Indians. If the white man attempts to improve,
he will spoil them. Father, we thanic you for
your offer but we do not wish our children to
be taught the ways of your people. We want
no change. We desire no school and none of the
teachings of white people. Wa are satisfied.
Let us alone .1

But the land hunger of the white settlers could not be

appeased and the growing population would not let the Indian

alone .

It was not long, indeed, before an insistent
clamor arose to have the Indian occupants removed
to other territories V^est of the Mississippi, a
clamor participated in to some extent by friends
of the Indians themselves who were witnesses of
the debauchery and general demoralization to
which the red men were exposed by proximity txi

frontier white settlements, often frequented by
the most lawless elem^ents.

The history of the negotiations leading
up to the removal of these Indians and the removal
itself constitute a disgusting and disgrace-
ful chapter in our national life ••• .Particularly
inexcusable is the callous indifference of tiie

American Chief Executive, Andrew Jackson.....
Having obtained the signatures of a small number
of unrepresentative Indians to a treaty of re-
moval repugnant to nineteen twentieths of the
tribe, he insisted upon its legality, and it was
enforced with unspeakable brutality during the
removal of all five of the nations. •• .Upon the

1. McKenney ana Hall, History of Indian Tribes of North
America , Vol. 1, pp. 82-S3
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whole however th« removal was accompanied by
singularly little disturbance and surprisingly
few casualties amon^ the vvhites , considering
the provocation, until it became the turn of
the Seminoles, of whose land at this time there
was so little need that this attempt to antici-
pate events must be regarded as a major blunder. 1

The so called Treaty of Payne's landing referred to

above was negotiated in 1832. This was the final intoler-

able imposition which at last united all the hitherto war-

ring elements of ttie Florida Indians into one solid block

of resistance to white pressure. The leader of this re-

sistance, a young Indian called Osceola, was the grandson

of a Scotsman but, contrary to the suggestion of the fol-

lowing correspondence, his name was not Powell. ±t was

derived from his title "Asi-Yaholo" or "Black Drink Hallo-er"^

Osceola was not an hereditary chief tan but he was

clearly recognized by the Indians as a brilliant natural

leader and so he proved to be. Wliat is usvially called the

Second Sem.inole War, began early in 1835 with the repudiation

of Emathla (another spelling of NeaMathla, the maker of the

dignified and conciliatory speech refusing education for

Indian children.) He had been the principal signer of the

removal treaty, feeling perhaps that removal of the Indians

to points 3 remote as t o maice unlikely further white edu-

cation might be best for his people.

!• Swanton, John R. Indians of Southeastern United States , p. 80
2. Douglas, Marjory Stoneman, The Everglades , p. Ib'B
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General Wiley Thompson had, under the treaty of Fort

Mo\iltrie, become the Indian agent with headquarters at

Port KiiTg . His correspondence with his commanding officer

and wi tia Florida citizens rests today in the Library of the

Bureau of Indian affairs in Washington. It bears eloquent

testimony to the intuition of that sponsor in baptism by

whom his name was chosen. It becomes evident, as the

correspondence continues, that recognition of human duplic-

ity was, at long last operative among the Seminoles, They

were learning.

Sir

Seminole Agency
3 June 1835

A fiew days ago. Powell,/''^^ one of iiie most
bold daring & intrepid chiefs in this Nation,
and one that has been more hostile to emigration,
and has tlirown more embarrassments in ray way
than any other; came to my office ait3 insulted
me by some insolent remarks. He had done so
before, and I then apprised him of the consequences,
should he venture to do so again. He appologized (sic)
& I forgave. On this occasion I confined him
in Irons, as I was fully satisfied the crisis
had arrived when it becomes indispens ible to
make an example of him. On the next dgy after he
was arrested he sent to me a proposition to sign
the acknowledgements of the validity of the
Treaty,// and begged that I would release him.
I informed him that without satisfactory security
that he would behave better & prove faithfull
in future he must remain in confinement. He
sent for sonie of "i e friendly chiefs and begged
them to intercede for him. They don* so . I then
iixformed him that I would put his sincerity to
the test, by releasing him. and relying on his
word to come in five days— meet tliose friendly

# Osceola
# Payne's Landing
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chiefa aiid in council aubacriba to the aoknowl-
adgemont of tiie Treaty. He replied that he
would not only do it himself, but tirxat he would
brii:g others with him for that having been
brought to proper reflection he was perfectly
satisfied that the course which he had been
persuing was well calculated to ruin him and his
people

.

True to his professions, he this day appeared
with seventy nine of his people men wom.en &
children (including some who joined since his
conversion) and redeemed his promise. He told
me that many of his friends were out hunting,
whom he could & would bring over on their return.
I now have no doubt of his sincerity, and as
little that tlie greatest difficulty is surmounted.

Very respectfully

Your Obt Sevt

Wiley Thompson

Gen
Geo Gibson 1

General Thompson's version of this episode does not

notably correspond to that given us by a recent book based

upon extensive research into Florida Indian history

General Thompson called another meeting in April
1835. He swore that if they refused to emigrate
they would be driven out by force. He insisted
tliat each chief now present should come forward
and sign a paper acknowledging that the Treaty
of Payne's Land i:Tg .... .was binding to iiie tntire
"nation". There was a long silence. Eight chiefs,
either impressed or promised beforehand good prices
for their cattle & slaves, came forward to make
their marks. Others only shook their heads and
sat or stood like stone •••Osceola, when his name
was called, walked forward deliberately. As the
eyes of the elders followed him, fixed in shock,
ha said clearly, facing the table, "The land is
ours, we want no agent." He moved his arm in

1. Correspondence between General Wiley Thompson and General
George Gibson
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one lightning gesture. The Americana stared
at his knife, quivering a little, stabbed
into the table through the thin white paper.
"That is tiie way I sign," Osceola said^ ana
pulled his knife out and turned his straight
brown back on the red face of General Thompson.

The General shouted. Aides got the irons
on Osceola and hustled him to

At the end of four days,
to sign, Osceola was set free

tiie guardhouse.
still refusing
.1

Within a few weeks Osceola and his followers were in

action. On June 22, 1835, the following complaint, typical

of the many incidents that characterized the coming months,

came to General Thompson's desk

General Thompson

Sir There was seven of my neighbours out in
the woods the other day and was fired on by the
Indiai-is, and three of them badly wounded for
which they ask satisfaction of you, you being
the proper person, ai-d if they can get no other
satisfaction, they are determined to take it of
them, if they don't keep on their own side of
the boundary line. We are agoing to start on
a scout on the 25th inst for to cruise on the
line, an3 if we find any that refuses to be
taken, we shall deal with them as they deserve.
My company consists of one hundred men, and
there are about tii e same number from the upper
country and elsewhere that volunteer their
services for to take the rout. Please to send
me an answer and some advice on the subject, yours
in haste

The 22nd June 1835 S V Walker

General Thompson tlie next day wrote in reply. Writing

letters, he did well

Seminole Agency 23rd June 1835

Capt S V V/alker

1. Can tain S. V. Walker -General Thompson letters
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Sir Your le tter of yesterdays date w^a
handed to me this evening hy Mr. 'Warren. I regret
the occurence of thi e c ircurnstances referred to
t>y you, of wiiich I heard before the arrival of
your express. I have made a demand on the Nation
for iiie Indians who committed tiie outrage, tomorrovj
the chiefs are to assem.ble here for tiie purpose
of ordering the delivery of the depredators,
over to the civil aiithority. I have no doubt
they will be given up« I am much pleased to
learn that you with your coir.pany and a conpany
from an adjoining county, intend to scour the
country on the Indian border, in the direction
you indicate, as I have no doubt it v;ill have
a salutary effect upon these Meccasukey Indians
who are the most troublesome of any belonging to
the Nation especially if tlie operation should be
directed by prudence and proper discretion, as
I trust it will. You are aware of the delicate
character of our relations with liiese people,
and tliat all causeless irritation should be
avoided. The outrage complained of is well calcu-
lated to excite indignation and alarm, but I do
not consider it as evidence of a settled purpose
of any considerable portion of these people to
commit hostilities; and I trust that the results
of the ensuing tliree or four days, will evince
the correctness of my opinion. I have to request
therefore that you will not during your excursion,
cross the Indian boundary, nor permit any act to
be done which would tend to irritate the Indians,
that can be reasonably avoided. If you extend
your search to, and beyond 1±Le Suwany river, it
will enable you to accomplish the object of driving
the Indiai:i3 within their boundary. Should you
fall in with any, try to get possession of them
vjithout bloodshed— take their guns, and packs
from thera, and I think it will have a good effect
to lodge them in goal. The idea of a goal carries
terror to the Indian mind. Be so good as to keep
a strict register of the guiis etc. that may be
taken so that they may be turned over to this
office and eventually returned to their owners.

Very respectfully

Your Hural. Servt.

Wiley Thompason
^^^^ In Agent 1

1, V/iley Thompson, Letter tD S. V. Walker
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Raids aiid reprisals for raids marked the summer.

General Thompson was determined that tiie Indians should

be removed from Florida. Emathla was inclined to agree

and was persuading some of the Seminoles to agree also.

Seminole Agency

30th Nov. 1835

Sir
About the 14th inst. I was informed that

five of the chiefs friendly to emigration with
their people amounting to from four to five
hundred, had fled to the vicinity of Fort Brook
on Tampa Bay for protection. On the 26th inst.
Charley Emartla the most intelligent active &
enterprisiiTg chief in this part of the Nation
friendly to the removal, was murdered by those
opposed to the removal. This murder was ef-
fected -through the treachery of a Sub Chief
(Powell) who professed to be, and was considered
friendly.

The consequences resulting from this murder,
leaves no doubt that actual force must be resorted
to for the purpose of effecthig the removal, as it
has produced a general defection among those In-
dians now in the Nation who were pledged to remove
voluntarily. What effect it may have on those
assembled at the Bay I can only conjecture. They
are in a deplorable condition. Separated from
this Post by the whole extent of the Indian terri-
tory (a distance of upwards of one hundred miles),
remote from those sections where supplies are pro-
duced and in the vicinity of a Post which has no
extra provisions, and which is dependant upon sea
transportation for supplies of every description;
destitute as they are of the means of subsistence,
it is to be feared they too, will return to the
Nation and from necessity become disaffected.

I had advertised the sale of Indian cattle
to commence on the first of the ensuing month,
but the murder of Charley Emartla, and the threats
of the hostile Indiana produced such a panic among
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those who would have surrendered the ir cattle
as to defeat tii at operation totally. In all
probability, the obstinacy & treachery of these
Indians will supersede tlie necessity of any
valuation & sale of the cattle, as these will be
lost or destroyed in tiae conflict which is now
inevitable. If any of the Serainoles should be
able to surrender their cattle to me in cottiply-

ance with ttie treaty, during the struggle, I will
take such measures as I may think best calculated
to secure the interest of all concerned.

We must not loose sight of the removal, of
at least a considerable portion of these people,
at the appointed time. Tliese refractory people
should & will (on a concentration of the forces
under Gen Clinch) be forced to yield or they will
be crushed. A determined movement upon them will
perhaps reassure those disposed to be friendly:
and convince those who are hostile, of the folly
of any attempt to resist.

Very respectfully
Your Obt Sflvt.

Wiley Thompson
Gen G Gibson Supt, Semi. Reml. 1

Indian difficulties flamed forth on December 28,
1B35. On this day, the Indian agent. General Wiley
Thompson and a Lieutenaiit of the United States
Army were murdered some three hundred yards from
Fort King. On this self-same day. Major Francis
L» Dade and two companies of regular troops mov-
ing up from Port Brooke to Port King to strengthen
the latter were attacked and massacred to a man
except for two badly wounded pr ivates . . • . .the
Indians were not defeated. 2

The first report of the flame was made in the following letter

Port King, Pla,
30th Deer: 1835.

To Coram. Gen'l. Subsistence,
U.S. Army.

Sir;
I regret that it becomes my first duty

after my arrival here to be liie narrator of a
story which it will be I am sure as pa infill for

1. General Wilev Thompson letter to General George Gibson
2. Thrift, Charles Tinsley, Trail of Florida Circuit Rider, pp. 48-4S
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you to hear as it is to me who was almost an eya
witness to 1h e bloody deod to relate to you. But
Excellent Superintendent Gen. Wiley Thompson
has been most cruelly murdered by a party of tiie

hostile Indians and with him Lieut, Constant Ine
Smyth of the 2nd Regt. of Artillery, Erastus
Rogers the Sutler of the Post together with his
two clrrks, a Mr. Nitzler and a boy called Robert.

This occurred on the afternoon of the 28th
inst.' between 3 an3 4 oclock. The troops with
the exception of Gapt. Lendrums Comp'y of the
3rd Arty, had been withdrawn on the 26th to
reinforce Genl. Clinch at Long Lyne Plantation
preparatory to his striking a bL ow at 1ii e families
of ttie Indians supposed to be concealed in the
Swamps and Hamrr.ocks of the VVi thlecoochee r. with
the hopes of bringing on a general engagement....
On the day of the massacre Lt. Smyth had dined
with the General aid after dinner invited him to
take a short stroll with him. They had not pro-
ceeded more than 300 yds. beyond the Agency Office
when they were fired upon by a party of Indians
who rose from ambush in the Hammock witiriin sight
of the fort and on which tlie Sutlers house borders.
The reports of lii e first rifles fired the war-hoop
twice repeated and after a brief space several
other vollies more remote and in the quarter of
Ivlr. Rogers' house were heared, and the smoke of
the firing seen at the Port. .... .the butchery had
been as brief as it was complete, and the last
whoop that had been heard was the signal for a
precipitate retreat and the savage perpetrators
were already beyond the reach of our small force.

The bodies of Genl. Thompson, Lt. Smyth and
Mr. Nitsler were soon found, and brought in, those
of the others were only disi^overd this morning.
That of Genl. T. was perforated with fourteen
bullets and a deep knife wound in the right breast,
those of St.S. and Mr. H. had each rec'd two bullets
and tlie head of the latter was so broken tiiat the
brains had come out. The bodies of the two found
today were most shockingly mangled, the heads of
each very much broken the body of Mr. R. penetrated
by seventeen bullets and that of tiie boy by two.
All saving the boy were scalped. The remains of
these unfortunates were decently and properly in-
terred today.

The cowardly murderers were supposed to have
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been a party of the Mickaaookee Tribe of 40
or 50 strong under liie traitor Powell, whose thrill
peculiar war-hoop was recognised by our inter-
preters, and the one or two friendly Indians we
have at the fort, who know it well,...

I arn apprehensive that the hostile disposition
Is a very general one . All the upper Indians with
but a few exceptions, who were friendly since the
council of April last, have gone over to the war-
party. Wa are told tJiat Micanopy, the Head Chief,
is opposed to hostile measures, though still ob-
jecting to emigrate and has ordered all his people
to remain neutral. Upon liiis statement I place
no reliance. There may be in all from 5 to 600
people in the Nation who will consent to remove
peaceably. I hear that there are from 3 to 500
already assembled at Tampa Bay. The rest will
fight and must be whipped first.

I regret exceedingly sir, to be the bearer
of such unwelcome and me lancholly tidings to
you an3 wish in my heart that the interests of
your department could wear a more promising aspect
in this quarter I would respectfully suggest
that you recommend to the Hon. Sec'y of War that
the Annuity due to the hostile Indians shall be
retained to defray in part the expenses of this
war, and that the slaves who shall be captured,
whom I believe to have been generally active
instigators to our present troubles, be sold at
public sale, and the proceeds appropriated to the
same object.....

Accept Sir, my pledges of faithful service,
and the assurance of my highest regard, and believe
me

.

Respectfully your obt aer.,

Joseph W, Harris,

Lieut. Disbg. Agent,
Florida, Indians.

Since writing the aforegoing which I had hoped
to have forwarded ere this to the nearest Port
town. We have had news of the safe arrival of
our expresses at Genl. Clinch, Hd . Quarters.
One of them returned here todayat about 1 o'clock
P.M. He brings us for news that the forces of
Genl. Clinch and Call were brought into action
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on the left bank of liae Withlecooche R. about
40 miles from here on the afternoon of Thursday
the 3l3t ult'm. In consequence of tiae depth of
the stream and want of boats the troops were
crossed slowly some by a single conoe some by
swimming* About 200 regulars, and a few militia
had been crossed and Genl. Clinch and a number
of the Officers were engaged at the river in
constriacti ng a temporary bridge to cross the
militia whose horses would not swim when they
were suddenly set upon by Indians, Our troops
had been forms d within the pine barren upon which
tlie hammock bordered about 1/4 mile from the
river, arms had been piled and according to ac-
counts they were some what scattered and taken by
surprise. The order of battle was promptly taken
I believe aaid for fifty minutes a short skirmishing
ensued. The Indians were much concealed by the
ham.ock. Our men were much exposed in the open
pine barren. From the account I suppose tiie enemy
to have been driven back and from some good cause,
doubtlessly our troops were recrossed the river
before night set in and the next morning retreated
to Loi'^ Lyne. But few of the militia says the
report were in the battle aid their determ.lnati on
to return immediately to their homes is the con-
jecture the enemy were from 200 to 300 strong.
Our force was using of 200 regulars and more than
500 militia mounted. Our loss 4 killed and 40 or
50 wounded amongst the latter Gapt, Wm. Graham
4th Inf'ty and Lts, Graham and Ma it land of the
3d and ridgely of the 2d Artillery, It is thought
the enemies loss was from 30 to 40 killed (probably
exaggerated) and many wounded.

The above has been corroborated by the arrival
of Lt , Talcott 3d Artly, who was in the action. All
agree that the Indians fought well.

Respectfully your Obt, Ser,

Joseph Y/, Harris,
Lt. Disbg, Agent,

Sunday night
Jaii«y. 3d 1836.

The troops from Tampa have not yet arrived and
we feel exceedingly anxious about them. It is said
a soldiers knapsack was found on the battle ground
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of the 31st dropped by one of the enemy.
1

J.W.H.

The Lieutenant's aixxiety waa not ill founded. The

Serainoles were at war; swift, silent, deadly war and this

wai* the Indians did not lose. This war they never lost.

There were seven long years of active warfare, the longest

in which the United States has ever engaged costing the

United States the lives of

1,500 soldiers aud of many settlers, and raore
than 40 million dollars in expenditures and
property damage. Sporadic outbreaks continued
until 1858. 2

In 1939 Florida was published as a part of the American

Guide Series, sponsored by the State of Florida Department

of Public Instruction. The view expressed therein may safely

be regarded as the "official view", when they state with

reference to "who won the Saninole War"?

V/here the United States Array and a hundred years
of persuasion failed, a highway has succeeded.
The Seminole Indians surrendered to the Tamiami
Trail. 3

Of all Indian wars tii i s was to be the most bitter and

inconclusive. In 1838

Major General Thomas S. Jessup, commanding 1ha
Florida forces in 1838, pleaded with the IWar

Department for a realistic Indian policy. In
a confidential letter he wrote: "Vfe have corn-

matted the error of attgm.pt ing to remove them
when their laii3s were not required for agricul-
tural purposes; when tlriey were not in the way
of white inhabitai^.ts, and when the greater part

1. Joseph W» Harris letter to the commanding General. Sub-
sistence. United States Army

2. Florida . A Guide to Southernmost State, p. 56
3. Ibid , p. 5
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of their country was an unexplored wilderness
of the interior of vvhidi we were aa ignorant
as of the interior of China. 1

General Jessup'a correspondence was suppressed. The

Saminole war went on

General Macomb announced in May 1839 that he
had "tenninated the war with the Seminoles by
an agreement with... the principal chief of
the Seminoles". The deal was that the Indians
would stay on a reservation. ..The array in turn
agreed to keep vhite settlers out of the reser-
vation. As a treaty it was formally ratified
in Vifashington. ..Most historians however overlook
the next sequence...A prominent Ploridian wrote
Secretary of «Yar Poinsett# demanding whether
the treaty were a permanent measure .. .Poinsett
said tlie deal was only temporary. The letter
was made public. The war was on again, 2

After a succession of campaigns under eight
different commanders, and a violation of
promises on the part of the \tiites in 1842....
Nothing had siacceeded in persuading a remnant
of one hundred fifty Indians in the Everglades
to leave. 3

Estimates vary as to the numbers who remained. Who could

go into tlae Everglades and comit them?

In Jamuary 1344, tiie Office of Indian Affairs
announced that 3,842 Indians and negroes had
been moved to Arkansas and that only about three
hundred remained in Florida. 4

It ended at last. Perhaps it can only be said that it

wore itself out. The gradual hunting down of the Seminoles

and tiie shipping of the survivors to Oklahoma continued until

1. Brookfield, Charles M. & Griswold, Oliver, They All
Called It Tropical , pp 35-36

2. Ibid , p. o7
3. Click, Pansy Reed, Runaways of Grass Water Country
4. Tlirift, Charles Tinsley, Trail of i-'lorida ([Circuit Rider , p. 49

# It is an interesting fact that the poinaettia was named
in his (alleged) honor
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lecs th^ui five hundred remained, deep in the fastnesses

of the Everglades. Some estimates place the number as low

aa one hundred fifty Setninoles who ivere left uncaptured.

The story of the war is too ugly and too well known to

require recounting here— one story only should sufficiently

characterize the methods Ih at were used by our arm.y. It

i3 the story of tlie education of one little Seminole boy.

In 1841 was published in London a volume written by

one Andrew Welch who narrates the experiences of a Seminole

male child who came, under somewhat unexplained circumstances,

under his guardianship. The frontispiece portrait of tlue

boy shows him to be about ten years of age. Andrew Welch

affirmed that he v;as the son of Osceola's sister and named

him and the book from which we quote, Osceola Nikanoshee ,

Prince of Bconchatti

Nikkanochee remembers hitf fatiier lifting him in
his arras that he might, even when so young,
become accustonsd to danger. He pointed out to
him tile steady approach of an enemy whose m.uskets
and bayonets gleamed in the golden hues of the
setting Sim. After having steadfastly surveyed
the phalanx of his foes, the boy was ordered by
his father to rejoin the women and children who
had secreted themselves far in the tangled
screens of the swampy hammock while the warriors
were left to defend them against tiae combined
assaults of men and dogs, the latter Osceola
describes as having been very annoying 1
The bloodhounds sent for by Governor Call have
arrived at Tallahassee accompanied by twenty
le ashmen from, the Island of Cuba. We hope soon
to hear they are on the scent of the enemy,. ••2

!• Osceola Nikkanochee , p. 90
2. Ibid

, p. 90 (quoted from St. Augustine News)
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The first trial made by tiieae dogs was
upon the trail of oiie Indian whom they literally
tore in pieces. Several women and children vvere

subsequently taken, dreadfully lacerated by tiie

teeth of these ferocious animals ....1
In com.piling ttie following narrative my object
was to record all the events relating to the
life and capture of my protegee, as much as I
could obtain from himself and from tiie report
of t&ie, soldiers by whom he was taken 2

This persecuted child became twice a
prisoner of war within the space of a few months.
In relatiiTg this circumstance he can only recall
to memory that the Indians had halted in" the pine
forest for the night and the following morning
the warm,en were obliged to leave their squaws and
children to continue their journey unprotected
to their place of destination. They travelled
alone for two or tliree days when tlie y were sud-
denly surrounded by soldiers on horseback and
taken prisoners. The frantic mothers and their
children were now driven like a herd of cattle
to the nearest encam.pm.ent of the whites and there
placed on baggage wagons to pursue their march
towards tlie civilized districts of East Florida. 3

It may be said that human beings in savage
life cannot possess in so high a degree the enjoy-
m.ents maintained by intellectual refinement but
I maintain that they are more highly endowed
with the love of offspring than a great portion
of civilized society. Altho' an Indian woman
has been known to stifle her child that its cries
might not betray a body of her people to an un-
sparing enemy, this does not detract from her
feeling as a mother. It appears to me an act of
extraordinary heroism. 4

Among "the Saminoles rem.oved to Oklahoma was Coo-coo-chee

or Wildcat (He later led an ill-fated group to escape from

the Reservation to Mexico but the rigors of that experience

proved so great that the survivors ultimately returned to

!• Ibid , p. 203
2. TFig" . p. 1
3. TBirai p. 80
4. T6W, p. 80
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tho Oklahoma reservation. At tlae close of the Seminole

War Coo-cco-chee or 'jVild Cat, one of the most distinguished

of their chiefs and warriors gives this view of the white-

mans policy toward his tribe.

I was once a boy. Then I saw the vi/hite man afar
off. I hunted in these woods, first with a b3w
aiid arrow, than with a rifle. I saw the v/hite
man and I was told he was my enemy. I could not
shoot him as I would a wolf or a hear I Yet, like
these he came upon me. Horses, cattle and fields
he took from. me. He said he was my frieixi. He
abused our women and children and told us to go
from the land. Still he gave us his hand in
friendship. We took it. V/hilst taking it he
had a snake in the other. His tongue was forked.
He lied and stung us. I asked but for a small
piece of these lands--enough to plant and live
upon-far soutia, a spot where I could lay the
ashes of my kindred and even this has not been
granted me. I feel tlae irons in my heart. 1

This speech ia quoted in a report which was made for

the United States National Museum upon the occasion of its

adding to its collection the Collection of Georgie Catlin,

traveler and painter of m. ost of the famous Indians of his

day, who painted tiie Seminole chief, Osceola, in his Carolina

imprisonment in 1837.

The Second Seminole V/ar did not end. It m.erely wore

itself out. For the Seminole of today it is, emotionally,

still in existence. However, the steps by which peace was

eventually attained can be rapidly sketched. The handful

of Seminole who refused to submit to banishment, so con-

cealed themselves in the fastnesses of the Everglades as

1. Ibid, pTTUI?
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to make their removal an Impossibility.

No treaty was made with them; therefor they
had neither status nor rights. They and the
United States simply ignored each other... At
last, after a thirty five year struggle from
1823 to 1858, to remove tiie Seminole from
Florida, the Indian question faded from the
public mind . 1

It might be mentioned tiiat the "public mind" was con-

siderably assuaged by a remarkable act of Congress by which

virtually the entire white population of Florida was put

upon reliefl A contemporaneous account of this benevolence

does not view the spectacle with unmixed approval.

The Act of congress, Feb Ist 1836, greatly
relieved the citizens of the territory. Driven
from, the plantations by the incursions of the
Indians, they were deprived of food or tha means
of obtaining it, and in many instances were
destitute of dothiiig or shelter. A liberal
construction of the law was demanded but this
had become so munificent, that the list of suffer-
ing inhabitants comprised some of the most
opulent families.. ..time and circumstance sanc-
tioned it. The government ration was considered
a right and an inheritance a rigid scrutiny was
held of an act intended for the relief of the
distressed and not for their profit or continued
support .. ..Indolence and timidity were sustained
and encouraged by the supplies offered from the
government stores. .. .The profligate and idle
were compelled to forsake long indulged habits
and return to honest labor to earn their daily
bread. . .Large numbers returned to their planta-
tions, free from danger, aiad after the lapse of
a short tim.e, were surrounded with every comfort
and rendered independent of the charity of the
government. 2

Captain Sprague does feel however that the Indians were

well handled. He quite glows with pride that

!• Hanna and Abbey, Lake Okeechobee , p. 70
2. Sprague, John T. Florida War, pp 519-520
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The vigorous measures pursued. .• .left the small
bands of Indians, roaming in all directioi^s, in
doubt as to whether they would be considered as
frien3s or enemies. This depended very mucih

upon Ih e opportunity to secure tiiem in numbers.
If they kept quiet and kept away from where they
might be captured, they v/ere treated as friends,.
. .T .. .Indulgence and kindness had rtBdc them impu-
dent and slothful, and they, so far, had played
their part with intelligence and cunning, dis-
daining auiiiority or control, 1

The citizens of the state and tii ose now exploring
it with a view of settlement, numerous as they arj,
hold their destiny In their oiv n hand s ... .one hos-
tile act, from timidity or imprudence, inducing
the Indians to shun the white man, or the white

-

man the Indian in the woods, will be sufficient
to make a breach, ,,until botii parties becoase
arrayed in open hostility, . •••Upon this as vipon
all Indian borders ttiere is a class of men desti-
tute of property and employment, who for excite-
m.ent and gain would recklessly provoke the Indian
to aggression*. . .The Indians are incapable of
drawing a line of distinction in the character
and conduct of whites, ..and are ready to believe
the idle tales and threats of tlie vicious and
degraded. 2

He ends his account upon a pious note

No state cr territory in the Union from which the
Indian has been e:j:pelled, had had the good fortune
to find so few of these natural enemies to civili-
zation remaining in their midst as tiie state of
Florida. Other parts of the country have been
annoyed with remnants of bands lingering about
them, disgusting objects of compassion; but the
Indians in Florida, from the prolific resources of
the soil, and the deliciousness of the climate
so well adopted to their habits and wants are
placed far above tihe demands of charity or sym-
pathy. 3

aiid surprisingly enough, so they proved to be when Clay

HacCauley encountered them thirty years later.

!• Ibid, p. 500
2. T1TT? , p. 508
3. Ibid , p. 513
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CHAPTER V

INDIAN LIFE IN THE LATE EIGHTEENTH CE1ITI3RY

A century sinca Bartram via i tad the Seminole 3 had

elapsed before they entertained another sympathetic and

expressive visitor; a century most of which was occupied

with agonized resistance to complete extermination. What

social structure had they been able to rear and maintain

under such stress as few men have known?

During the years 1880 and 1881, the Rev. Clay MacCauley,

In behalf of the Smithsonian Institution of Washington D.C.

spent a considerable time living wl1ii the Mlkusuki group of

Seminoles, who were, by this time, withdrawn far into the

interior of the Everglades upon the area roughly comprising

the Big Cypress Reservation today. Pacts as to their numbers

were lacking and estimates varied. However, subsequent to tiae

removal of the great majority to Oklahoma,

about one hundred and fifty fled to the
unexplored wilderness.

^

A contemporary estimate gives the number as about the same.

For many years no one knew how many Seminoles still survived.

A letter recently published by the officer left
in charge of Indian affairs gives a detail of
the relations now existing between the wiii tes
and the Indiana remaining within the limits of
the state. ...The number of Indians in Florida
does not exceed one hundred men capable of bearing

1. U. S. Writers Project, Florida, p. 43
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arraa •

Workers of the PedaraJ. Writers Program estimated in 1937

that there were about one hundred forty Muskogee and four

hundred forty-six Mikuauki Indiana within the state of

Florida, The proportion of three Mikuauki to one Muakogee

searaa reasonably in accord with other authorities and would

suggest that, at the time of Clay MacCauley's visit, there

were perhapa two hundred Mikuaukia living in Southern Florida.

Hia account of their customs ia one of our most valu-

able a ource-raaterial documents. Unhappily i t ia oirt of

print and, although obtainable for uae wiltiin the library

of the Bureau of Etiinology in Washington, ia not available

to the general reading public. MacCauley'a ob servationa,

made just about one hundred years after thoae of William

Bartram, are eape cially interesting in that they are made

after only thirty years of salutary neglect of the Indian

by the whitea. They indicate what unaided recovery the

Seminole 3 were able to achieve while they were occupying land

30 remote and undeairable and in such small numbers that

white interference waa at a minimum. Under these circura-

atancea MacCauley'a accoxont may fairly be taken to deacribe

the results of Seminole education by Seminolea. Modifica-

tion of tribal cuatom by white contact is diacernible in

1, Sprague, John T., Florida War , p. 508
2. U. S. Writers Project, Florida, p. 43
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many areas of behavior but more striking is the resumption

of tribal custom and organization as Bartram observed it.

MacCauley's was a unique opportunity' for first-hand report-

ing and his records have consequent weight. They are borne

out by whatever other first-hand records fbr the period

have come to tiie writer's attention.

It is apparent from the first page that MacCaaley ad-

mires his hosts and that the respect is mut\aal. He found

them laving in a kind of open pavilion made almost wholly,

if not altogether, of materials taken from the palmetto

tree. The fact that the cypress-bark roofed and sided

house of former days is no longer visible is probably evi-

dence of the gradual disappearance of the cypress forests

under the white onslaught.

It is actually but a platform elevated about
three feet from the ground and covered with a
palmetto thatched roof, the roof being not
more than 12 feet above the ground at the ridge
pole, or 7 at the eaves Palmetto logs
support the roof. Many rafters sustain the
palmetto thatching. The platform is composed
of split palmetto logs. This platform is pe-
culiar, in that it fills the interior of the
building like a floor and serves to furnish 1iie

family with a dry sitting or lying down place
when, as often happens, the whole region is
under water. The ihatching of the roof is

quite a work of art: inside, the regularity and
compactness of the laying of the leaves display
much skill and taste on the part of the builder;
outside with the outer layers there seems
to have been much less care taken than with those
within., • . • .The mass of leaves of viiich the roof
is composed is held in place and made firm by
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heavy logs, which, bound together in pairs,
are laid upon it astride the ridge. The covering
la, I was Informed, watertight and durable and
will resist even a violent wind The
Seminole's house is open on all sides and without
rooms. It is, in fact, only a covered platform.
The single equivalent fo r a room in it is the
space above the joists which are extended across
the building at the lower edges of the roof.
In this are placed surplus food and general
household effects out of use from time to time.
Household utensils are usually suspended from
the uprights of the building and from pronged
sticks driven into the ground near by at con-
venient places.

Prom this description the Seminole's house
may seem a poor kind of structure to use as a
dwelling; yet if we take into account the climate
of Southern Florida nothing more would seem to be
necessary. A shelter from the hot sun and the
frequent rains and a dry floor above the damp or
water covered ground are sufficient for the
Florida Indian's needs.....

To all appearance liiere is no privacy in
these open houses. The only means by which it
seems to be secured is by suspending, over where
one sleeps, a canopy of thin cotton cloth or
calico, made square or oblong in shape, and
nearly tlaree feet in height. This serves a double
use, as a private room and as a protection against
gnats and mosquitoes.^

Before the coming of the Spanish, the ancient Timucuan

inhabitants of Florida did not, apparently, cultivate the

soil, but the Seminoles had carried the agricultural lore of

their northern forbeai^ into the Everglade retreats

The ground they select is generally in liie

interiors of the rich hammodts which abound in
the swamps and prairies of Southern Florida.
There, with a soil unsurpassed in fertility and
neeiding only to be cleared of trees, vines,
underbrush,&c., one has but to plant com, sweet
potatoes, melons, or any thing else suited to

1. MacCauley, Clay, Seminole Indiai:i3 of Florida, pp 500-501
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tlae climate, and keep weeds from the growing
vegetation, that he may gather a manifold return.
The 30il is wholly without gravel, stoi-ses, or
rocks. It ia soft, black, and very fertile.

^

The Seminole of MacCauley's day was no vegetarian

however, '^h.e^ were skillful hunters and game was abundant.

The sofkee pot of the 1380' s was well supplied.

The Seminole always hunt their game on foot.
They canapproach a deer to within sixty yards
by their method of rapidly nearing him while
he is feeding, and standing perfectly still
when he raises his head. They say that they
are able to discover by certain movements on
the part of the deer when the head is about to
be lifted. They stand side to the animal. They
believe that they can thus deceive the deer,
appearing to them as stumps of trees.

2

The Indians sometimes spoke of tlie deer as their 'sheep',

recognizing that, "in tiiat part of the country with which

we are concerned, it was the main source of animal food and

the principal source of raw material for clothing".*^

Firearms were used by these Indians but MacCauley found

them also using bows and arrows made of cane or hard wood,

varying in length from two to four feet and tipped with a

sharp conical roll of slieet iron. Turtles then and now

were used as food; usually stood up, alive in liieir shells,

to be roasted in front of the fire. 'sofkee' and 'koontee'

were the two staple dishes of the Seminole. The former was,

a kind of corn-m.eal stew boiled in aii open kettle over the

1. Ibid , pc 510
2. TFT? , p. 512
3. Log. cit.
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fire. The latter, 'koontee', is a form of flour made from

the root of zamla Integref olla In a manner described by

MacCauley as he observed it in 1081

The Indian process, as I watched it at Horse Creek,
was this: The roots vjere gathered, the earth was
washed from the m., and the y were laid in heaps near
the "Koonti log".

The Koonti log, so called, was the trun!< of
a large pine tree, in which a number of holes,
about nine inches square at the top, their sides
sloping downward to a point, load been cut side
by side. Each of these holes was the property
of 30 m.e one of the squaws or of the children of
the camp. For each of tine holes, which were to
serve as mortars, a pestle made of some hard wood
had be e n fu rn i she d

.

The first step in the process v/as to reduce
the washed Koonti to a kind of pulp, 1'hls was
done by chopping it into small pieces and filling
with it one of Qae mortars and pounding it with a
pestle. The contents of the mortar were then laid
upon a small platform. Each worker had a plat-
form. When a sufficient quantity of the root had
been pounded the whole mass was taken to the creek
near by and thoroughly saturated with water in a
vessel m.ade of bark.

The pulp was ttien washed in a straining cloth,
the starch of ttie Koonti draining into a deer hide
suspended below.

When the starch had been thoroughly washed
from the mass the latter was thrown away, and the
starchy sediment in the water in the deer skin left
to ferment. After some days the sediment was taken
from the water and spread upon palmetto leaves to
dry. Vi/lien dried, it was a yellowish white flour,
ready fbr use. In tiae factory at Miami substantially
tloi 3 process is followed, the chief variation from
it being that the Koonti is passed through several
successive ferm.en tat ions, thereby making it purer
aaid whiter than the Indian product. Improved
appliances for the manufacture are used by the white
man.

The Koonti bread, as I saw it among the Indiana,
was of a bright ca? ange color, and rather insipid,
though not unpleasant to tiae taste. It was salt-
less. Its yellow color was owing to the fact that
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the flour had had but one fermentatlon.l

Here Is a list of their meats: Of flesh, at
any time venison, often opposutn, sometimes rabbit
and squirrel, occasionally bear, and a land
terrapin, called the "gopher," and pork whenever
they wish it. Of wild fowl duck, quail, and
turkey in abundance. Of home recred fowl, chick-
ens, more than they are willing tt use. Of fish,
they can catch myriads of the many kinds which
teem in the inland waters of Florida, especially
of the large bass, called "trout" by the whites
of the State, while on the seashore they can get
many forms of edible marine life, especially
turtles ai-]d oysters. Equally well off are these
Indians in respect to grains, vegetables, roots,
and fruits. They grow maize in considerable
quantity, and from it make hominy and flour,
and all the rice they need they gather from the
swamps. Their vegetables are chiefly sweet
potatoes, large and much praised melons and pump-
kins, and, if I may classify it with vegetables,
the tender new growth of the tree called the
cabbage palmetto. Among roots, there is the
great dependence of these Indians, the abounding
Koonti; also the wild potato, a small tuber
found in black swamp land, and peanuts in great
quantities. Of fruits, the Seminole family m.ay

supply itself with bananas, oranges (sour ani
sweet"), limes, lemons, guavas, pineapples, grapes
(black and red), cocoa nuts, cocoa plums, sea
grapes, and wild plums. And with even this
enumeration the bill of fare is not exhausted.
The seminole, living in a perennial summer, is
never at a loss when he seeks something, and some-
thing good, to eat. I have om.itted from the above
list honey and the sugar cane juice and sirup,
nor have I referred to the purchases the Indians
now and then make from the white man, of salt
pork, wheat flour, coffee, ard salt, and of the
various canned delicacies, whose attractive labels
catch their eyes.

2

It seems important to emphasize the variety and balance

of the 1880 diet of these Indians in the light of their in-

creasir^ nutritional difficulties during the subsequent years.

1. MacCauley, Clay, Seminole Indians of Florida , pp. 513-516
2. Ibid, p. 5C4
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Thfl fact that purchases were made from the white man

"only now and then" brings into sharp relief their present

dependence upon purchased food.

As for ttieir clothing, HacCaulay describes the male

costume as observed by him in the winter of 1800-1881.

The costume of the Seminole warrior at home
consists of a shirt, a neckerchief, a turban,
a breech cloth, and vary rarely, moccasins.
On but one Indian in camp did I see more than
this: on many, less. The shirt is made of
some figured or striped cotton cloth, generally
of quiet colors. It hangs from the neck to the
knees.

...I have seen as many as six, even eight,
handkerchiefs tied around his throat, their
knotted ends pendant over his breast; as a rule,
they are bright red and yellow things, of whose
possession and number he is quite proud. Having
no pockets, the Seminole, only here and there one
excepted, carries whatever money he obtains from,
time to time in a knotted corner of one or more
of his handkerchiefs.

The next article of the man's ordinary cos-
tume is the turban. This is a remarkable structure
and gives to its wearer much of his unique appear-
ance. At present it is made of one or more small
shawls. The structure when finished looks like
a section of a decorated cylinder crowded down
upon the man's head. I examined one of these
turbans and found it a rather firm piece of work,
made of several shawls wound into seven concentric
rings. It was over 20 inches in diam.eter, the
shell of the cylinder being perhaps 7 inches
thick ai-id 3 in width. This headdress at the
southern settlements (Mikasuki), is regularly worn
in the camps .1

When the Sem.inole visited the white settlements he wore

moccasins but

as showing what changes are going on an ong the
Seminole, I may mention that a few of liiera possess
shoes and one of them is even the owner of a pair

1. MacCauley, Clay, Seminole Indians of Florida, pp. 483-484
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of frontier air) re-boota .-^

The ooatume of Seminole women, MacCauley aaya,

oonaists, apparently, of but two garmenta, one
of which, for lack of a better English word,
I name a short ahirt, the other a long skirt.
The ahirt ia cut quite low at the neck and is
just long enough to cover the breasta. Its
aleevea are buttoned close about liie wriata.
The garment is otherwise buttonless, being
wide enough at the neck for it to be easily
put on or taken off over the head. The con-
aervatism of the Seminole Indian is shown in
nothing more clearly thaii in the use, by the
women, of this much abbreviated covering for
the upper part of their bodies. The women are
noticeably modest, yet it does not aeem to
have occurred to them that by raakii:ig a slight
change in their upper garment they might free
them.selves from frequent embarrassment
Gathered about the waist ia the other garment,
the akirt, extend ing to the feet and often
touching the ground. This is usually made of
some dark colored calico or gingham. The cord
by which the petticoat ia fastened is often
drawn so tightly about the waist that it gives
to that part of the body a rather uncomfortable
appearance. This is especially noticeable because
the shirt is so short that a apace of two or more
inchea on ttie body is left uncovered between it
and the skirt. I saw no woman wearing mocassins,
and I was told that the women never wear them. For
headwear the women have nothing, unless the cotton
cloth, or am.all shawl, used about the shoulders
in cool weather, and which at times ia thrown
or drawn over the head, may be called that .2

It ia interestirg to observe that although the Seminole

men had begun to adopt shoes, the v>/omen had not done so.

However, the "new look" was not long in reaching them also.

The trading poata beads, tlie new hair-do aid the sewing

machine, soon after this account, wrought a rapid an3 even

!• MacCailey, Clay, Seminole Indiaiis of Florida , pp. 483-484.
2. Ibid, p. 485-486.
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more lasting change in their appearance than in that of

the men.

But the rr.oat conservative of all were the very young

children

Girls from seven to ten years old are clothed
with only a petticoat, and boys about the same
age wear only a shirt. Younger children are,
as a rule, entirely naked. If clothed at any
time, it is only during exceptionally cool
weather or when taken by tiae ir parents on a
journey to the homes of the palefaces
Among the little Indian girls the hair is
simply braided with a queue and tied with a
ribbon as we often see the hair upon the heads
of our school children.^

It is MacCauley who gives us one of the best examples

of custom change. As the Indian came to be exposed to the

trader he developed new fashions and gradually lost his

old crafts. He notes the us e of beads that in no way

characterized the earlier Seminole costume.

My attention was called to the remarkable use
of beads among these Indian women, young and
old. It seems to be the ambition of tiie

Seminole squaws to gather about their necks as
many strings of beads as can be hung there
and as they can carry. They arc particular as to
the quality of the beads they wear. They are
satisfied with notliing meaner than a cut glass
bead, about a quarter of an inch or more in
length, generally of some shade of blue, and
costing (so I was told by a trader at Miami) $.75
a pound. Sometimes, but not often, one sees beads
of an inferior quality worn.

These beads must be burdensome to their
wearers. In the Big Cypress Swamp settlement
one day, to gratify my curiosity as to how many

1, Ibid, pp. 486-487
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stringa of beads these women can wear, I
tried to count those worn by Young Tiger Tail's
wife, number one, Mo-kl, who had come through
the Everglades to visit her relatives. She
was the proud wearer of certainly not fewer than
two hundred strings of good sized beads. She
had six quarts (probably a peck of the beads)
gathered about her neck, hanging down her back,
down upon her breasts, filling tbe space under
her chin, and coverir-g her neck up to her ears.
It was an effort for her to move her head. She,
however, was only a little, if any, better off
in her poaaessions than most of the others.
Others were about equally burdened. Even girl
babies are favored by their proud mammas with a
varying quantity of the coveted neck wear. The
cumbersome beads are said to be worn by night
aa well as by day.l

And, with the adoption of beads -(still a conspicuous

portion, particularly among the older women, of Seminole

feminine attire), gradually disappeared the use, ana eventu-

ally the knowledge of silver craft. In MacCauley's time

however

Conspicuous among the other ornaments worn by
women are silver disks, suspended in a curve
across the shirt fronts, under and below the
beads. As many as ten or more are worn by one
woman. These disks are made by men, who may
becalled ".Jewelers to the tribe," from silver
quarters and half dollars. The pieces of money
are pounded quite thin, made concave, pierced
with holes, and ornamented by a groove lying
just inside the circumference. Large disks made
from half dollars may be called "breast shields."
They are suspended, one over each breast. Among
the disks other ornaments are often suspended.
One young woman I noticed gratifying her vanity
with not only eight disks made of silver quarters,
but also with three polished copper rifle shells,
one bright brass thimble, and a tuckle hanging
among them.

2

1. MacCauley, Clay, Seminole Indians of Florida , pp. 487-488
2. Ibid, p. 488
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The mail wore larger silver ornaments, recalling the

gorgets of the Timucua.

The ornaments worn by the men which are most
worthy of attention are crescents, varying in
size and value. These are generally ghout five
inches long, an inch in width at the widest
part, and of the thickness of ordinary tin.
These articles are also m.ade from silver coins
and are of home manufacture • They are worn
suspended from the neck by cords, in the cusps
of the crescents, one below anoiiier, at distances
apart of perhaps two atid a half inches. 1

MarkiiTg a great change from the distorted and pendulant

ears of the early Florida Timucua Indians, MacGauley says:

Ear rings are not generally worn by the
Seminole. Those worn are usually n-ada of silver
and are of home manufacture. The ears of most
Indians, however, appear to be pierced, and, as
a rule, the ears of the women are pierced many
times; for what purpose I d id not discover.
Along and in the upper edges of the ears of the
women from one to ten or more small holes have
been made. In most of tliese holes I noticed
bits of palmetto wood, about a fifth of an inch
in length aaid in diameter the size of a large pin.
Seemingly they were not placed there to remain
onj-y while the puncture was healing. 2

When the writer visited the Daiiia Reservation, during

the current year, Ivirs. Ada Tiger in discussing "old ways"

exhibited her ears, pierced in exactly the m.anner described

above and said, "I don't knovif why my mother did tiiis. I

never wore anything in the holes but she said it was good to

have tliem. I guess it was just from tlae old time. I would

like to know why." The writer has failed to find any explana-

1. Ibid , p. 4S9
2, LOG. cit.
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tion for these ear-holes although mention of their existence

is constcuit in the accounts of this tribe.

MacCauley describes a great variety of silver ornaments

among the Seminole, but tells us nothii-)g regarding liie silver

industry, and for that we must turn to Skinner's brief state-

ment: as quoted by Swanton.

In common with all liie Eastern tribes, the Seminole
are very fond of silver ornaments, most of vhi ch
they make for themselves. This jewelry is neither
as elaborate nor as handsome as that made by mora
northerly tribes, nor does it have much variety
inform.. Head or turban bands, spangles, crescents,
earrings, and fingerrings are the forms observed
and collected. The process of manufacture and the
tools employed are simple. To make a spangle, a
coin is heated in a small fire; it i s then removed
with a pair of pinchers and hammered out with an
ordinary commercial hammer. The poll of an axe
driven into a log serves the purpose of an anvil.
The process of alternate heating and pounding is
repeated again and again until tiie coin has been
flattened out considerably and the design effaced.
One smith observed at work greased the coin from
time to time as he heated it. After it has been
heated and hammered to the satisfaction of the
smith, the spangle is pared dovni wi th a butcher-
knife or a razor blade until it has been reduced
to the desired degree of thinness.

In this state the blank form is sometimes
decorated with a design incised with a file or a
knife blade. Any irregularities are filed off
and the trinket is polished on a whetstone. Some-
times the designs are cut out with a cold-chisel
and finished with a knife. Holes for sewing the
spangle to a garment are made by driving a nail
tlirough the metal and smoothing the edges with
a knife.

This process of ailverworking was observed
on two occasions, and there was but little differ-
ence in the tools or in the manipulation of tlie

smiths. Antler prongs are used as punches to make
raised lines and bosses, and the only olher tool
which was seen or collected, besides those described.
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waa a crude blow-pipe uaed in the manufacture of
the plain finger-rings which are much worn by
the Indians.l

This craft appears to have been completely lost. There

is constant recent mention of the fact that the modern Semi-

nole has retained none of his ancient tribal pottery or

silver-working ^ ill.

The hand -manipulated sewing-machine was introduced

to the Seminoles by the enterpri si iig salesman husband of

Mrs. Minnie Moore Wilson. Her book about Seminole Indians,^

contains accounts of m.any friendly contacts with the m that

perhaps had their beginning over a sewing-raadaine demonstra-

tion. The Wilsons' ability as teachers of sewing was evi-

dently 30 great that Seminole skill in the use of this new

tool was rapidly acquired and so hi^ly enjoyed as to have

been substituted for and eliminated all the other earlier

Seminole haj-d icrafts. Today there is scarcely a chikee which

does not hold at least one woman, busily stitching the tiny

pieces of colored calico into intricate designs upon these

hand-operated sewing-machines. Calico was and is sewn into

strips whidi are rolled up and later assembled into garments

uaed as every-day and ceremonial costumes by both men and

women.

In MacCauley's day iiie sewing-machine had not made its

imprint upon the craft and costume of the Seminole. MacCauley

1. Skinner, Alanson, Notes on Florida Seminole American
Anthrop. N.S. vol 15 quoted by Swanton, Indians of
Southeastern United States pp. 497-498

2. Wilson, Miniiie Moore, Seminoles of Florida
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thu3 describes the ornamentation on the later store clothing

worn by the Florida Seminole:

The clothing of both vaen and women is ordinarily
more or less ornamented. Braids and strips of
cloth of various colors are used and wr3i:ight
upon the garments into odd and sometimes quite
tasteful shapes. The upper parts of the shirts
of the women are usually embroidered with yellow,
red, and brown braids. Sometimes as many as five
of these braids lie side by side, parallel with
the upper edge of the garment or dropping into
a sharp angle between the shoulders. Occasion-
ally a very narrow cape, attached, I think, to the
shirt, and much ornamented with braids or stripes,
hangs just over the shoulders and back. The same
kinds of material used for ornamenting the shirt
are also used in decorating the skirt above the
lower edge of the petticoat. The women embroider
along this edge, with their braids and the narrow
colored stripes, a border of diamond and square
shaped figures, which is often an elaborate decora-
tion to the dress. In like manner many of the
shirts of the men are made pleasing to the eye,
I saw no ornamentation in curves; it was always
in straight lines and angles.^

The hair-do of the Seminole woman had in the 1880'

s

quite a different look. Today's fashionable lady combs her

hair over a wide asymmetrical crescent-shaped structure which

is attached to her head by pins and creates the general im-

pression of an eye-shada slightly askew. The very young

Saniinole ladies follow the white women's changing fashions

of hair styling. In 1880 however MacCailey remarks:

The women dress ttieir hair more simply than the
men. From a line crossing the head from ear to

ear the hair is gathered up and bound, just above
the neck, into a knot somewhat like that often made
by the civilized woman, the Indian woman's hair

1, MacGauley, Clay, Seminole Indians of Florida, p. 487
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being wrought more into the shape of a cone,
sometimes quite elongated and sharp at the
apex. A piece of bright ribbon is commonly
used at the end as a finish to the structure .

The front hair hangs down over the forehead and
along the dieeks in front of the ears, being
what we call "banged .".,, .Among the little
Indian girls the hair is simply braided into a
queue and tied with a ribbon as we often see
the hair upon the heads of our achool children. 1

The fact that the friendly interest of a sewing machine

salesman and his wife should have had so major an influence

in changing the costumes and the crafts of the entire Semi-

nole group within a few short years is strikingly demonstra-

tive of the Indians' aducability. It is also a considerable

commentary upon the inepitude of some others of their

teachers that there has been so complete a lack of learning

resulting from their alleged teaching. Clay MacCauley ob-

served their refusal to read.

The feeling of the time is antagonistic to even
such primary education as reading, writing and
calculation. About ten years ago an attem.pt,
the only one in modern times, to establish
schools among them was made by Rev. Mr. Frost p
now at Fort Myers, Florida. He did not succeed."

MacCauley erroneously believed that mentajLly the Seminole

had accepted and appropriated nothing from iiie white man and

that up to his time, the human environment had had no ef-

fect upon the Indians except to arouse the m to war and to

produce among them wars consequences.*^ Tlieir own tribal

1. Ibid, p. 487
2. TUT^ , p. 536
3. Ibid, p. 531
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custoras as MacCauley observed tlieraare 30 like those

existing today as to warrant somewhat extensive survey of

them through his eyes.

The family consists of Ihe husbanJ , one or rare
wives and their chiQjdrGn. I do not know what
limits tribal law places to the number of wives
the Florida Indian may have but certainly he
may possess two.

A young warrior at the age of twenty or less
sees an Indian m.aiden of iflbout sixteen years and
by a natural impulse desires to make her his
wife. He calls his immediate relatives to a
council and tells them of his wish. If the damsel
is not a member of the lover's own gens and if

no other impediment stand in the way of the proposed
alliance, they select some from, their own number
who at an appropriate time go to the maiden's
kindred and tell tSiem that they desire the maid
to receive tSieir kinsman as her husband. The
girl's relatives then consider the question. If
they decide in favor of the union they interro-
gate the prospective bride as to her disposition
toward the young man. If she is also willing,
news of the double consent Is conveyed through
the relatives on both sides to the prospective
husband. Prom that moment there is gentle ex-
citement in both households. The female relatives
of the young man take to the house of the be-
trothal's mother a blanket and a large piece of
cotton cloth as a bed canopy - in other words the
furnishings of a new bed. Thereupon tiiere is

returned thence to the young man a wedding costume
consisting of a newly made shirt.

Arrangements for liie marriage being thus
completed, the marriage takes place by the very
informal ceremony of the going of the bridegroom
at sunset of an appointed day to the home of his
mother-in-law where he is received by the bride.
Prom that time he is her husband. The next day,
husband and wife appear together in the camp and
are thence forth recognized as a wedded pair.
After the marriage the new couple remain at the
home of the mother-in-law. It is the man aitJ

not the woman among these Indians who leaves
f atlifi r and mother and cleaves unto the mate. After
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a time, as 11a e family increases, ttie family
build one or more houses for independ.enb house-
keeping, either at the camp of the wife's family
or elsewhere, except Ing among the husband's
relatives.!

Divorce is rather da facto than de jure, but in a

raatrilineal society it presents few problems.

Desertion appears to be the only ceremony
accompanying divorce. The husband, no longer
satisfied with his wife, she returns to her family
and the matter is settled. There are no problems
of the woman's future support, the division of
property or claims of the' pos session of the
children. Marriage seems to be but the natural
mating of the sexes, to close at the optionof
either of the interested parties. Although I
do not know if the wife may lawfully desert her
husband, from some fac;^s learned, I thinly it
probable tlat she may."

Childbirth in 1884 differed In no way from childbirth

in 1949 in the Big Cypress.

As the hour of her confinement approaches, a
prospective mother selects a place for the
birth of her child not far from the main house
of the family and there with some friends, builds
a small lodge, covering the top and sides of the
structure with the large leaves of the cabbage
palmetto. To this secluded place the woman,
with some elderly female relatives, goes at the
time 1±Le child is to be born and there, in a
sitting posture, her hands grasping a strong
stick driven into the ground before her, she
is delivered of her babe which is received and
cared for by her com.panions. Rarely is the
labor difficult or followed by a prlonged
sickness. Usually she returns to her home with
her little one within four days after its birth.'^

Infancy among the Saninoles was and is a period of

affection-surrounded freedom. Their 'nursery school tech-

1. MacCauley, Clay, Seminole Indians of Florida, p. 496
2. Ibid. pp. 495-496
3. TOT, pp. 497-498
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niques' could well be observed by our modern apecialiata

as prime examples of •dynamic inactivity' on tii e part of

the mothers.

The baby well into the world learns very
quickly that he is to make his own way through
it as best as he may. His mother ia prompt to
nourish him and solicitous if he falla ill but
as far as possible she goes her own way and leaves
the little fellow to go his. Prom the first she
gives the child perfectly free use of his body
and, within a limited area, the camp ground. She
does no t trouble her child with clothing. The
Florida Indian baby spends his time naked in a
hammock or on a deerskin or on the warm, earth.
There are times to be sure when tiie Seminole
mother carries her baby. She does this by set-
ting him astride one of her hips and holding
him there or if she wishes to have both her
arms free she puts the baby into the center of a
piece of cotton cloth, ties opposite corners of
the cloth together and slings her burden over
her shoulders and upon her back viiere, with his
brown legs astride his motlier'a back the little
fellow rides with much satisfaction.

I remember seeing one day one jolly little
fellow lolling and rollicking on his n^otlier's
back kicking her and tugging away at the strings
of beads which hung temptingly between her
shoulders while the mother, hand -free bore on
one shoulder a log which a moment afterwards,
still keeping her baby on her back as she did so,
she chopped into small wood for fee fire.-'-

But just S3 soon as the Seminole baby had gaUned suf-

ficient strength, he learned tliat the m.ore he could do for

himself and the more he contributed to the general domestic

welfare, the better he would get along in life.

No small amount of labor is done in the Seminole
household by children even as young as four years
of age. They can stir tlie soup while it is boil-
ing. They can aid in kneading the dough for
breai, they can wash the Koontie root and even

1» IvIacCauley, Clay, Seminole Indians of Florida, p. 497
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pound it , They cmi wash aiid replenish the
fire. They contribute in these aiiJ many otlier
atmall ways to the necessary work of liie home.
I am not to be understood of course as saying
that the little Seminole's life is one of severe
labor. He lias plenty of time for games and
play of all kinds. Yet as soon as he is able
to play he finds that wi tii his play he must mix
work in considerable measure. -^

Parental affection was as characteristic of their house-

holds then as now, and practically no instance exists in the

literature of rough corporal punishment of children. The

family relationship was always gentle.

Talahaske is the father of six fine looking
boys ranging in age from fowr to eighteen year»s#
Seven months before I met him his wife died
and this strong Indian appeared to have become
both mother an3 father to his daildrexi. His
aolicitious affection seemed continually to
follow tlaese boys, watching their movements and
caring for their comfort. Especially did he
throw a tender care around the little one of his
household. I have seen this little fellow
clambering over his fa.ther'3 knees and back,
persistently dem.anding attention but in no way
disturbing the f^tlier's amiability or serenity
.....One night as vje sat by the camp fire I
heard muffled moans from the little palmetto
shelter uiider which the three smaller boys were
bmidled up in cotton cloth for the night's sleep.
Upon the moans follov^ed immediately the frightened
cry of the baby boy waking out of bad dreams and
crying for the mother who could not answer.
"Itski, Itski", (Mother, Mother) begged the little
fellow struggling from under his covers. At once
the big Indian grasped his child, hugged him to
his breast, pressed the little head against his
cheek, consoling himall the vi'hile with caressing
words whose meaning I felt though I could not have
translated them into English, until tlieboy, wide
awake, laughed with his father and us all and was
ready to be again rolled up beside his sleeping
brothers. 2

1. Ibid , pTT^
2. TFIH;, p. 491-492
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What clearer evidence could we have of the instinctive

wisdom of primitive peoples for creating psychological

security in their children. Physical fearlessness and

bodily skill may be reasonably expected to follow and so,

we find, it usually did. For the small cliiJjdren there

were games of skill.

Especially among the children, various sports
are indulged in. The Seminole child has a doll,
i.e. a bundle of rags, a stick vdth a b it of cloth
wrapped about it, or something that serves just
as well as this. Tlie children build little
houses for their dolls and name tii em "camps".
Boys take their bows and arrows and go into the
bushes and kill small birds and, on returning
say they have been "turkey hunting". Children
sit around a small piece of land, aiad , sticking
blades of grass into the grouixl name it a "corn-
field". They have the game of "Hide and Seek".
Th^use the dancing rope, manufacture a "see-saw"
play "leap frog" and build a "merry-go-round".
Carrying a small stick they say they are carrying
a rifle. I noticed some diildren at play one
day sittii^ near a dried deerskin which lay before
them stiff and resonant. They had tal^en from the
earth small tubers about an inch in diameter
found in the roots a kind of grass called "deer-
food". Tlirough them they Imd tlirust small sticks
of the tiiickness of a watch and twice as long
making what we would call "tee totums". These
by a quick twirl between the palms of the hand
were set to spinning on the deer-skin. The four
children were keeping a dozen or more of these
things going. The sport they called "a dance".

Relations among the various members of the
Indian family in Florida are as a rule so well
adjusted and observed that home-life goes on
without discord. The mother and her children
seek first to know and to do the will of iiie

father, tlie actual lord of the household. The
children have not learned self-assertion in oppo-
sition to their parents. The Seminole household
is cheerful, its members are mutually confidiiTg
and, in the Indians' way, intimate and affectionate

1. Ibid, p. 506
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Aa tljfiy grow older .that strength and agility; that

endurance and forest-lore so characteristic of the In-

dians and 30 deadly, in times of war, to the whites began

to make itself manifest. The Seminole can learn and can

teach those skills regarded by them as needful.

one morning a tail, slender boy not quite
twelve years old shouldered a heavy Kentucky
rifle, loft our caaip and followed in his father's
long footsteps for a day's hunt. After tramping
all day, at sunset he reappeared in the camp
carrying, slung across his shoulders, in addi-
tion to rifle and accouterrcents, a deer weigh-
ing perhaps 50 pounds, a weight he had bourne
for miles. The same boy, in one day, went
with some older friends to his permanent home
20 miles away and returned.^

Of these Indians, after many months of residence with

them, the Rev. Clay MacGauley says

I have been led to the conclusion that for
Indians they have attained a relatively high
degree of psychical development. Tliey are an
uncivilized, I loardly like to call them a
savage, people. They are antagonistic to white
men, as a race, and to the white man's culture,
but they have characteristics of their own, many
of which are commendable. They are decided in
their enmity to any representative of the white
man's government said to every thing whidi bears
upon it the government's mark. To one, however,
who is acquainted with recent history this enmity
is but natural, and a confessed representative
of the government need not be surprised at find-
ing in the Seminole only forbidding and unlovely
qualities. But when suspicion is disarmed, one
whom they have welcomed to their confidence will
find them evincing characteristics which will
excite his admiration and esteem. I was fortunate
enou^ to be introduced to the Seminole, not as a
representative of our national Government, but
under conJitions which induced them to welcome me

1. MacGauley, Clay, Seminole Indians of Florida, p. 482
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aa a friend. In ray interccjurse with them, I
found them to be not only the brave, self reliant,
proud people v;ho have from time to time withstood
our iiation's armies in defense of their rights,
but alao a people amiable, affectionate, truth-
ful, and com.'nurucative • Nor are they devoid of
a sense of humor. With only few exceptions, I found
them genial I call the Seminole communicative
because moat with wiiom I spoke were eager to tallj,
and, as far as they could with the imperfect means
at their disposal, to give me the iiiformation I
sought I have said also that the Seminole
are frank. Formal or hypocritical courtesy does
not characterize them.. .. .They seem to be men-
tally active. When the fi;ll expression of any of
my questions failed, a substantive or two, an
adverb, and a little pantomina generally sufficed
to convey the meaning to my hearers. In their
intercourse wi tii one another, they are, as a
rule, voluble, vivacious, showing the possession
of relatively active brains and mental fertility.
Certainly, most of tlie Seminole I me t cannot justly
be called either stupid or intellectually sluggish,
and I observed that, when invited to think of
matters with which they are not familiar or i,i4iich

are beyond the verge of the domain which their
intellectual faculties have mastered, tiiey never-
theless bravely endeavored to satisfy me before
they are willing to acknowledge tiaemselves power-
less. J-

The Reverend MacCauley, like tiae Quaker Bartram, has shown

us how the culture, reared by the Seminole without benefit of

white intervention, appeared to a highly civilized gentleman*

This report, made in 1884, was of the life of slightly more

than 200 people "commonly known as Seminole". He found them

healthy an3 rightly predicted that their numbers would in-

crease rapidly. No white half-breeds existed among them, he

reported, and he was told that such an inter-breeding would

1, MacCauley, Clay Seminole Indiaiis of Florida, pp. 490-493
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result in the death of the mother at the hands of the

Indians. The only blood mixture was tliat of Indian and

Negro.

Everybody considered them honest, quiet,
reliable people who would walk miles to repay
a coin overpaid, or a favor, or keep a promise.,
...That they spoke different languages and repre-
sented entirely different tribal groups, he
(MacGaulay) did not seem to re cognize .^

Prom iiie forego ii-g, it seems reasonably apparent that

the Indians of Florida were reacting to white culture in

part by resisting the adoption of any form of white social

organization, in part by adopting same of th e material

products of the white man and finally by loss of some tribal

customs and skills. The suggestion is strong that not so

much what is offered them as the way in which the offering

is presented and by whom determines adoption of a custom, by

the Seminoles. Here is a clue to past failures and futi^re

possibilities that may prove helpful in selecting teaching-

personnel for the Seminole children.

Clay MacCauley's account interested many Floridians.

The Seminoles of the late nineteenth century had ceased to

be a terror to their neighbors. A f e .v of them began to be

friends. Of these Mrs. Minnie Moore-Wilson and her husband

were among the most consistent and expressive. Prom her home

in Kissimmee L'Irs . Wilson made constant and friendly contact

1. Douglas, Marjory Stoneman, The Everglades, p. 278
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with the Seminoles, an3 tlicir visits to her were of frequent

interest to her neighbors many of whom still recall the

presence of these Seminoles as their guests in ciiurch of a

Sunday, Kissimraee legend has it that, during her youth Mrs.

Moore was afflicted with severe rheumatisn and ttnat she

betook herself for aid to the Seminoles. Vifith them she

lived for several years, emerging at length, fUlly cured to

marry. To this association aixl her gratitude we are indebted

for tier book The Seminole a of Florida , first published in

1895. Her delightful descriptions of Seminole life and

customs tall5'-, in all important essentials, with those of

Clay MacCauley's. In consequence, only a few will be here

recorded as evidence that still another quarter century had

brought few changes to the Seminoles.

Ever since the Caucasian landed on the shores of
Am.ericc, a whjte m.an wi th a gun has been watch-
ing the Indian.l

The chiefs have taught the young men all
about ttie outrages perpetrated upon their tribe.
The white man who receives any confidence from
the Florida Indian must indeed possess great
magnetism for tiif!^ Seminole is suspicious of
every overture. ^

Of the private life of the Seminole leas
is known perlmps than of any other band in tlie

United States. 2

Only a few of the tribe talk broken English.
The chiefs disapprove of it on general principles
for fear they will talk too much. To keep aloof
from, the v;hiteman and the whiteman's ways is the

1. Wilson, Minnie Moore, The Seminoles of Florida , pp. 58-59,
2. Ibid , p. 57
3. Ibid, p. 6
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trainiiig of Seminole youth.

The Seminole 3 live to themselves, shun all
intimacy with the Caucasian, The greater part
of the tribe seldom, if ever, leave their marshy
homes. To reach their camps uninhabitable wilds
must be traversed and sometimes m.iles of mud and
water waded, then perhaps only to find their hom.es
deserted. Today, with the exception of the chiefs
and a few of the adventuresome warriors, they know
nothing of the innovations of the last centiu:'y.
The life of the Seminole has been without any aid
or instruction from the v;hiteman. He has adopted
a few of the implements, weapons and utensils of
civilization, but in no other way has he imitated
his pale-faced brother.

2

Mrs. Wilson describes courtship and marriage in the

same terms used by Clay MacCauley. Polygamy was apparently

necessitated by the decimation of the males in the wars

with the whites but a matriarchal system of property-holding

afforded ample protection for the children of these or of

broken marriages. Chastity was still held in high esteem.

The Seminole girl who would universally bestow
her affections would be killed outright by the
squaws,. • • .one such case is known, and, at the
birth of the half-breed child, the mother was
taken to the woods and there hung to a tree by
the indignant squawa. The infant was also destroyed.
In questioning as to which of the squaws did the
killing the answer was "all, every squaw". '^

Mrs. Moore Wilson once questioned Chief Billy Bowlegs

as to what he would do if things were stolen from him. He

replied, "Me don't know, Indians no take 'em, Indian no

steal," In such a state where there is no crime there can

1, Ibid, p, 113
2, TFTd, p, 60-61
3, TT5T?, p. 71
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be no piuiiahment , says Mrs. Moore-Wilson,

1

The Seminoles are recognized ty Mrs, Wilson as skillful

educators of their ovai children. Much of modern education

could profit from observation of the methods by which their

results are achieved.

The Seminole picaninnles are healthy, good
natured little toddlers and show no more savage
spirit than do their little pale-face brothers,
Tliey rarely cry as tlie y are taught from infancy
to show no such weakness. They obey the slight-
est command of their elders, ••• .Wlien the little
papoose is a year old she is given her first
sL-ring of beads with the "first year bead".
5?iii3 bead is always larger than the rest and of
a different color. A string of beads is allowed
for each year until she marries. At her marriage,
her mother gives her many new strands. The beads
play an important part nil through the life of
the Seminole woman. A String is always a reward
for any prowess and a mother is allowed two
strings for each child. V/hen the squav/ reaches
middle life she begins taking off her beads,
one string at a time, until but one strand is
left. She is now an old squaw; too old to work
and the single strand she wears is made of the
life beads and is buried with her.2

They recognize and use tLae educational values of symbols

and of ceremonies.

The boys are allowed to handle no weapons until
old enough to use them successfully. V/hen an
Indian boy is taught to use a Vifinchester, and
returns from, the chase with his first deer,
favors are shown him by the elders, tokens are
presented ai:d he becomes for the time, the young
Nimrod of the Tribe.

3

These are important clues as to the forms of educational

1. Ibid , p. 101
2. TF!T , pp 136-137
3. TET^, p. 137
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practica used in tribal teaching. Thej' are also valuable

hints as to the sort of incentive that might be used in

white schooling of Indiaii children.

An inspired sewing machine salesman (whose records

lying buried somewhere should prove a fascinating documental

history could they be uncovered) had made a greater change

in the customs of Seminole women than all the forces of the

United States put together. The Wilsons at one time showed

the Seminoles photographs of tlie Carlisle Indian School

boys to illustrate the improvement that followed education.

The Seminoles replied

Tell our great father at Washington tliat we
want no schools, neither books, for reading
and v;riting makes very bad Indians. Indian no
want books I Make 'em white man, white man
heap mean, heap lie too much.-'-

Could this be accepted as aii indictment of the "bad

old days", it need not form so basic a part of this study.

That it must be regarded not alone as a reflection upon the

past, but as a prediction of a future already almost upon

the Seminole, is today all too painfully evident.

With the early years of the twentieth century the

Indian had reached the Last Frontier. The white man, his

railroads, his hotels, his automobiles, his alcohol, his

diseases, all his disordering of the life of the Indian had

been escaped for the last time. There was no place left

1. Ibid, p. 71
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to go, Indian education by Indians alone was no longer

possible.

The rapid opening up by railroad and hi^way, of the

coastal areas of Florida emphasized the \irgency of "doing

something about the Setninoles." Drainage was beginning to

diminish the Everglades, uncontrolled hunting by commercial

hunters and sportsmen had enormously depleted the wild life.

The Seminoles were beginning to be forced by the impoverish-

ment of their wilderness areas into increased dependence

upon outside sources of subsistence. Isolation of the

Seminoles gradually decreased, but iiaeir resistance to

white influence kept pace with their need for white assistance.

In this unfortunate dilemna most of them still remain. The

government established an Indian Service in Florida which

began to make more vigorous efforts to contact aiid assist

the Seminoles, with what success let the record showl
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CHAPTER VI

RECENT EP-UCATIOKAL ATTBLIPTS

A3 a result of the Clay MacCauley report. Congress

had begun to appropriate annually the sum of $6,000 for

the benefit of the Seminoles which, together with other

funds from the State of Florida, were used for land purchase

for them. By 1910 there were about thirty thousand acres

held in their name .

This did not mean that the Indians lived ontha
lands or showed any signs of occupying them
Unwilling to wash their hands of the affair,
puzzling though it was, the office of Indian
affairs appointed Lucien A. Spencer as agent.
Mr. Spencer served until his death in 1930, 1

Captain Spencer's appointment came as the result of a

growing sense of friendliness to and responsibility for the

welfare of the Seminoles. The days of aggressive enmity

were long gone. For years Kirk Monroe, from his home in

Cocoanut Grove, had been writing stories about and letters

to the government for the Florida Indians . For over twenty

years he labored thus to protect tiieir lands.

Kirk Monroe,
Cocoanut Grove P.O.

Dade Co., Florida

Cocoanut Grove, Fla.
Jan. 5th 1892

Commissioner of Indian Affairs

1» Hanna orA Abbey, Lake Okeechobee, p. 333
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Waahington D. C.

Dear Sir:

Will you kindly inform me how an Indian
may take up a home ate ad- -160 acres of Government
land? Would he have to pay any f ec3? Would he
be liable for taxes, etc?

I ask in the interest of my Seminole
neighbors \i«ho are being rapidly crowded to the
wall by a recent and ever increasing influx of
white settlers to this part of the country,
over which they (the Indiana) have, until within
six months, roamed and hunted undisturbed ••

Any information that you can send me,
at your earliest convenience will be gratefully
received by.

Youra respectfully:

Kirk Munroe 1.

The people of Florida now felt quite benevolent toward

the ir Ind i an ne i ghbor a

•

During the past sixty or seventy years, the Federal
Government has, from time to time, furni slie d such
services to the Florida Seminole s as they would
accept. During tihe eightya, Congreaa appropriated
$6,000 per year for tlie benefit of the Florida
Group but the money reverted yearly to tiie traaaury
unused. 2

Yearly, a narrative report was submitted by Captain

Spencer. These files in the Indian Agency at Fort ii'iyers

were generously opened to Iji is investigator. Prom them a

day by day, year by year story unfolded; a story of the

efforts of the white man to induce the Seminole to accept

the Reservation System and with it the Indian Agency and the

1. Munroa, Kirk, Letters
2. Excerpt from Handbook of American Indians, U.S. Bulletin

#30.
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whlta man' 3 education. It is a story, aa was that of the

Spanish Mission attempts to accomplish almost the same

objectives, of great effort and practically unbroken failure.

Only from close scrutiny of the effort can any diagnosis

of the failure be attempted.

The annual reports begin optimistically in 1913.

The work of the past year has been almost entirely
one of exploration and negotiation. The Florida
Seminoles roam over a tract of 9,000 sq, mi.,
and owing to the fact that they are constantly
making temporary camp away from tlie home sites
it is very difficult to secure an adequate census.
There are two distinct tribes which speak different
languages and each seems to shun the other. Ttiey
class themselves as Miccosooces and Seminoles,
the former being the larger band our largest
holdings are in ttie territory occupied by the
Miccosooces and as there are no white people
settling in that region it is hard to make tiiera

see the necessity of accepting and settling on
their own lands. Last January they asked for a
"smoke talk" to be held in the most impenetrable
part of the Big Cyprus Swamp. I secured an Indian
Guide and made this difficult jairney and was re-
warded by a gathering of 54 warriors besides the
women and children. It was the largest gathering
of Indians I have ever seen. They received me
most hospitably ana we discussed lands and other
matters, and while I could not make them see things
in exactly the same light that I did. Yet it
showed that a great change is coming over the tribe
In their feelings toward the government at Washing-
ton *

.

There will soon be need of a physician and a
teacher. In the matter of marriage and divorce
only the tribal custom is recognized, there being
no civil marriage. Marriages are arranged by the
tribal council and all that is necessary for a
divorce is for husband and wife to appear before
the council and agree to separate. There is only
one divorced couple in my jurisdiction...
The religious welfare of the Florida Seminoles
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ia being looked after by a missionary of the
Protestant Episcopalian Church among the
Miccosooce branch while a Baptist missionary
who is a full-blooded Creek is looking after
the Seminole branch. Both find the work very
difficult but the Creek is making great advance
and will soon be the leader of that branch. 1

There are violations of the liquor-law #
at Miami aiid West Palm Beach, the larger number
of the violations occurring in the months of
January, February and llarch when tlie towns are
filled with tourists. There is no gambling of
any kind among the Florida Serainoles. 2

There is a tribal law against education but
during the past year one clan has removed it and
allowed one boy to go to school. He was received
in the Fort Lauderdale Public Schools and finished
the first two grades last year. I am confident
the tribal law will soon be dissolved •••

So far there has been no intermingling of
the races and the question has not been raised.
The men are as virtuous as the women ana all
infractions are punished by death. 3

The Florida Serainoles have no chief, but the
oldest man of each clan is patriarch or Head
Man of that clan an3 these form a Council which
has absolute cortrol of all affairs of the tribe.
Of course, being old men they are very backward
in their ideas and in many ways a hindrance yet
their government is so good that it would be
disastrous to the work to attem.pt to dissolve the
Council. 4

For the yearly report of 1915 much of tiie account is the

same as the above but a few new facts creep in from, year to

year.

Miccooaooces speal^ what is evidently a mongrel
language made up of Muskokee and Spanish. This
tribe numbers about 400, or two thirds of the
whole number of Indians now in Florida. 5

1. Spencer, Lucien A., Araiual Report - Florida Serainoles, 1913, po4
2. Ibid , p. 5
3. Ibid , p. 6
4. Ibid , p, 10
5. Spencer, Lucien A., Annual Report - Florida Serainoles, 1915, p.

1

# to give or sell intoxicants to any Indian carries the legal
penalty of one year in prison or not less than ^100 or mora
than iij;1,000 fine)
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Thia is apparently a report of the first Informal censua.

It is impossible to make them see the neird of
settling on reservation lands owing to the fact
that there are no white people living within
fifty miles of their camps. They range over
a large territory where game is plentiful, and,
were it not for the loss of the fur market cai sed
by the European War, could easily secure enou^
money to make their necessary purchases of calico
and coffee. The Seminole branch of the tribe,
numbering one hundred and ninety seven, is located
in thirteen camps to the east and north of Lake
Okeechobee. These Indians are squatters and as
fast as they get a tract cleared tliey are run
off by some white man who has been waiting for
them to clear a tract whi cli he has purchased.
These Indians are aiixi Ous to be settled on their
own lands. -^

A farmer and his wife should be appointed to
superintend the instruction of Indians in fencing
aiod other farm operations. Qualifications would
be a common-school education and trustworthiness.
The farmer's wife could be vexy useful in assisting
the women in matters of dress and cooking ard in
creating among the children a thirst for education.

The Indian Agency is still looking for such a farmer and

his wife in 1949.

The Seminoles are a particularly orderly people.
Tribal laws are very strict and tii e children are
taught discipline from infancy The Green Corn
Dsnce . About a week before the dance in June or
July the medicine man goes into seclu sion where
he prepares a certain drink which leaves him in
a comatose state for about three days during which
time he is supposed to see visions and receive
instructions for the conduct of the affairs of
the tribe for the coming year The ceremony of
purification (the Black Drink - emetic and purge)
is followed by a strict fast, the small children
being allowed to break their fast first. 3

A. Annual Report - Florida Seminoles - 1915,1. Spencer, Lucien
pp 3,4

2. Ibid, p. 4
3. ll^i'd', p. 5
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"Schoola are yet to be started",-^ Captain Spencer is

stating in 1915.

Last year the one boy in school was boarded with
a white family that he might become accustomed to
his surroundings. During the past school year
he has lived at the Indian camp, I felt that the
example of a boy studying at Ihe camp would have
a beneficial effect upon the other boys.

2

Is he naking a virtue of a necessity? There is strong

suggestion that the boy did not become accustomed to his

white surroundings.

More boys are clamoring for like privileges and
the tribal law providing that all persons learning
to read and write shall have their ears cropped
will soon be repealed. Anotiier advance step has
been made by four of the Okeechobee bands whose men
and women have discarded the Seminole dress and
adapted that of the vihites.^

Captain Spencer apparently thinks better of tiie costume

of his day tiaan most of us do now. The "advance step" made

by some of the Seminole s has, happily, been imitated by very

few.

Palm Beach County Superintendent of Schools ap-
proached Mr. Spencer asking that, when the state
set aside a tract of land on the east shore of
Lake Okeechobee for the purpose of establishing
a school and experimental farm for white people,
the Indian office contribute to the support of a
school instead of starting a separate one. The
Indians would have equal rights with the whites
for a year in order to determine whether the school
was advisable or not. I talked tlTe matter over
with Jim Gopher who is anxious to advance the
cause of education among his people. He favors
the plan..... I believe it the best solution possi-
ble. It may exceed the allowance a£ f200. 00 per
year per pupil but unless we make a start wi th a

l.Ibid, p. 12
2.TUI3' , p. 11
S.Spencer, Lucien A.,Annual Report-Florida Serainoles,1917,p.4-5
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few VIS will never accomplisli anything among
the Florida Indiana. 1

Two Baptist tnisa ionarles from Oklahoma (Indiana)
pass their winter among tlie Florida Seminoles, but
owing to the fact that most of their time is spent
in quarelling between themselves, tLieir presence
is a detriment rather than a benefit, 2

Instruction is needed in the natter of washing
clothiiTg . Present methods are ciude and injure
the fabric, consequently, in 0)?der to prolong the
usefulness of the garment it is allowed to become
dirty and unsanitary. In every other way the
Indians are very clean, Tliey bathe every day and
exercise cleanliness in cooking. No provision is

made for winter food as one month in Florida
produces as much forage as another. Stock-raising
will eventually be one of the leadiiig industries
of the Indians, 3

No funds of any kind are paid to the Florida Semi-
noles. Famine conditions are met. Health condi-
tions are looked after and every effort made to
help them become self-supporting, 4

The 1918 report is signed by Prank Brandon \tio represents

a "change of policy and local administration". He character-

izes the work performed in the past as largely confined to

general surveys, conferences and treating with the Indians,

used as a means to feel out the sentiment of the Indians and

to decide what shoxild be done to extend aid to these people

who have repulsed advances made by the Government .

1* Spencer, Luclen A., Annual Report - Florida Seminoles, 1917, p, 4-5
2, Ibid, p. 9
3, Ibid , p. 12
4, TFTH', p, 14
5, passim
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The Serainolea of Florida are probably the moa t

backward of any Indians in the United States.,..
It is difficult to feach thetn for any purpose and
impossible should they desire to avoid a meetiiTg.
For this reason it is impossible to exercise any
authority over them, the geographical situation
is a hindrance to tiie work and little progress
will be made so long as they remain isolated.
They do not respond readily' to missionary efforts.
The Methodist, Baptist, Catholic and Episcopal
churches have each sent their missionaries among
them without appreciable results and all have
now abandoned the field except the Baptist church
which sends Indian missionaries £imong tiaem for
about three months of the year. 1

Several attempts to establish schools among them
both by government and missionaries have failed.
Tha earliest attempt was made forty years ago
by misd. onaries and the last attempt at education
was made by the government last year via en six boys
and girls were induced to enter public school.
Food and clothing in limited quantities were furn-
ished by the government in this last attempt, but
they only remained a short time v^en they tired of
the novelty and drifted away. The change was too
radical, they could not take the step from camp-
life to a modern well regulated schoolroom in a
public school and be contented. They are not ready
for such a long step. 2

Work must be carried forward in a matter-of-fact
way without antagonizing the Indians ... .talk ii-g

to the Indians and explaining the ultimate results
desired in detail will only arouse opposition, as
they do not understand the whiteman's building up
process of organization The cause for the
lack of progress am.ong these Indlai:i3 is and' lias

been a lack of a dependable source for subsistence .

T^heir problems of securing food and clothing lia ve
hitherto taken all their time and left them no
opportuiiity for mental development. They must have
a dependable source from whi cli to supply their
physical needs before they will m.ake any progress
in their mental development . As so on as their
industrial efforts produce sufficient subsistence
for their physical needs, academic work should be
put in operation by means of da^ schools

^

lo Spencer, Lucien A. Annual Report - Florida Seminole s, 1913, p.

3

2. Ibid, p. 5
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The preliminary developments will take approxi-
mately a year to accompliah; by that time the
prejudice should In ve worn down so that a day-
school could be opened with fair hopes of success, 1

The work here is new organization work wiiich must
be carried on in the face of opposition from the
Indians and '.vith nothing but raw land located
75 miles from market, with no means of transpor-
tation except by ox-team or on foot Day schools
should be established as soon as a sufficient
number of Indiana collect in colonies to offer
a reasonable assurance of success. The Indians
do not fit into the public school system, in this
state. 2

By 1919 the pace grows perceptibly slower - the former

optimism is ebbing

.

It will be the intention to confine this report
to a description of developments during the past
year which, being in a new field and the efforts
in opposition to the wishes of the Indians, will
not be extensive though I hope constructive. This
field is different in every way from any work I
have seen in the Indian Service. The people,
white and Indians, are different in their attitude
toward the Federal Government, The climatic and
geograpliic conditions are radically different from
any other Indian Service unit. Transportation
ai:d lines of communication in the Indian section
are unknown. All of these important items in
development of the country and the advancement
of the Seminoles from a combination wMch, ta!<en
in conjunction wititi an enervating climate that
retards progress in the work makes progress so
slow that it is discouraging at tim.es. Several
years of patient, earnest work in building con-
fidence must be done before best results can be
obtained. It was my desire to recommend tiae

establishment of at least two day-schools during
the next fiscal year (1920) but, much as I regret
to say so, I do not recommend such action, for the
reason that I do not caiaider that they would
have a reasonable chance of success no matter who
conducted ttiem . The Old Indians who govern are

1. Ibid, p, 9-10
2. TEig', p. 10
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opposed to schools as well as to the young
men taking up any of the whitemen'a customs.
The old Indians have means for enforcing their
orders among the young Indians while the Indian
Service has no power over any of them except
that obtained by their consent. The old Indians
standing prejudice for the white nan's ways is

particularly centered on schools. 1

The general health of the Indians has been good.
When they will receive such treatment, all
Indians are treated by local physicians. Their
chief dependence is placed in their medicine man.
Five Indians were treated for influenza in the
Lee County Hospital and all recovered. They
knew the Indian Service was playing the bill. It
is considered quite an advanced step for them
as they have not accepted such favors in the past. 2

The most urgent need along health lines is that
"a health survey by your physician should be
made of the Seminoles in Florida on both the
east and west coasts and a conference should be
held by the inspector with the local physicians
who attend the Indians. 3

For 1920, 1921 and 1922 there are unsigned Annual Reports.

Tliey record that by 1920

12,400 acres of reservation land in Lee County
have been fenced and a comfortable house and out-
buildings erected for the use of the caretaker.
A very efficient clerk and laborer are employed
by the year and no additional employees will
be needed during the corning year. The laborer
lives on the reservation and at present does
the work of a caretaker. 4

The requested health survey was made by Dr. 0. S. Phillips,

Special Physician U .S. Indian Service. The following is quoted

from his report "The Seminole Indians suffer less from the

1« Spencer, Lucien A., Annual Re;:ort -Florida Seminoles, 1919, pp. 2-5
2. lb id , p. 14-15
3. Ibid , p. 15
4. Spencey, Lucien A., Annual Report-Florida Seminole s, 1920, p. 1
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ravagas of disease and probably enjoy better health than

any tribe of Indiana I have visited. The only disease of

consequence among them is hookworm The number found

witii decayed teeth was comparatively large. The other

diseases 'iti ich have appeared am.ong these people in the past

from time to time are those usually found in a climate such

as we have here. # There are no cases of venereal disease

among tlie Seminole Indians. The problem presenting itself

in the attempt to uplift the Seminole Indians is not primarily

one of health." 1

In 1921 an Agency Headquarters was opened at Fort IJyers,

"consisting of one small room"

The domestic life of tlie Florida Seminole s offers
a great contrast to that of riost other Indians,
the women are treated vvi tli much consideration and
their wishes control family policy. The women
perform the greater part of the work about the
camps, but not as menials for they are quite in-
dependent and are the fiiuinciers of the home.
The Seminole children are almost perfect models
of parental control, such a thing as wilful dis-
obedience being of rare occurrence. The authority
of the parent is maintained without the harshness
ana severity common in m.any white families and
obedience being rendered as a tribute to family law
and not through fear of pQnishment. 3

During the past year a decided advaice has been
m.ade in the matter of cooperation between the tribal
m.edicine man and tlie white physician. The wife
of Ben Frank Tommie, who had attended a white school
for a short time previous to her marriage, gave
birth to her first child in 1920. It is the custom
of the Florida Seminole woman to go to an isolated
spot with no attendants at time of confinement.

1. Spencer, Lucien A. Annual Report -Florida SeminoIes,1920,p. 6-7
2. Spencer, Lucien A. Annual Report -Florida 3eminoles,1921,p. 1
3. Ibid , p. 4

# Euphemism for malaria apparently
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I urged this young woman to set a new
precedent and have a white doctor in attendance.
This she finally consented to do, it was a
cross-birth and the physician's attendance
undoubtedly saved the mottier's life and created
a very favorable impression on the tribe. •

the medicine men were so deeply impressed that
the chief medicine man placed his wife in the
same Lee County Memorial Hospital for treatment
for kidney trouble. Later he came to the hospital
for treatment himself an3 is making rapid recovery. 1

The old tribal law which opposed education is
gradually givir^ way to more advanced ideas. The
younger generation realizes the need of a rudi-
mentary education in order to do business with
the white people. Children are admitted to the
white public schools and a few secure rudimentary
education. 2

For tiie firct time in its history Indians are
settling on reservation lands. 3

The Industrial station established in Lee County
for the Big Cypress Tribe lias been at a stand-
still for tile past year due to lack of funds.
Many of these Indiar-3 are anxious to settle
here but, owing to the fact that no funds were
available for the purchase of cattle or Indian
employment, it has been necessary to keep tliem
scattered on their old fields whidn. they hold
only as squatter* .Owing to the failure of oil
their crops it has been necessary to meet famine
condit ions

.

For many years the Florida Seminoles have been
known as the most healthy tribe in the United
States. There have been no cases of contagious
or infectious diseases of any kind during 1922.
Children especially are afflicted with hook-
worm which although r ece iving medical attention
will, I believe, never be eradicated so long as
Florida Indians remain a barefoot race. 4

1. Ibid
, p. 5

2. Ibid , p. 3
3. TFT^ , p. 4
4. ToT^, p. 10
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The Florida Seminole have always been noted
for their high standard of morality. However,
this is being lowered somewhat by contact with
the whites. The Indian girl is led astray by
her white friends owing probably to the fact
that in the tribe there is no double standard
and heretofore she has met with no temptation. 1

If praper appropriations are provided for this
work #, I believe it can be made self-supporting
wittiin five years. 2

Thus optimistically, one unknown narrator brings to a

close his account ana in 1923 it is resumed by Mr. Luc i en A.

Spencer as Special Commissioner in charge. He reports there is a

stamd-still in work due to Ijs.ck of funds sm5. the discontinu-

ance of the services of a clerk, only a caretaker at the

reservation being retained "to prevent deterioration of

the plant in this tropical country." He reports also that

steps are being taken to enact a state law to permit that

marriages made accordii-g to tribal customs be recorded in

order to avoid future property entanglenEnts.

The general health of the Florida Seminoles
compares favorably with that of the last 2
years. The increase in medical cases is due to
the fact that Florida Indians are now treated by
white doctors while heretofore a large part of
the tribe relied on tribal medicine men. 3

One case of siphillis has been contracted during
the past year. The patient was immediately is-
olated and given prompt treatment and so far
no further cases have developed. This is the
first case of venereal disease recorded amoiTg
the Florida Indians . 4

1. Ibid, p. 11
2. TToT? , p. 11
3. Spencer, Lucien A. Annual Report-Florida Seminoles, 1922, p .5

4. Loc . cit .

# Industrial Center at Big Cypress
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There are not anough children in any one
locality to warrant tlie opening of an Indian
School. •.. .During tlia past the Florida Serni-
noles have maintained a very high standard
of morality but as the younger generation cornea
more and more in contact with the whites, the
moral standard is beiiag lowered. The Indian
is becoming more progressive and, at th e same
time, less moral. 1

In 1924 Mr. Spencer records tlae total number of Seral-

nolea as 467 with a Federal total expenditure of just under

f7,000 and he reports

There has been a constant increase in medical
bills owing to the fact that wo are now treating
all Florida Indians who are sick whereas in
times past a large portion were treated by tribal
medicine men. 2

He attributes a failure in health to anaemia caused by

crop failure and by malaria, caused by mosqultos infected

with the disease contracted from white settler. However, an

analysis of hi s ov/n figiu^es

anaemia - 22 cases

malaria - 75 cases

discloses the fact that medical diagnosis is revealing such

conditions as appendicitis, diptheria, influenza, dysentery,

cancer, various heart conditions, gonorrhea infection,

ovarian tumor, ulcer, etc. etc. that were probably existent

undiagnosed by the medicine men of the tribe. In 1924 Captain

1. Ibid , p. 7
2. Spencer, Lucien A. Annual Report ^'lorida Seminole s 1924, p. 3
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Spencer is still requesting funds for a Five Year Plan for

a Big Cypress Industrial Center.

In 1926 in January at a meeting of several influential

members of the tribe it was proposed that this Reservation

be abandoned until such time as the Indians could acquire

herds of their own and that the money be used for the care

of sick and indigent Indians. It was decided to adopt this

suggestion of tlie Indians. The buildings were leased to a

caretaker and cottages were built for sick and indigent

Indians in Broward County near the town of Hollywood at

Dania.

Mro Spencer reports "During the entire 24 years of my

association vd th the Florida Seminole I have never known

of the case of a missionary working among them whose influ-

ence was not decidedly harmful. The Indian is naturally

a very religious person aid the detrimental effect of the

missionary comes from the fact that they do not try to build

up and enlarge the Indian's belief but proceed to destroy

what religion he has caid then leave the field without giving

him anything in return." In this year the sun of $9,000

beyond salaries, wages and rentals was expended; thus more

than doubliiTg recent expenditures.

Four cases of gonorrhea infection and one case
of siphillis have been found within the past
year. The siphillis was that of a white wom,an
recently married to an Indian. 3

!• Spencer, Lucien A. Annual Report Florida Seminoles,1926,p 1-2
2. Ibid , p. 3-4
3. Ibid, p. 7
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There were at this time 152 children of school age who

were not receiving instruction of any kind It was hoped

that soon there would be a sufficient number of children at

the Dania, Broward County, Reservation to warrant the

opening of an Indiaii School. Despite the alleged deteriora-

tion in health the first formal census report made by Mr.

Spencer in 1929 disclosed an increase from 467 to 516 as well

as an increase of 10 over the 1928 census. He records, as an

old custom that "all males who have reached the age of 21

and all females of 18 vote on all matters coming before

tribal meetings",-'- Some new ones also are mentioned,

"Several years ago it was mandatory that all Indians be

present at the G-reen Com Dance. Now the Indians are caring

less about it each year, and these at iiie reservation send

a man and his wife to represent the camp. At some sessions

no representative is sentl In a majority of cases, marriage

and divorces are arranged by tribal council. One Indian

couple have been married by the civil authorities durii:ig the

past year and undoubtedly only civil marriage will be the

rule in a short time."^ And by 1929 he is ready to state,

"I am unalterably opposed to any Missionary work among these

Indians until they reach a stage where they can, in a measure ,

grasp the white man's religious ideals ." 3

1, Spencer, Lucie n A. Annual Report Florida Seminoles 1929, p.

3

2o Lo c . c i

t

.

3. Ibid, p. 4
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Th.6 general health of the Indians in Florida
is being gradually weakened by the excessive
use of poison intoxicants. This is also
shown in the babies born at the present time.
The mothers are using poor grade intoxicants
to excess during pregnancy which arrests the
mental and physical growth of the child, 1

The reservation is said to be in need of a swim-
mii:g pool. The Indians seem to be unable to grasp
the idea of tub or shower. They wait until it
is dark and then undress and turn a hose on
themselves. They are cleaily and bathe often
if near a body of Hater. 2

Very little has been accomplished with Indian
women except that they have accepted the atten-
tion of white physicians at daildbirth, thereby
reducing infant mortality which was very high to
the level of that among the white population. 3

Anaemia has disappeared from the medical reports to be

replaced by #36 cases of LaGrippe, 21 cases of pneumonia and

11 4
24 cases of rheumatism".

The Schools of Florida designate that only white
children may attend the white schools. This law
technically places the Indian children in the
negro schools which cannot be done because the
Florida Indian draws the color line more strictly
than do the whites. There are five persons in
the tribe with a degree of negro blood but this
bars them from tribal status and places them in
a sort of slave-status, S

A day school is maintained at the Dania reserva-
tion where a suitable building has been erected
and equipped. Fourteen children are enrolled.
Tliey are all in the first grade and spoke no
English when enrolled. They are quick to memorize

1» Loc. cit ,

2. Ibid , p. 6
3. THT? , p. 7
4. TFTT , p, 8
5. TFI?, p. 10
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but alow to reason. School hoiors are as followa-
9 - 11:30 classes 11:30 - 1 luncheon 1- 2:30
classes - 2:30 -5 gardening. The children pre-
pare the noon-day luncheon and take complete care
of the kitchen and dining room. The teacher eats
with the children and instructs on table manners.
The luncheon is adequate and strives to supply
the deficiencies of the home diet. With this in
mind, all menus are prepared by a physician. All
pupils are very much interested in schoolwork and
take a special pride in word tests in English
pronounciation. The small children seem bright
and happy and maintain a good standard of school-
room deportment with no suggestion or evidence
of fear or over exercized authority by the teacher.
Owing to the fact that a year is needed to learn
enough of the English language to enable then to
start regular school instruction, no work to date
has extended beyond the first year. 1

The only trouble experienced in the sdioolis due
to iiie fact that it seems impossible for the
Indians to realize the need for doing a certain
thing at a certain time. In the middle of the
school term, some white promoter will offer these
Indians !^15.00 a week to establish a camp and sit
around for exhibition purposes. Then the school
closes; by that time there is no further need of
their services and they are sent home, having lost
a part of the school year. 2

To date this school is an experiment and it has
been impossible to guess wliat the outcome would
be but I now feel that, if it can be carried on
under the present regim.e for a year or two longer,
its success is assured. It is advisable to keep
the farmer's wife as the present teacher for
another year or so because she has the complete
confidence of these Indians and just at present,
a stranger would be liable to failure owing to
the fact that tliese Indians are strictly primitive
and have advanced very little since Columbus dis-
covered America. 3

Reference is made to a 1926 hurricane which destroyed

the entire 'plant' at Big Cypress and to the gradual develop-

1. Ibid , p. 11
2. Loc. Git .

3. TBTd, p. 12
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ment of a new program as follows: Five acre tracts are

being given each, family as well as tools, stock, etcetera.

Agency employment is being supplied them to furnish sub-

sistence incomes. Paxnllies are being installed on the

reservation as fast as facilities can be developed for tlie ir

accom.modution.

The 1930 report is made by John H. Marshall "Laborer in

Charge" and his census reveals 578 Serainoles, 9 births and

15 deaths, the increase being due to the recording of certain

Indians not heretofore recorded.

The buildings at this unit are equipped wi 1h
modern plumbing. Once every three months the
Indians are required to remove everything from
their cottages and thoroughly clean them. There
are no flies or oliier insects around the camps.
Daily sanitary inspections are held. Fourteen
cases of gonorrhea have been treated during the
past year. At this time an additional approp-
riation is needed to combat this disease before
it gets too great a start among these people. 2

Practically all of these Indians have bad teeth
and many of the diseases are traced directly to
this cause. 3

Malaria is down to ten cases. 4

Very little employment is open to these Indians
due to the fact that they speak very little
English and cannot be made to understand what is
wanted of them.. It will be ne cessoj?y for the
Agency to support these Indians until such time
as they become self-supportii-g from their in-
dividual tracts. They are fitted for nothing
but rough farm work. 15

1. Spencer, Lucien A. Annual Report Florida Serainoles, 1929 p. 15
2. Marshall, John H. Report 1930 p. 5.
3. Ibid , p. 6
4. £oc. cit .

5. Ibid, pT 14
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Indians have no written language and are unable
to read and sign agreements. All business is

agreed upon and made binding by all parties
concerned participating in a ceremony whereby
they all draw a draft of tobacco smoke from
the same pipe. This makes the agreement binding
in the same way that a signed contract affects
the whites. 1

And regrettably here closes the series of Annual narrative

reports

.

The Seminole Day School at Dania was discontinued as

of June 1936. In September of that year Mr. F. J. Scott,

the teacher and agency superintendent wrote from Dania to

Mr. Willard Beatty, the Director of Education of the Office

of Indian Affairs in Washington, as follows, outlining the

problems to be met by a new program of education for Semi-

noles at the hands of the government.

Owing to peculiar conditions in this area and
to the failure thus far to develop a satisfactory
and successful educational program for the
Florida Seminoles. ••. .experience indicates tiiat
it would be futile if not inadvisable to attempt
in the near future to do educational work among
the Big Cypress group of Indians which group
accounts for three fourths of the Indian popula-
tion of Florida. Not many montSis ago an attem.pt
was made to start educational work among this
group and the only result was a reawakening of
old anim.osities and bitterness toward the govern-
ment.

The Cow Creek group of Indians numbering
about one hundred and living in the general
vicinity of Lake Okeechobee are likewise pretty
much opposed to education but it is believed
that a few of them could be induced to take part
in an educational program carried on by a resident
teacher living in the area having the largest
numb e r of Ind i ans

.

1. Ibid, p. 15
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Much effort aiid money have been spent to
develop an educational program here near Dania
and we have here 33tne of tlie facilities needed
to carry such a program forward. Vv'e also have here
about twenty Indiana who would take an interest in
and take advantage of gome form of educational
work. As I look at the matter we will be vio-
lating a conTidence iff we abandon tlie edtioational
work m the Seminole Day School. 1

So for a time tlie School at Dania was maintained and, in its

defense Mr. Scott wrote to the Washington office a report on

education for Florida Serninoles vfcich summarized the edu-

cational attempts of previous years.

March 8, 1937.

During the past 56 years efforts have been mada
by different persons to interest the Seminole
Indians of Florida in education, but up to tlie

present day such efforts have met with little
or no success.

During the year 1870, Rev. Frost, a kind
hearted missionary who was very much interested
in the welfare of the Indians, attempted to
establish a school for the Florida Serninoles,
but he soon learned tliat his well meant efforts
were accomplishing nothing and he soon abandoned
the effort as one impossible of accomplishment.

During the year 1891 Dr. J. E. Brecht was
appointed Indian Agent and from then until the
year 1899 he nade a detemiined effort to interest
the Indiana in education and in work created and
intended to improve their economic condition,
but £^fter suffering no end of privation in the
deep swamps where the Indians lived, having ac-
complished practically nothing, he reached the
conclusion that it would be useless to continue
the work and he too abandoned the field.

Prom 1899 up to the close of 1925, efforts
were made by various persons to get the Indians
interested in tiae public schools of the state,
in Ttii ch schools it was possible for the Indiana
to enroll on an equality with the white children.
Pew of them enrolled and attended. .. ..One out-
standing exception was Tony Tommie, who attended

1» Letter to Commissioner of Indian Affairs from P. J.
Scott, Supt. at Dania Aug. 11, 1937.
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the public sdaool in Port Lauderdale for a number
of years, aid made good rrogress. Unfortunately
however he contracted tuberculosis during his
school days and his early death was and is pointed
to by the elder Indians as the result of the white

-

man's education.
Early during the year 1927 the United States

Indian Service established the Seminole Day School
near Dania nnd it was opened with an enrollment of
tliree pupils on the first day of February of that
year. It was operated for a period of nine years
with a degree of success approaching mediocrity.
Because of a lack of sufficient interest and at-
tendance, the school was abandoned at the close
of the school year in 1936.

For the most part the Florida Seminoles are
very much opposed to education and continue to
completely ignore or actively oppose all efforts
made to provide educational facilities for "them..
.....An effort along an entirely different liroS
is now being made. Duriiig the current year a small
group of children who previously attended the
Seminole Indian Day School were sold tlie idea
that advantages were to be obtained at our modern
government boarding schools and the first group
of Florida Seminole Indian children ever to go away
to a boarding school were enrolled in the Cherokee
Boarding School at Cherokee, North Carolina. These
children appear very happy in their new environ-
ment and already several other children have indi-
cated a desire to attend a boarding school next
year.

However, contrary apparently to Mr. Scott's advice a

school was opened in the neighborhood of Brighton Florida

for the Cow Creek Indian group with T.lr. Wm. Boehmer and liis

wife Edith as teacher and housekeeper. Their report as of

January, 1939 shows nine pupils in constant attendance. I

quote from their report: " '^

there are other diildren who should enter school
and we hope to be able to enroll them soon.
Of the pupils enrolled, only one has been in
school before and he is the only one with any
speaking knowledge of English. I have found the
children to be very enthusiastic and quicl< to
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comprehend. They like acliool and we are having
a good time learning English. The children have
pleasing voices and enjoy singiji^ at adiool and
on the hu3 aa we go to and from school. 1

So the Brighton School was well under way toward its

present conspicuous and established success. Not so with

the Miccosukies either at Dania, at Imraokalee, or at the

reservation at Big Cypress hut a report by a travelling

superintendant holds out hope for improvement. On Jun*

5, 1939 MissEdna Graves, Supt. of Indian Education, made

a trip and a report on tiie two reservations to Mr» W. W.

Beatty, Director of Education, Office of Indian Affairs.

The school at Brighton is going over in a very
satisfactory way. There are ten pupils enrolled
and no doubt there will be more the coming year.
The children were very much interested and had
made considerable progress in acquiriiig the
English language. They also show unusual musical
ability. On this same trip we went into the Big
Cypress country and found that it will be pos-
sible to open mat school this coming fall. Vtfhen

the time comes to select a teacher for ttiis

position I shall be very glad to bo consulted
since it is essential that the right person be
selected if this unit goes over like the one at
Brighton.

The right person was apparently found in the person of

Mr. Dwight Gardin who became Superintendent of tii e Dania

agency and who engaged* as teacher for the school located at

Immokalea, Mr. Paul Burney. llr. Burney's report for i±ie

half year end iiig December 31, 1940 to the Office of Indian

Affairs follows. He is directly and energetically engaged

1. Boehmer, V.'m. Report of Brighton School 1939
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in workiiTg with tlie Mikuaukies.

To vVhom it may concern:

Since arriving here in June 1939 ray work with
the Seminoles was mainly concerned with trying to
get thein interested in having a school.

My first job as I saw it, was to provide the
prospective pupils with recreation equipment aiid

to introduce organized games. Before luy arrival
here the children had very little means of enter-
taining themselves. Work was begun at once to con-
struct a recreation building and playground equip-
ment for a playground, with native materials. A
recreation building with swings, see-saws and hori-
zontal ladder were built with cypress poles and
palmetto fronds. This equipment has afforded
many an entertaining hour for both young and old.

StartiiTg with a group of daildren who have
no regular habits of any kind I attempted to
at first have orgnnized games every night. At
night was the only time tliat it was possible to
get them to play. All during the day most of the
boys of school age were sleeping. As it was the
warmest part of the year when I came here the only
agreeable time for play was at night. The children
slept all day and played all night. I didn't
attempt to run games all night, but did have games
until ten or eleven o'clock.

As soon as the boys were used to playing
gam.es, ray next step was to try to get -ftiem to
play at specified times during the day. The time
that I set vjas from nine until twelve and from
one until three in the afternoon. At tiiis time,
in addition to games, a little clay modeling, toy
m.aking, drawing and writing was introduced. The
time set was to get the boys used to coming over
at what would normally be school hours.

This was working out very well until the
strongest anti-school agitator on the reservation
put an end to it

•

Of the q) proximately 20 boys who were here,
the majority were wanting to go to school, but
were not allowed to because their parents were
not in sympathy with having a school, their
reason being that the purpose of school was to
prepare the young boys for the army.

About a week later, registration for the
draft began. This made it appear more than ever
that government, school and army were all connectedc
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Mo3t of tiie oppoaera left the reservation, taking
their children with them. Of the ones who were
here it appeared it might be poasihle to start
a school. Going on the basis that the ones who
remained here were willing to work with the
government and were not actively against ha ving
a school, I canvassed the whole group to get the
names of the pupils who wanted to go to school
and could also get their parents consent. Of
the ten children v;ho were still here, seven
wanted to come to school.

School was started on Monday, November 4th.
I was rather uneasy about whether they would come
even after they said that they would, but my fears
were allayed when all vtio live close to the school
were out in the yard playing about an hair before
school was scheduled to start. All were here
and on time the first day of school.

Regular attendance uptodate has been above
expectations. I thought that the boys would drop
out often to suit their ovni convenience but only
on one occasion has a boy been absent when he
was on tloe reservation. Some of the boys have
missed a few days due to taking a trip wi tli their
parents on school days. This has not been very
often though.

When school started, I began with seven
pupils. I still have all the pupils who started
with the exception of one who has gone to a com-
mercial camp with his parents for the winter. He
dropped out of school on tlie 13th of December.
One other boy tried to come to school against the
will of his parents. He remained in school for
a day and a half. His grandmother came after him
on the second day. I talked with her about leaving
the boy in school but I couldn't convince her that
we were not going to let him "fight the Germans".

Mr. Burney's weekly reports are filled with information upon

the practical problems of Indian education and in particular

those of the Micosukies.

January 13, 1940:
Last Sunday, two pupils whom I was expecting

to have reenter school were not here. They were
still on the trail and I was anxious that they be
here to start school the next day ao, as I knew
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where they were staying, I asked Jolm Cypress
to go aloiog with me to get them. When we arrived
on the trail we were unable to find Okay Tommie,
but got another pupil, Julia Cypress. Julia is

the first girl to enter school and at present
is the only girl of school age on the reservation*
Her entering may mean tMt other girls will enter
when they return and it may mean that she will
drop out when she gets someone to play with.

I was very much pleased with the pupils
returning to school after the holidays.- They
all stayed in camps on the trail during the holi-
days and made a little money and I was afraid that
the temptation to remain on the trail would be
too great for any of them to return. In addition
to the possibility of making a little money, they
are also an added expense to tlieir parents when
they stay here to go to school. By staying on
the Trail, they not only make a little money but
also relieve their parents of their upkeep for
about tliree months. This would mean a financial
gain for the family all around. Their return, ing
at a financial sacrifice for the parents aiti

themselves shows that they are really interested
in going to school.

On January 20, 1941 he writes:

Last weak we lost Willie Tommie. I don't know
if he is gone for good or not, but it looks as
if he is. Vifillie was the last of the English
speaking boys that was in school. The reason
given was tiiat his rnotlier was sick. I believe
the true reason was that John Cypress was not
too enthusiastic about taking core of 'Willie,
especially when he has two wives and four children
of his own to support. In the past, both tlie

pupils and myself have been dependent upon the
English speaking pupils to interpret a great
deal of the instruction. Now the pupils and myself
will have no one to help in mal'C ing ourselves under-
stood. This will, I think, be an advantage in the
long run for both myself and the pupils.

This past week, we built a store in the
schoolhouse. We have about rwenty different items
in the store. We will add more later, but this
is aiough to start with. The pupils are learning
the names of the foods that we now have. They
take turn about beii-g storekeeper and cxistom.er.
They seem to enjoy this a great deal and are
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learnii-ig the names of the foods quickly. This
one little project will expand to include writing
the names of iiie foods, making change, adding,
and conversation necessary to make purchases in
the s tore

•

A week later ho writes:

The pupils are com.ing along pretty well with their
store. So far we have added signs belov^ each of
the articles on the shelves. This facilitated
word recognition in that the words must be recog-
nized both in selling ana putting the articles
back on the shelves. "Roberts Store" is the name
given our play store by the pupils. Not being
able to pronounce R's very well is one of the
pupils speech difficulties. Upon entering the
store the pupils say, "Good morning Mr. Loberts".

On January 27, 1941 he reports

Julia Cypress didn't come to school last Friday.
I went to John's caop after her. She was playing
with Charlie Miceo's tliree year old daughter June.
When Julia told June she was going to school,
leaving June no one to play with, she began to
cry, I asked he r to come on to school with us.
She immediately stopped crying and seemed pretty
well satisfied in school until about eleven o'clock.
At that time she wanted to go hom.e and eat. Julia
asked he r to stay and eat with us. June liked
the idea and decided to stay. At lunch she became
frightened and embarrassed and dumbfounded at the
way we ate. She didn't eat a bite, jiist sat on
her ch4ir and watched us. After lunch Jiuie went
home and didn't return.

February 3, 1941:
I gave all the pupils a bath, shampoo, hair

cut, and a thorough hair combing with the Derbac
comb again this week. The lice are few and far
between ttiis time. I get them all off their heads
at each washing but they go back home and pick up
some more. In time I think we will get them all,

February 10, 1941
We have added a regular time for bathing to our

schedule, Tuesday and Friday. To get the bathing
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atarted ov;t right, Mrs. Burney and I aided
with the first bath to see that it was dona
right, (to the pupils, taking a bath meant
only getting wet) I think thev understand what
it is now to tal<e a ".good bath" and really get
clean. After the first good scrubbing the
pupils felt so clean they were self conscious
about it. Germicidal soap is beii-g used to
bathe with to help clean up the last traces of
the itch. With clean bodies, clean heads, and
hair-cuts we have a group that is much irr^proved

in appearance.

February 18, 1941
At lunch I asked tlie boys if people were still

telling them that they were going to have to fight
the Germans if tliey went to school. "Yes, some
3ay schoolboys have to fight the Germans". "Does
your father say that I asked, "No, ray daddy say
school all right O.K."

And so it seems to this interested reader of llr . Burney's

reports. At this point they cease abruptly and completely.

The writer of this study was told in the Indian Agency Office

that Mr. and llrs. Burney "just suddenly left and did not

return". Several Cif his weekly letters are included in the

appendix of this study as being valuable because they are

probably the only firsthand reports of attempts to educate

the Mikusuki children. What a pity that we have no otiier

I«lr. Paul Burneyl Teachers such as he are rare indeed I

For all the Indian agents efforts, no other has yet been

found. For a time, sending some of the children to the

Cherokee school was tried, but Washington did not approve.

Their disapproval was based upon much experience and was

not without reason. A new Indian Agent has been appointed
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and he writes to the Indian Office Headquarters.

Seminole Indian Agency, Port kyers, Florida
July 20, 1943

Cotnnissioner of Indian Affairs
Chicago, Illinois

(Attention: LIr. Willard v;. Beatty,
Director of Education)

Dear Mr. Beatty:
Our annual scliool report for June 30, 1943

reveals certain facts about our education program
of which I atn somewhat discouraged.

For example, tha report shows that the total
number of children between the ages of six to
eighteen is 158 - of this number, forty-one were
enrolled - leaving a total of 117 not enrolled.
There are a number of reasons why the 117 are not
enrolled, which the Office is probably m.ore or
less familiar with.

The relatively new start in educational work
among the Seminoles is probably one of the factors,
and another is that they are scattered over a very
large area and reside anywhere from four to 100
miles frorr public schools or our reservation day
schools at Brighton and Big Cypress. Another
apparent reason is that most of those now over
twelve years of age have never attended school
and are not interested. The parents are not the
type to do much encoijiraging although vje are doing
all we can to get those on the two reservations of
school age to attend, stressing the importance of
an education during these changing times. Our school
attendance at Brighton has been practically 100^
of those children residing there of school age,
and this was likewise true at Big Cypress for the
first month or two last fall. Parents moving from
place to place has caused m.OEt of our attendance
problems. Sixteen of the forty-one enrolled at-
tended the Cherokee school last year and did
exceptionally fine. All are anxious to ret\u?n
and their parents or guardians are equally in
favor of the children returning to Cherokee. I
have explained to the parents and the children
at various times that it would be necessary to
have Indian Office approval before they could be
returned. I would like to have all or most of
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these children return to Cherokee because
it will be next to impossible to get them to
attend our day schools as raost of them reside
away from tlie two reservations. I feel, too,
that they would be better off attending a school
like Cherokee because of rather unsatisfactory
home conditions in a number of cases. We will
do what we can to enroll the two younger Pewell
children at Bright on

I shall appreciate hearing from you, both
as to whether the return of these children will
meet with your approval and what arrangements may
be made about transportation if approval is
granted. I understand the school at Cherokee
will open about August 16.

Sincerely yours,

KAI;I:S/Encl. Kenneth A.Marmon, Superintendent

But Mr. Best ty of tbe Indian office did not approve, and

he so wrote to ivir. Marraon.

I think you reali ze . .. . that we are not anxious to
inaugurate any educational plans for the Semi-
nole s which ia going to take them too far away
frorii their own habits and their own people. 7/6

are very Kuch afraid tiaat by sending them to
Cherokee, we are in danger of accomplishing just
this. 1

It becomes evident that the Indian office is learning what

ia not gcEod fcor tlie Serainoles but tlxn affirmative side of

this question is wrc^ped in complete obscx:rity.

1» Correspondence between Mr, Kenneth A. Marmon, and Mr.
Willard v;. Eeatty, July 28, 1943
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CHAPTER VII

INDIAIN LIIE IK TliE. MIP-T^;VBI!TIBTH CEIITUIg

Schools were not the only efforts to help the Seffiinolea

that were made by increasingly friendly and interested Ameri-

cana. Neighbors who had lived beside them for years began

to realize that their observations shoiJ-d be written down.

Health surveys were made by the State of Florida, anthro-

pological studies by the Field Museum of Natural History,

and ethnological studies by the Smithsonian Institution.

The very fact of their isolation and their struggle to main-

tain it, was wliat made these Seminoles so interesting.

In 1921, Captain Jaudon of Miami collaborated with

Captain Storter of Everglades in recording oi-^e of the few

first hand observation reports of the South Florida Indians.

The Indians described are the South Florida Mikusukis, not

the liuskogees, with whom Clay i.IacCauley had lived. Captain

Storter' 2 observations tally in so many respects with those

of Clay MacCauley, however, that the ethnic identity of the

two groups is strongly marked. The major differences lie,

as would be expected, in the adaptations made necessary by

the removal of the Mikusukis to even more tropical condi-

tions than those experienced by the Liuskogees. The entire

report will be found in the appendix of this study.

In 1920 Dr.W. A. Claxton was sent by the Florida State
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Board of Health to make a health survey of til e Seminole 3.

His report is so interesting and the conditions he reports

so typical of the situation existing today that it is in-

cluded in tlie appendix of this study.

Following the conversations between Secretary Ickes

and Mr. Collier with the Indians of South Florida in 1935,

Mr. Gene Stirling was asked by the Office of Indian Affairs

to make a report upon the conditions and needs of the Semi-

noles. His observations are accurate and his recommendations

are still in need of action. His report^ is all too little

known. It forms the backbone of tjie program of iiie Indian

Agency today. Its recommendatiors have been put into all

too slight operation but, with its publication, real under-

standing of the Seminole Indian began to emerge. Each studj""

reveals a building upon the foundation of the previous ones.

The most recent studies of Florida Indians have been made by

Dr. Alexander Spoelir of the Field Museum of Natural History,

Chicago, Illinois. Beginning in 1941, he has published a

series of monographs upon the effect of white contact upon

a small Indian group and the significance of changes tlaat

can be observed.

A comparative study of culture change am.ong the
South-eastern tribes naturally leads to field work
with the least acculturated groups. Of these,
the Florida Seminole are prime conservatives. My
v/ork among them, was too brief to allow more than

# see appendix
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si glimpse into the culture they continue to

maintain, though it was soon apparent tlaat they
represent an ideal tribe for the study of the
effect of white contact on a small Indian group. 1

He finds a marked shift from matrilincal to patrilineal

emphasis in the kinship system of the Cow Greek and Big

Cypress Indians.

Dispersed through the southern part of the Florida
peninsula, the Seminole managed to keep largely
to themselves until the invasion of ranchers,
farmers, promoters, ana tourists finally engulfed
them. At the present time the Indians, still con-
servative, remain a foreign element in the domi-
nant white-negro society of Florida. Lacking
any formal tribal organization, they nevertheless
maintain a certain tribal cohesion, based pri-
marily on factors involving contrast or opposition
to whites aiod negroes. The Indian women and a
considerable number of the m.en continue to favor
their own distinctive costume, few apeak English
with any degree of fluency, and all are very
conscious of their singularity in the matter of
race, language, and culture. 2

After a description of a typical Seminole camp, differ-

ing in alm.ost no particular from tlie description of Clay

MacCauley he probes more deeply into their social and domestic

system which he calls the "extended family system".

The m.embership of the camp is based on the matri-
lineal lineage. A camp is usually composed of
a womian, her daughters, and their children, aiid

the husbands and unmarried brothers of these.
Occasionally the camp consists of the elementary
fam.ily with a man, his wife, and their children
the sole occupants; if this occurs the children
are apt to be numerous. In other cases, the camp
is expanded to include female first cousins or
even wom.en more remotely related, together with
their husbands and children. But in any event a

1. Spoehr, Alexander, Camp, Clan and Kin , p. 8
2. Ibid, p. 9
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baaic rule is ob3erved--the women in a camp belong
to one clan. Cow Creek clans are matrilineal,
and residence after marriage is matrilocal
Unmarried men live with their sisters or mothers
and 3 all belong to the same clan, but the hus-
bands in any given camp necessarily com.e from,

other clans. Thus when a man marries, he goes
to his wife's camp, builds her a house, and
moves in. Later on, if the two of them do not
get along, a divorce is effected simply by the
husband's packing his few personal belongings
and moving out. Children remain with the mother,
and the father need not assume any further re-
sponsibilities for the upkeep of the children
or of his erstwhile wife. 1

On the whole there is a greater feeling of
solidarity among the women of a camp than among
the men. The m.en may belong to more than one
clan but the women are closely united by the
kinship and clan bond. This solidarity of the
women seems to be the most important cohesive
element in keeping the extended family together.
On the other hand, there are certain factors
tending to limit the size of the cam.p. In the
old days the importance of hunting made for
a dispersion of the population and acted to keep
down the number of persons in a single establish-
ment. Today probably the most important factor
is that the domestic arrangements, with respect
to cooking and eating, function best if tiiere
are not m.ore than twelve or fifteen people in
the Seminole household.

The camp and the clan are basic units
in Seminole society. But the former is the
more obvious, for it is a local as well as a
kinship group, with its members living at one
spot, and with the houses, cooking utensils,
pigs, chickens, and other material appurtenances
giving it a solidity of appearance and tangi-
bility that the clan lacks. The camp provides
a place for cooking, eating, and sleeping.
Lounging on the smooth-worn floors of the
houses, the people retail gossip and news, and
the camp becomes the market place for the exchange
of ideas and opinions. It is where the Indian
relaxes, whether merely to lie in the shade of
a thatch roof and contemplate the contrast of

1. Spoehr, Alexander, Camp, Clan and Kin, p. 12
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the green sword-like fans of the surrounding
palms against the blue of the sky, or to
sample a jug of liquor viiith some friends. It
provides the milieu in which children play
and are reared; where they are told trickster-
tales by their mothers and are occasionally
punished by an elder; and where they gradually
extend the range of their acquaintance to in-
clude their fellow tribesmen. The camp witmeases
the establishment of new families and the break-
up of old. It is the scene of jealousy and con-
flict, whether such be over a love affair or
the more mundruie matter of having enough corn
to make sofki. A place of comfortable disarray,
the Seminole camp is the core of the Indian's
daily life. 1

The phratry organization is disappearing, s\irviving largely

as a linkage of clans, between which marriage is prohibited,

of the Cow-Creeks. These linkages are, of the five matri-

lineal exogamous clans, between the Bird and Talahosee clans

and between the Panther and Deer Clans. The Snake clan stands

alone, being able to marry into any other group.

The ceremony of name -giving is not performed
every year, as the band waits until a number
of boys are ready. 'Uhcn this occurs, an old
man from one side of the dual division be-
stows the names on the boys from the other side.
The ceremonial names, however, tend to descend
in clan lines, with a young boy receiving the
name of a dead clansman.

The relation of the clan to the camp has
been briefly noted. The camps of a single clan
are all connected tlirough the women's belonging
to one clan. The clan-bond both supplies a
prerogative --that of descending on one's clan-
mates for food ai:id lodging, --and imposes an
obligation-- that of being hospitable to visitors
if one is a host, and of providing food if one
is a long-staying guest.

The clan is also a oolitical unit. In case

1. Ibid, p. 13-14
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a member of one clan is murdered by an Indian
of a different clan the bereaved clan will kill
the murderer if it can catch him, or another
member of the offeMing clan if it cannot. This
la the traditional rule, tlnough I do not know
if it would be followed today. Also, a sexual
union between two members of a single clan
is considered incest, and formerly both would
have been severely punished. There is a problem
here, however, as to the relation of the clan
to the band organization in the punishment of
crime. It is a question on which I have no
reliable data, as the Indians were extremely
reticent In discussing such matters.

Lastly, the clan has an important place in
the ceremonial organization of the band. At
the time of the Green Corn and Hunting dances
the various clan camps draw together like beads
on a string, with each clan setting up one
large camp for the duration of the festival.
Ceremonial offices also tend to descend in clan
lines; the head medicine-man of the band always
belongs to the Panther clan. The watchers who
exhort the people to dance, those viho gather wild
medicinal herbs for the medicine taken at the
Green Com, and various other officials are
usually chosen from particular clans. The
ceremonial or^ranization has sim.plified in the
past century, but the clan retains an important
role

.

The clan, the camp, and the elementary
families com.posing the latter are the basic
social groupings within the relatively loose
framework of the band organization. The rami-
fying bonds of kinship underlie these units and
bring them into relation with one another to
form a coherent social structure. 1

This extended family type of social grouping is still in

existence among the Florida Indians though it has long since

disappeared among the Oklahoma groups.

In 1942 anotlier volume. Kinship System of the Seminole ,

came from Dr. Spoehr's hand in which he attempts to trace

the causes of modification of tribal custom.

1. Ibid, p. 15-16
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After the conclusion of the Seminole Vi/ars

and the removal to the west of the main body of
the tribe, only a mere handful of Indians,
estimated at about 200, remained in Florida.
This little group scattered through the more
remote parts of the interior, outside the reach
of the military. The result was a changed
relation of the Indians to their environment and
an alteration of the social relations among them-
selves. The old town organization apparently
disintegrated; hunting became m.ore important
relative to agriculture; there were naturally
fewer clans with tlie smaller population; and
ceremonial life seems to have become simplified
with the greater dispersion of the people. Al-
though these changes were initiated by white
contact, they rose in an indirect manner from
it

In Florida the factor which tended to retard
change, was primarily a matter of the relative
isolation of tlie Indians and of their great con-
servatism. Although they maintained continuous
trode relations with \vhites after the Seminole
Vifars, their chief desire was that the white man
leave them alone in their daily pursuits. By
living in the interior, the Indians were able
to regulate the amount of contact with whites.
In iiie religious field, missionary attempts to
convert the Indiana have never made appreciable
headway. 1

One should not infer that in Florida, lineage
and clnn are of slight im.portance. On the con-
trary, they are significant social facts on which
is baaed a great deal of Florida Seminole life.
Thus, an individual is born into a clan; tlie

clan bond is a nexus holding the m.embers together.
A man is necessarily related to his father's clan
through his father and to his wife's clan tiirough
his wife and children, but he lias a feeling of
solidarity with his own claia which to some extent
he opposes to other claiis. Also, lineage and clan
are important in the residential arrangements and
ceremonial organization. Therefore, in Florida
the terminology agrees with other features of
social organization, even though it is not corre-
lated with the formal set of behavior patterns

lo Spoehr, Alexander, Kinsliip Syste::-! of Seminole, pp 96-97
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that existed among the Oklalioma Seminole.
Tlie camp or household organization of

Florida is based on the matrilineal lineage,
with each household usually consisting of a
woman, her daughters, their children, and the
unmarried brothers and husbands of these.
Occasionally the camp is composed only of an
elementary fam-ily, but in such case the children
are apt to be numerous. In other instances the
camp includes women more remotely related to
the lineage, together with their husbands and
children, but the wom.en in the camp must belong
to the sam.e clan. 1

But there are forces that tend to modify the extended

family.

It is an axiom of economics tliat the range of
human wants is unlimited. From my own observa-
tions, I feel that the .ros t important force
effecting the Seminole extended family is di-
rectly attributable to the expaiiding wants of
the Indians arising through contact with the
v/hite man and the material products of his
civilization. Indian men all wish to own an
automobile. Every woman of any position at all
has a sewing machine. Young people are fond of
portable phonographs and spend sp'^re cash on
records. Iron pots, pans, and tools are in
com.mon ucc . Young men aspire to fine hats and
high-heeled ridii:!g boots. Though women make all
their ovm clothes, they buy the dress goods from
stores in Okeechobee and Port Pierce, and do as
much shopping around as any white woman. The
many strings of beads every Sem.inole woman and
girl wears are, or were before V/orld V/ar II,
European importations.

The desire to own these things and the- means
of obtaining them are, of course, quite different.
But, though the Florida Sem.inole have had their
share of lean and poverty-stricken years, by
1939 they had a steady cash income through working
for the government in getting their new reserva-
tion establishjE d, for neighboring white cattlemen
and vegetable growers, and ttirough the sale of
dolls and trinkets to the tourist trade. In ad-

1. Ibid, p. 101-102
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dition, they practiced a certain amount of

subsistence agriculture and had a very con-
siderable number of hogs, while they were also
in the process of getting a herd of cattle
established on the reservation. As a result,
sufficient wealth was being accumulated to allow
the Indians to satisfy certain of their new
Wants. However, ^individuals are subject in
different degrees to an increasing range of
wants; furthermore, they are differently endowed
and differently disposed towards getting the
means--in this case, tr!oney--of satisfying such
wants. A married man who wished to better his
material position would be at some disadvantage
if he lived in a large Seminole camp. There are
too many people around to borrow and carelessly
use his possessions. If he does get aliead,
jealousy may be aroused among the other m. embers
of the camp and unpleasantness m.ay ensue. So
his natural desire is to take his wife and
children and set up his own camp. This wish
was expressed to me by several Seminole men, and
I believe there is an incipient tendency present
which will result in a shift from extended to
elementary family groups

Certain other factors involved in any break-
down of the extended family should also be noted.
Firstly, the extended family is a consumption
but not a production unit. This robs i t of
considerable strength, and is at least a per-
missive condition to change. Secondly, any
movement toward elementary fam.ilies tends to
strengthen the position of the father as against
the mother's brother, for the interest of a man
setting up his own establishment will tend to
center more on his own than on his sister's
children. Lastly, English names are coming into
more general use. These are commencing to be
inherited in the male line and women are begin-
ning to take their husbands' surnam.es, all of
which emphasizes the paternal line and the
connubial tie as against the matrilineal lineage.

In conclusion, culture contact with respect
to material culture has too often been considered
simply as a displacement of native artifacts by
those of white manufacture with a subsequent
decline in native techniques. The iron pot and
the sewing machine, however, stand for a different
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set of values that have the capacity of
sharpening the natives' appetite for nevj and
different things, and ultimately may lead to
\?ery considerable social change in the native
society. The degree to which any society ex-
pands its range of wants and the particular
character of these wants (including those of
a non-material nature) are important social
facta. 1

Dr. Spoehr's studies continue. In a recent letter to

the writer of this study he expressed his wish and intention

to return for future study of the Seminole kinship system.

There is today a strong wish to help the Seminoles. The

knowledge of how to do so is increasing, slowly but measurably^

There is none so secure that this study can point in that

direction and say, "this is the way". However, the follow-

ing recommendations from the report of Roy Uaah and of

Stirling of Smithsonian Institution, made for the Indian

Service in 1930 are, twenty years later, no less desirable

than they are inoperative.

1. Spoehr, Alexander, Kinship System of Seminole, pp. 147-148
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SUMMARY OF RECOm.IENDATIONS FROLT MR. STIRLING'S SMIMOLB REPORT

ORGANIZATION

1) Mikaaukis and Muakogses should be organized separately.
If practicable froif. Indian Office viewpoint.

2) The local divisions should have as much autonotay
as possible, each with a local council (Cow Greek,
Lliami, Big Cypress). Each has a recognized head-
man at tlT£ present time.

3) Headmen should be "elected" according to present
informal system.

4) Seminole s must be very tactfully approached and
much time given them for decisions after everything
has been carefully explained, since they are still
very suspicious of tlie U. S. government.

EDUCATION

1) Establish day schools where the Seminole settlements
are — in line with whatever economic developments
that may be planned.

2) A bus system necessary for bringing children into
the day schools.

3) Make arrangements for children, who live too far
away even to be reached by a bus system, to be
boarded by relatives living near a school.

4) Day-school idea must be sold to headmen and enlist
their aid and active support. (Comriiunities should
aid in school building if possible. H.S.M.)

5) Start an adult educational program stressing agri-
cultural development.

6) Encoiirage Arts and drafts (apart from "Seminole
Villages" in towns i H.S.M.)

7) Start Health-Education program and health work in
the communities.
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ECONOMICS

1) Provide large consolidated blocks of land for
Seminolea' exclusive use (for hunting and
agriculture •

)

2) Promote and sponsor a return to agriculture
(botli cash and subsistence crops). A full-time
extension man needed.

3) Stock program could be added if sufficient land
is made available.

4) The clan must be taken as the basic economic unit.
Voluntary associations should be encouraged tlirough
picking one man in a group and let him choose his
associates

.

5) Make arrangements with the Park Service for Indians
to hunt and fish in the Everglades National Park--
also to carry on agriculture and stock-raising.

6) Improve Seminole Arts and Crafts and establish
a trade mark for their goods.

7) White-controlled exhibition camps should be super-
vised or better yet, be discontinued (H.S.M. from
Nash's 1930 report and Stirling's statements).
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CHAPTER VIII

presei:t educational situatioii Am possible future efforts

The Seminole s, or Creeks, "30 called from the number

of streams that intersect the lowlands they inhabit"

»

in Florida, in 1948 numbered 763, according to official

records, as againat 586 in 1940, and are divided into two

main groups. The Muscogees, or Cow Creeks, live north and

east of Lake Okeechobee. The Indians at Brighton Reserva-

tion in Glades County, most of those living on the Dania

Reservation in Broward County, and others residing in inde-

pendent camps north and northeast of Lake Okeechobee belong

to this Muscogee group, "or more properly Muakogeh (corrupted

into Muscowa)". The Micoaukees or Mikaaukies, the Big

Cypress group, live in the soiathern end of the State near

Miami, along the Tamiami Trail, deep in the southern Ever-

glades, and in the Big Cypress Swamp area. The languages of

these two groups are so different that it is sometimes diffi-

cult for members of one group to understand those of the

other group.

The Brip^hton Reservation consists of 35,000 acres whore

one hundred or more Indians now make tlieir home. The adminis-

tration building includea the Indian day school, the office,

and the living quarters of the resident principal. The

1. Hrdlicka, Ales, The Anthropology of Florida , p. 64
2. Ibid, p. 64
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building ia a T-shaped frame atructiire built by the Federal

Indian Service. Win. D. Boehraer is in charge of the school,

a3siated by Mrs. Boelamer. The Dania Reservation , consisting

of 475 acres, and lying at the intersection of two hard-

surfaced roads near Fort Lauderdale is under the sxipervision

of Miss Esther Drury, field nurse. The large administration

building contains offices and quarters for two families; an

electric pumping plant sufficient for all camp needs; a 4-

vahicle garage, several Indian cottages, a school building,

infirmary with bath, laundry and toilets. Between 70 to 88

Indians make their home on this reservation. Only the in-

firmary and nurses quarters are in active use. TIta Hendry

County Reservation , comprising 42,000 acres, lies partly

on the western margin of the Everglades. Adjoining the

Government reservation In this county, the State has set

aside 104,800 acres which are being held in trust by the

Board of Commissioners of State Institutions, to be held for

the perpetual use and benefit of the Seminole Indians and

as a reservation for them. In the extreme northwest corner

of this reservation a 4-room dwelling for the caretaker was

erected, as well as a small office building, warehouse,

garage, Indian Council house, and school building. Only a

caretaker is in active service on this so-called Big Cypress

Reservation. The work of all these Reservations is superin-
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tendad by Ivlr. Kemieth Marmon whose headquarters are located

in the Post Office Building in Port Myers, Florida.

At the present time the Government maintains an ele-

mentary school at Brighton Reservation. At one time there

was the school at the Big Cypress or Hendry County Reserva-

tion, of which Mr. Paul Burncy was the last teacher, but

because of Its inaccessibility and lack of conveniences for

the teacher, it is difficult to maintain the school. At the

present time, there is no school in operation there but it

is believed that it will be less difficult to obtain a teacher

for the school when the last twenty miles of road into the

Reservation have been completed. A few children from the

Dania Reservation have been attending the elementary public

school at Dania, and in 1948 twenty-three attended the Cherokee

Indian School at Cherokee, IT. C, where their education in-

cludes the learning of trades, as well as learning the three

"R's". Three students were at Bacone Baptist College, Okla-

hom.a, and four adults were attending a Baptist school for

religious training at Lakeland. At the Brighton reservation,

the average attendance for 1948 from September until Cliris traas

was 17. The greatest problem of the school is lack of regular

attendance. Those who have attended are reported to liave dome

well in their work although tiiey are rather sporadic in at-

tendance. During the vegetable season, many dkiildren are taken
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out of school to help in the fields. The school cannot

because of this irregularity have promotion day. They

begin the following year where they left off the previous

term. At one time a few of the adults attended school,

but they soon lost interest and gradually dropped out.

However, a large percentage of Seminole s on the Brighton

reservation are said to apeak the English language. "After

the tlaird grade, pupils are sent to the Cherokee Boarding

School in North Carolina, if such further training is de-

aired or possible." 1

The Indiazis vih o live off tills reservation or viiho are

scattered along the Tamiami Trail do not have schooling.

The Seminole Agency is interested in working out a school

program for the Trail Indians. Aasi stance from the State

Education Department on this problem hag been requested by

the Indian Agency but no action to provide schooling for these

children has been taken,

A Mission called Glades Cross was established in 1898

at Boat Landing in the Everglades by Bishop Crane Gray. There

were several baptisms b\at those who were baptized have all

died and Boat Landing is no more. The older Indians remember

Dr. Vif. J. Godden, a pharmacist, who bought the store there and

conducted a Llission hotel. He died out there, quite alone,

on Oct. 1, 1914. However, Glade Cross Mission still J.ives,

1, Hai^na aixi Abt-ey, Lake Qkeecliobee, p. 335
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Tlie headquarters is now located in the town of Everglad«s

with DeacoTicsa Harriette M. Bedell, Episcopal Missi ai ary,

in charge.

At Brighton Reservation, aiissionary activities, in a small

way, are beii:ig carried on by Mrs. Anna Robenson, missionary

nurse, representing the Seventh Day Adventist Church, and by

one or two of the Indians who have been attending a Baptist

religious training school in Lakeland .

On the East Coast, religious activities are largely in

the hands of the Baptists. The native Baptist churches of

the Seminole Nation in Oklahoma began sending Indian Mis-

sionaries to Florida in 1910, ana succeeded in establishing

a following large enough to build a church for their services.

Rev. Willie King, Greek Indian, now retired and living in

Okeechobee, Florida, was tii e first native missionary to the

Seminoles. He was succeeded by the Reverend Stanley Smith

who is the present pastor. He is a Creek Indian from Okla-

homa and lias been very successful in Interesting Seminoles

from all the Reservations in his church. During the last

week of 1949, this investigator spent several days living in

the school buildings upon the Dania Reservation, lluch of

this information was given by the nurse in charge there. On

Christmas Eve several hundred church people from La Belle,

Immokalee, Port Myers and elsewhere gathered at Dania to
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participate in a Baptist service aiid a religious pageant.

The adoration of the Kagi, given in the Indian tongue by In-

dians from the Dania aiad Big Cypresa reservations. The church

on the Dania Reservation is a neat uihite frame building with

a sheet aluminum roof, rough benches for pews and brightly

colored religious pictures upon the wall behind the wooden

pulpit. Fifty or seventy-five Seralnolas were in the Christmaa

1948 congregation. There is a church upon the Big Cypress

Reservation of which Sam Tommie and Josie Billie are the

pastors. Mr. and Mrs. Josie Billie attended the Dania pageant

and were introduced to the investigator by the Dania field

nurse after the service. Llrs. Eillie is a tall, handsome

woman with a fine profile. Inasmuch as her head was turned

at a complete right ai:igle throughout our conversation, only

the aquiline profile could be seen. It is thus that liie

Indian woman registers her eternal scorn for all whites, men

or women. I^ir. Billie has been for more than thirty years

the Mikusuki medicine nian. Of recent years he has become

the Baptist preacher. He is about sixty years old, speaks

good English in a quiet, deep voice and looks his hearer

directly in the eyes. He is a man whom one intuitively trusts

and in whom qualities of leadership and calm good judgment

are strongly indicated. The nurse said, "I trust and respect

him. He is a fine man."
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Emphaals upon teaching scientific cattle raising has

been tlie Indian Agency's policy upon the Big Cypress reser-

vation since the last school teacher abandoned the school

at Immokalee in 1943. Beginning with four hundred head of

government purchased cattle, the tribal herd has today grown

to 1400 head. Recently the ability and industry of ten men

of the Big Cypress tribe, in achieving these excellent re-

sults was rewarded by the Indian Service and a committee of

Indians who turned 10 beef heifers over to each of the ten.

It is planned gradually to turn cattle from the tribal herd

over to individual Indians. The herd itself will be main-

tained by the return, later, of eleven heifers for each one

given to him.

Only the ten or fifteen Ssminoles who work on the road

crew receive any money from the government. A number of

others rida the range and keep up the fences but these are

paid from, a livestock fund in the bank for that purpose and

for enlarging and improving the tribal herd. Hie Indian

Service pays tlic salaries of two skilled cattlemen, Ben

Thomas and Fred Montsdevea, who are engaged in teaching the

S8m.inole3 the importance of good livestock management. They

insist that the Indians receiving cattle breed them, only to

Braham Bulls at Big Cypress and Hereford bulls at Brighton

designated by Montsdevea and Thomas. Many Indians at Big
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Gypresa own automobile a aii3 the investigator was informed

that, from the ninety dollars a month regular wage paid

Seminole road workers, many of them pay as much as sixty

dollars per monthly installments upon their cars. Apparently

only a very small sum of m.oney is required for family support

upon the reservation.

Opinions among the Indians are not unanimous. In the

same issue, January 9, 1949 of the Tampa Tribune that re-

ported the division of cattle described above appeared the

following article. It is a clear expression of the wish of

many of the Seminole s; probably of most of the Llikusuki group.

SailNOLSS ASK TO BE 'LEFT ALONE'

The Tribune has received a letter from two
Seminole Indians protesting about publicity about
their activities and stating "we want to be left
alone ."

The le tter referred to an Associated Press
dispatch from Lal<e Wales appearing in the Jan. 9
edition of The Tribune stating the Serainoles
wanted to learn English an3 were seeking sufficient
publicity for their native skills to help sale of
their handicraft.

The letter, signed by William McKinley Osceola
and Cory Osceola, follows:

"An article from Lake Wales appeared in your
^aper Jan. 8 giving ajia account of a meeting of some
of the Indians with Supt. Kenneth Marraon and others
interested in the Indians. Mike Osceola did most
of the talking but Cory Osceola and '(Yilliam Osceola
were present. No official statements can be made
by one person and all matters concerning the
Indiana must be brought before the council as a
whole

.

"We are not interested in the reservation nor
publicity for our crafts. When we want help we
will ask for it. In the meantime, we want to be
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laft alone. Our Indiana are working at jobs
of their choice and are aelf-supportir^. We
have a lawyer to look after our interests and

in future do not want made public any canveraation
of indiv id vials with any group of Indians. Again
we ask that the Milasukie tribe of Seminole a be
allowed to live their own lives with no inter-
ference ."

A month later, on February 13, 1949 appeared the

following article in the Lakeland Ledger. It gives another

view of the conditions at the Dania Reservation as follows:

Rev. C. L. Perkins is Ivlissionary to Big Cypress
Rescrvati on

Seminole Indians' Plight Pathetic, Says Lakelandar
By George Towns end

Ledger Staff Writer

"The plight of the 150 Seminole Indians at
the Big Cypress reservation near Dania is pathetic,
and any help given by the government other than a
'few pills for aches aiid pains' is non-ap parent ."

The Rev. G. L . Perkins, of Lakeland, a Baptist
missionary, made that statement upon returning from
the reservation during the past week from one of
his monthly visits with the Indians there ...... ..

The living conditions dascribad by the Rav. Mr.
Perkins are almost bayond the imagination. His
story is as follows:

"Prom what I have seen, there are three Indians
that die for every two babies born at Big Cypress.
If that practice continues, there won't be any-

Indian problems for the government to contend with
within another decade or so.

"The government agent on the post provides a
few pills for the sick, but that's all the medical
care I can see that they receive. Believe it or
not, here is the manner in which a child is de-
livered into this world at Big Cypress: The pros-
pective mother is taken into the palmettos and
stretched out on the fronds to give birth to her
child. There are no sheets or medical supplies
or doctors available. The only help the mother
has is provided by a couple of Indian squaws. A
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blanket is put up as a shi eld to hide the
deliverance from the sight of the rest of the

camp.
(The Rev. Mr. Perkins says ha knows this is

no exaggeration because he has personally wit-
nessed and assisted in the births of several of
the babies.)

"Within a few hours after the birth, tlie

mother is up walking around. The next day she is
back at her chores on the reservation."

"These Indians only have the money vtiidi they
make by selling their wares in the towns and on
the highways," he said. "But they sometimes manage
to buy an old truck or automobile.

"An Indian wouldn't walk 50 yards as long as
there is a car around to drive. They just love
to get in a mechanical vehicle ana 'go som.ewhere'.
Sometimes they just drive around until they give
out of gas, and then walk home.

"The women do most of the work, aaid if the
men don't have a job to keep them busy --such as
repairing roads for the government --they do
nothing but sleep and watch the squaws work."

He said the U. S. government is now building a
road into the reservation from the highway 35
miles distant • The government agent at the camp

—

who is part Indian himself

—

said ijaat a school
would then be constructed.

"The Indiana just have a shack on the reserva-
tion where missionaries teach them things once in
a while, and that's all," the Lakeland m.inister
said. "And it's a shame, because these Indiana
have an earnest desire to learn."...

"Education is the only cure for the slothful
Indian," the Rev. Mr. Perkins concluded. "But if
the sanitary conditions are not improved on the
reservations, education will come too late." 1

This is the antiphonal chorus which has swelled about

the ears of the Indian ever since the sound of shootii:ig died

away at the end of tlie warfare period almost a century ago.

It is the opinion of the writer of tiiis study tliat both these

reports are true. The Indian regards us wi th a blank look

1. Lakeland (Florida) Ledger , February 13, 1949.
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tliat partakes equally of suspicion, of incornprehension

and of scorn. The Indian agency lias no easy task. In

large measure a "masterly neglect" seems to be their policy

said one which has been wisely chosen at the Indians request.

For example

Indian custom "marriage and divorce "are recog-
nized as legal by the Indian Office, for neither
the State or Federal Government feels that it

has a right to control their marital relation-
ships, but the agdncy does encourage any of them
who have gone away to school and obtained an
education to buy a license. 1

This most recent report goes on to paint a picture that

is far from ideal but far also from brutal indifferences.

Indians are permitted to vote in Florida, but only
a small number exercise this franchise, although
one Indian in Miami was zealous enough to do some
political campaigning in the last election.

In the past, the state officials have been very
lenient in enforcing the law when an Indian is
involved, feeling that the matter was up to the
Government. The feeling has been that the Sem.i-
noles are renegades and no one but the Govern-
ment had any right to bother them.

The Indian Agency wishes it understood that the
State has ev^ry right to arrest an Indian if he
has committed a crime, and he is entitled to
the same rights when he is in the custody of the
police as any other American citizen. 2

Slowly they are working toward a relationship with the

Agency that has alements of m.utual confidence and helpfulness.

1. Click, Pansy Reed, Runaways of the Grass Country
2. Ibid.

^
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The Seminole Indians in Florida do not get an
allotment from the Government. Those who can
qualify for it, get Old Age pensions from the
State of Florida. About twenty are getting it
at the prel'sent time.

The men work as cowhands, as laborers on tomato
farms, citrus groves, road construction, and in
lumber cam.ps; aiid the m.e n, as well as the women,
when they are not busy at other things, make native
costumes and such souvenirs as dolls, small boats,
bead work, carved coconut beads, knitting bags,
aprons, baskets, aii3 other items. A great part
of their incom.e comes from their handicrafts, and
there is a need for a larger market for this kii-d

of work. 1

As for health conditions, the story is far from good.

Sanitation still remains a problem., although there
have been some improvements along tiais line. The
Indians are beginning to use individual bowls
and spoons, although the "sofkee" spoon still has
its place in the pot. 2

No thorough and adequate survey has been made of the

health of these Indians. One public health nurse, able and

devoted as she is, is utterly insufficient to cope with

even the m.inimum requirements of a thousand Indians scat-

tered over several hundred square miles.

On tlie whole, Seminole Indians enjoy good
health, and for one to live to a ripe old age is
the rule aiid not the exception. There are cer-
tain diseases, however, to which they are becoming
more and m.ore susceptible, such as hookworm,
rheumatism, malaria, and anemia. They also
suffer from bad teeth, and deficient eyesight.
Malaria heads tlie list, although it has been the
custom for, at least, a half centiory to sleep
under nets. Rheumatism can bo traced to
exposure to the weather and climatic conditions,

1, Ibid.
2. TH3".
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and anemia results directly from malaria aiia

hookworm. Tuberculosis is aLmost unknown
among the Florida Seminole s, as well as trachoma,
usually found among the V/estern tribes. Infant
mortality is much higher than it should be.

Health funds from the Government have been
cut and tlie Indian Agency does not have sufficient
money with wlii ch to carry on an adequate health
program. There have been many more health prob-
lems this year than ever before. Since more
Indians are taking advantage of hospital and
medical care, the funds viiich have been alloted
during the past two years have been insufficient
to carry on proper health program. There have
been a great many serious accidents and these
have increased hospital costs a great deal.
Hospitalization and medical costs have increased,
thus providing less funds for m.ore Indians.

Two doctors, who were previously under con-
tract, have had to discontinue their work because
of insufficient funds, Tlie Agency has only one
field nurse. Miss Esther Drury, with headquarters
at Dania, and although she makes regular trips
to the various reservations, her territory is too
large to enable her to give maximum aid in every
instance where her services are required. When
Indian patients are financially able, they pay
for the services of a physician tliem selves. 1

This is a record of progress. The whitem.aii's medicine

at least has been accepted by the Indian. It might he iiiat

throvagh tlai s doorway other points of friendly contact could

b« reached. If acceptance of the fact of goodwill from the

whiteman could be achieved, if the rood to Big Cypress

Reservation were completed aixi a school erected and maintained,

whit ought it try to do for the children of these brave,

proud, intelligent and indignant people who are our neighbors.

'.Vhen the American arm.y concluded treaty after treaty

1. Ibid.
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with all the Indiana of this western land, they, in ex-

changa for peace and acceptance of reservation status by

the Indians, promised "bei-f and clothes so laig as the

sun shone, the rivers ran and the rain fell". In other

words, the Reservation Indian was deliberately pauperized

by the terms of his submission. Not so tliese few, and these

few only, of Florida, They owe us nothing. We owe th.em much.

V/e must question the purpose back of whatever we offer them.

Those who attempt to educate these people to escape from

the conditions under which they are living must be very

sure that there is a desirable alternative to offer them.

The leaders of the Mikusukis, wise and experienced old men

like Josie Billie advise their people to refuse tlie

"whiteman's way", Vv'ho can say he is wrong? It has seemed

to this investigator that the purposes of Seminole Indian

education by his Florida neighbors should be first to better

living under the conditions of his present environment,

and second to as much enrichment of his understanding as

will make his unavoidable association with us, his neighbors,

as tolerable as possible. It is not possible for the govern-

ment to withdraw its protection or our white man's "education"

from these people on the assumption that, if left to them-

selves, they will continue in happy adjustment to their

"world". The Taraiami Trail ended liieir world. Self-seeking
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whites have found profit in exploiting the Seminole camps

upon the Trail. Thus is many a Seminole family able to earn

the few dollars of income needed for his simple requirements.

The atony faced woman who sells you a doll, tal<es your money,

(spitting disdainfully upon the ground as you go back to

your car) as necessary support for her return to the Reserva-

tion. This so-called "commercial camp" should cease. A less

damaging means should be found for these Indians self-support.

whether the responsibility rests on the United States
or the State of Florida is not necessary to be
argued now. It rests on one or botli and more than
likely on both. liVe must bear in mind tliat since
the closing of the Seminole War the United States
has attempted to let these people alone. So has
the State of Florida, except, whan someone wants
to exploit the Indians the United States is

supposed to intervene. I think it is quite safe
to say that whenever an emergency arises which
necessitates the expenditure of money or efforts,
everybody in that country unanimously lays the
responsibility at the door of the Government.
Whenever an opportunity arises to exploit these
Indians, or to gain someliiing of value from tlaem.,

then everybody contends that the United States
Government; has nothing to d o with them at all. 1

In 1935 Secretary of the Interior Harold Ickes and

Commissioner of Indian Affairs John Collier together visited

the Everglades and talked with the Indians. The Seminole

leaders told them

that in the long wars waged between the Seminole

s

and the American forces, the Indians had never
been defeated, but despite this fact lived now
aa mere squatters on land which they believed
properly to bs their own. 2

1» Ucker, Clement S.,Report on Seminole Indians of Florida mimeo.
2. U. S. Department of the Interior Memorandum for Press,

April 2, 1935

I
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Socretary Ickas replied in part that

he woiald support a plan in cooperation with the
State of Florida, for buying substantial areas to
the north of Everglades National Park to be
made into a permanent Indian reservation as the
Saminoles' home for all time. 1

And upon his return to illashii-^ ton Comrniasi oner Collier

said in part

If the Federal Government and the State of Florida
cooperate energetically with land for plaiating,
and land for stock grazing, and with a greatly
increased game supply, and with a proper development
and marketing of their crafts, the Seminole s un-
doubtedly will be able to develop a successful
life of tlie kind they want, which is tlie life of
wild Indians living in the fatnesses. 2

In the same article Secretary Ickes is then quoted as

making this comment.

When the Seminoles are called wild Indians, it
must not be understood that they are fierce,
uncouth or dangerous to their neiglibors. The
opposite is the fact. The Seminoles are one of
the gentlest of people a .. .Their desire to continue
tlie primitive life ought to be viewed with sympathy
by the American people, and it is aithin the power
of the Government aiid the State of Florida to sal-
vage and re-create the Everglades, wi tli the Indians
as part of them, through meeting to a generous
extent the Indiana own wishes. 3

The fact that a generalized Indian background does not

exist is still too little understood. Within the small group

living in Florida are at least two, and probably more, dis-

1.
2.
3.

Ickes, Harold,
Collier, Jolm,
Ickes, Harold

op.
op.

L. , qj:
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tliict and quite different groups. What has been a succass-

ful approach to the Muakogees upon the Brighton Reservation

is probably not applicable to the Mikuaukia living upon the

Big Cypress Reservation. The only practical approach to

providing the adjustment to and success in modern life

that botli Indians and interested Americans desire is to

face our shameful part in the historical background of these

Indians and to assist them, w/henaver and however we may,

toward a social and tribal economy that meets the specific

needs and desires of each individual camp.

In 1946, after a lifetime of study of the history and

customs of these Sem.inole neighbors of ours. Dr. John R.

Swanton, recognized to be the world's foremost Indian au-

thority, bluntly stated the position toward these Indiana

which each of us must knowingly and actively combat. He

said that, until their recent extensive gj^loitation in

Florida , tiae Seminole who remained thare after their rela-

tives had been taJ<en to Oklahoma had baen held in high esteem

# 1
by their white neighbors. ^

Exploitation of these Indians emphatically should cease.

Is it possible that we are unable to forgive the Indian the

injury we have done him? That might be the shameful truth.

This week the Association of American Indian
Affairs, through its president, Oliver La Parge,

# passim

1. Swanton, John R.,Indiaix3 of Southeastern Uniterm States.
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proteatedto membera of Congress against the
removal of a ^550,000 appropriation from the
deficiency bill II.R. 2632. This sum had been
approved by tiae Bureau of liie Budget and was
meant to cover an anticipated deficit in oper-
ating schools for 6,000 Navaho children. The
House failed to restore the item to an almost
half-billion dollar bill, and unless the Senate
Appropriations Coramittes takes favorable action
in the next few days, the schools for Navahos will
ba forced to close l.Iarch 15 schoalii-ig for
Navaho children threatens to caase entirely in
a population already 80 per cent illiterate.
The Association on American Indian Affairs

rightly points out that no other group of children
in the United States could have tlieir future so
jeopardized without widespread public outcry.

Tlie Senate, we believe, should promptly
restore the comparatively small sum that will
keep open schools ivliich, because of scant facili-
ties, can care for but a quarter of the Navaho
children. To this extent, at least, Washington
should end a continuing story of neglect and
delay. 1

The neglect and delay cannot be laid upon V/ashington

alone. Tliey are ours and it is later than ive think. The

Seminole are worth saving. They are changing themselves as

best they can to meet a changing world. There is a story

about a life insurance salesman who managed to sell a policy

to an elderly Indian.

"Hhat's your name?" he asked
"Brave Eagle", was the reply,
"To vjhom shall I make the policy payable?"
"My son. Flying V/arrior", answered the prospect.
"And in case he dies before you do? To whom

shall the money be paid then?"
"My grandson. Pour-motored Bomber."

And there you have it, tlires generations of Indians,

1. Herald Tribune, Editorial, New Yoric : Feb. 19, 1949
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movii'ig right along witih. us, alow, but steady the way the

Indian has always done. Can wc, his neighbors move nith

hira?
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SEMINOLE INDIAN LLYE

In tlie Everglades and Big Cypress of
FLORIDA
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So little is known of the life of the Seminole
Indians of Florida, that Gapt. George H, Storter,
an Indian trader, who has lived at Everglades,
Florida for the past thirty-five yeeirs and has,
perhaps, been in closer contact with the Seminole
Indians (unless it be Mr. Brown of Imokalee) than
any other person. The Seminoles have traded with
Mr. Storter, and he perhaps knows more Seminole
Indians by sight and name than any man now in
Florida.

Gapt. J. F. Jaudon of Miami, Florida collaborates
with Gapt. Storter in this story and it only tends
to briefly outline some of their customs.

Seminole Indian Girl is a charge. If her father and mother
dies, then the nearest kin takes her. A girl marries some-
times at fifteen years of age, but generally from twenty to
twenty-five, but in the case of Charley Tigertail, his wife
was about thirty.

Each male Seminole Indian who is the elder of his race— the
Gamp is considered his camp. His own daughters live with
him. They do not leave Gamp. Brides live In the camp as
long as the mother and father live. If the mother dies the
eldest girl stays with her father. The boys go into other
camps and remain in the camp of the girls they marry. If
the father 6uid mother both die, then how does the Gamp
disintegrate? It breaks up. They go out and establish
camps of their own. Both have children coming along.

No Indian owns emyiihing on the oommvmity pleui. Everything
is owned by some individual Indian. There is no collective
ownership. Anything that you see is not owned by the
Indians collectively but by some individual Indian.

When an Indian Man dies the wife goes into mourning for one
year. She takes off her beads and takes down her hair and
wears no colors but black and she does not change clothing
until they drop off. She wears her hair down during the
entire yeeir. After the year is up she can trip up herself
some more and get on the caj:>pet again for another husband.
During this time she shows dejection and looks sad. She
stays in the camp and isolates herself. If an Indian
woman dies are her belongings buried with her?—which is
the inst€Lnce when the man dies? They prepare her for burial
with three days rations. An Indian woman owns only her
clothing. When a wife dies her husband goes into a spell of
mourning but this does not last so long as when the husband
dies—he only mourning for four months. He must not change
shirts and he must not look into the face of a white man.
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nor go to the store for four months. After that he isolates
himself as muoh as possible and has as little oommunication
with others as possible. Jihen a man dies he has all of his
possessions buried with him—Icnives, gun, etc. and three days
rations. They go back to the grave and weep and mourn for
three days, then they nver go there any more. The third day
he rises and goes on--starts on his journey to the "happy
Hunting Ground", "Hopie" — way yonder across prairie. Over
there there is a river to cross—this river is crossed by a
slick foot log. If he has been a good Indian and lived right
according to the rules and regulations of the camp, he goes
across without emy trouble. If he has not been a good Indian,
then there is a big Alligator there to eat him up, and if
alligator does not want to eat up the Indian and he can swim
across a big bird comes down and catches him and he goes on
to see "Happy Hunting Ground". Alien an Indieoi is asked what
they do over there, he says "All same here—skin alligators,
coons, otter". <Vho buys them—"George Storter—he buys him~
he be there". An Indian only prays for temporal things.
i^en asked about hunting trip of two or three days an Indian
will say "Echo no find him or find him Ojus" as the case may
be.

77hen there is a little water In the Everglades an Indian will
say "Little bit water—weuit to get my canoe out—me talk big
spirit. Get plenty rain Ojus, get canoe out."

During the three days watch when an Indian dies, they can see
smoke, as though it were spirit and they hear the dead Indian
shout and he is "hyapus" to happy hunting ground.

No Indian is ever so old but that he is the head of his Camp.
No matter if all his children and grand children have died,
he is still the head of this camp. There are—

Dr. Tigers Camp. Tommie Jimmie. Billie Buck and Abraham
Lincoln's camp. The latter named is about thirty years old.
At these various c£uaps--many of which you and I have visited,
we found them equipped to live without any communication with
the outside world for months and months. In other words they
have their store houses full of corn, pumpkins, potatoes, etc.
and they have their cane fields, from which they make syrup.

When an Indian goes out to the jiverglades hunting alligators,
where there are no fish, game, nor deer, he starts from the
camp with a quantity of kumptie flour and cabbage palmetto
buds. These palmetto buds they soak in water and boil them
and they resume their natural flavor and delicacy. In other
words, the oeminole Indian developed dehydration hundreds of
years ago. They dry sweet potatoes and other vegetables.
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Alligator hunts in iiiVerglades. They hunt where they hare to
walk from alligator hole to alligator hole—which are in soft
spongy places and in the sawgrass, where they sometinies find
five or six alligators in one hole. They dry the hides and
store them on trellis or scaffolds and in the wet season they
follow the trails back and take up the hides. i.ach Indian
keeps the pelts he collects. If one Indian kills one alliga-
tor and one kills ten, they do not divide up.

If a man—either Indian or white man, approaches an Indian
camp while there are only squaws in the camp, and the Indian
"boys" are gone hunting or elsewhere, the squaws behave in
rather a novel manner. They will not even speak to a man
unless they know him personally. They give no information
as to the direction the Indian boys have gone, nor their
expected arrival back to camp. In fact they will give no
information nor accept any information, and they resent anyone
talking to them. Low, the reason of that is that women must
be isolated so much in camp and they must not even look upon
oreven talk to a man unless the men of their own camp are with
them.

Camp life and cooking. Where there are as many as four fami-
lies they have a thatched roof and have a scaffold about three
feet off the ground, where they sleep and have all their
paraphenalia and household goods stored overhead. Then they
have a common cooking arrangement. They cut the wood and
lay it in the shape of a wagon wheel and where the hub wovild
naturally be the fire is started, which bums constantly with
very little wood being consumed, as the wood is pushed in.
There are some fifteen or twenty logs in the circle and
usually they are logs from ten to fifteen feet long, and when
the log is entirely consumed it is replaced by a new log.
They conserve on wood in this way and it makes a good place
to set the pots. Each feimily cooks separately, all of the
food except the "sofkee" which is made out of yellow corn
meal which the Indian women grind in pestles which they make
from wood, and also make the wood mortars. About one quart
of this meal is placed in two gallons of water—sometimes
three, and boiled until it becomes a paste. Often bacon and
meat is added, but generally this is not done. The sofkee is
eaten from a large wooden spoon, which is passed from one per-
son to another. It is a large wooden spoon which holds about
one gill.

Their sleeping arrangements are wooden benches hewn from cypress
or pine timber built about three feet from the ground, on which
is spread colored blankets. Over this they put up their mos-
quito nets. They more often sleep without mosquito nets than
with them. /hen not in use the mosquito nets and other para-
phenalia are neatly and carefully wrapped and stored in under
the roofs of the thatched house. Many times you could go into
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camps where there are no Indians in sight and see hundreds of
packages of bed and clothing wrapped and stored in the rafters,
with absolutely no protection. Indians when they travel from
point to point often '^cache" their belongings by byilding up
above any possible dampness from the ground and store their
extra belongings and food and ammunition and cover them with
tarpaulin or palmetto leaves, and leave them absolutely unpro-
tected for weeks and in instemces for months.

The Seminole Indian has not stopped using bows and arrows yet.
They economize on ammunition by using the bow and arrow when-
ever possible, especiedly when shooting fish in shallow water.

Indians are not afraid of snakes, and are many times bitten by
snakes—-particularly rattle snakes and cotton mouth moccasins,
but seldom does a bite prove fatal. The more times they are
bitten, the more immxine they become. The first time is the
serious time, and they are sometimes sick for four or five weeks,
Second time, five or six days eind the third time about two days.
Fourth time just like bee sting. They do not fear snake bites,
Indian said a long time ago that "old rattle snake not have
teeth" and that bad Indian who met old rattle snake with some
picannies and he kill »em, "Old rattle snake cry ojus about
three days and she tell big Chief bad Indian kill her picannin-
nies. Indian said to her "alright, I give you some teeth—you
bite him next time. Indian no kill you, you no bite Indian?
Charlie Tigertail was bitten. Some Indians have been bitten
asmany as seven times by moccasins. He was cured by Indian
medicine man. Tommy Osceola, treating him^.

Indians carry along a cork with some needles in it. He scratches
his legs when he gets too hot and lets out the bad blood. He
also carries a panther claw and scratches the affected place un-
til it bleeds, then he uses some spittle and rubs it and immedi-
ately it gets well. Then he carries an owl's claw which he uses
for head aches, and he carries squirrel claws which he scratches
his back with for back aches and he has claws for various other
pains. Every one is for a particular remedy. One of the Indian
doctor's methods is bleeding—^he scratches about thirty places,
sometimes letting out about a pint of blood. Scientifically
dieting and some wild fowl such as duck are used. He will not
let them eat hog meat or beef or anything like that, nor will
he let them look on a white man.

The epidemic of measeles, which covered a period of ten years.
This disease has been more fatal to them than any other disease
excepting flu. Measles affected the Indian so seriously until
it cut down the birth rate and consequently the population of
the Seminole Indian has decreased rather than increased. Some
people also attribute the decrease in population to the bad
effects of measles, but Capt. Geo. Storter is of the opinion
that the Seminole Indism has had his home in former years on
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higher and more elevated areas around Devil Garden, Immokalee
and the Caloosahatchee River and the higher areas on the east
coast border, but as the white man has populated the state,
they have retreated to lower and more insanitary areas.

Each Indian camp has a number of oxen, which they use if the
country will warrant transportation by that means. They also
have pigs, hogs, chickens, etc. and each camp is fully supplied—
in fact I venture to say that no Indian Camp in Florida, that
has been established for a longer period than a year, but has
a full supply of live stock, and they usually have a well in
some place that is sanitary, consequently fatalities have been
great among the young, especially among the girls; being less
among the boys, as when they get large enough they accompany
the father or brother on the hunts, where conditions are more
sanitary. More fatalities have occured among Seminole Indians
of Florida from influenza in the fall of 1918 and Spring of
1919 than any other class of poptilation of the United States,
for the reason that they did not know how to combat thiss
terrible complaint, as it appeared to them to be a combination
of pneumonia and diptheria, and an Indian affected seldom sur-
vived more than three or four days. The influenza epidemic
left as its mark dozens of Indian graves around Turner River,
Allen River and the Big Csrpress country. As one visits the
Indiein camps now they notice more Indieua babies and small
children than at any period for the past twenty years perhaps,
which you can attribute to the sanitary conditions becoming
better by reason of the country being drained and more elevated
than in former years.

The dress of the Seminole Indisui is so distinctive that it needs
no explanation, but the shirts worn by the man, as well as the
skirts worn by the women are made from bright colored calico

—

which are purchased by Mr. Storter and other traders from whom,
they knew supplied the very best quality of goods—calicoes
which would not fade. The predominating colors used by the
Indians are red, yellow, orange, black, blue and white. Seldom
do they use modifications of these colors. Each Camp has its
distinctive dress and Indians from one camp to euaother can
easily distinguish to what Gamp each Indian belongs. Each
camp belongs to a clan—Bird, Otter, Panther or some beast or
bird, and each order is patterned along lines of secret socie-
ties. They are able to know what clan each belongs to. The
women in addition to wearing a skirt wear a blouse which is
open at the waist, but over which a hood reaches from the
shoulders to below the waist line, which gives freedom to the
arms. The beads worn by the Seminole Indian are not of their
own make. They are purchased from the Indian traders in large
quantities and are traded to various women emd children of the
camps, but Indian women cannot wear beads except as described
by their station in life. The beads worn by the Seminole
Indian indicate their prosperity, of the woman wearing same.
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The colors no doubt the olan to which she belongs. Although
this over-abundance of beads is often noted on squaws much
younger—»which clearly indicates prosperity.

All the sewing on the clothes worn by the Seminole Indian is
done by the women of the Camps on up-to-date, modern sewing
machines. There was a time, when travel from place to place
was difficult that they purchased hand sewing machines. In
other words, the machine was placed on a table and worked by
hand power, but as methods of transportation have improved,
one can go into euLmost any Seminole Indian Camp and find a
stsmdard Wilson, Singer, King or any of the modern sewing
machines. The work done by these women is extremely neat and
in the instance of making a skirt that flares from the waist
line to the hem, the pieces must of necessity be cut longer
and longer, as you leave the waist line to the hem, and many
modern seamstresses would be at a loss to make a skirt or
Indian dress with lines so precise as in the instance of the
Indian dress. The bodice or hood is usually made of any
material which is durable—sometimes being plain pieces of
colored calico. The Indian women are very careful of their
hair,—washing same frequently and braiding some carefully at
all times. The Indian men have their hair cut almost 'Buster
Brown" fashion—in front it is long but trimmed closely from
the neck up to the ears. It is a remarkably fact that the
Indians are as a race comparatively free from vermin—showing
that they must exercise extreme care of their persons or such
would not be the instance. Even bed bugs are seldom found in
the camps, and when found the camp is immediately moved. Mr.
Storter says that he has never known them to have vermin ex-
cept fleas which of course breed in the sand. The Indian is
very careful not to expose his person. A great many people
have the idea that because the Seminole man wears a one piece
shirt which reaches to about the knees and that the Seminole
women wear bodices reaching only from the neck to the waist
line that they are inclined to be immodest. Mr. Storter and
myself both say that from our many visits to numbers and num-
bers of Indian Camps, we have never seen a naked Seminole man
or woman. This of course does not apply to the Indian children.
There may be some instances where they have been observed but
the Indian was certainly unaware of the fact that the eyes of
anyone were upon him. They carry this practice so far that
those who have traveled with Indians in the Everglades and
into Big Cypress country, say that when taking a bath in a
river or canal or stream that they go overboard with their
shirt and clothes on, and make a dual operation of washing
their clothes and themselves at the same tims.

Few of the Seminoles have adopted the white man's weaxing
apparel, Willie Willie being a noted exception with headquarters
at Miami. Indians have been making long walks and tramps with
white men, sometimes adopted the blue or brown denim shirt or
overalls, but still wears the native shirt. The Cow Creek
Indians which are really tribes of the Seminole, if you can
call the Seminole Indian a tribe at all, for they are descend-
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€uats of the western Indians who were deported into Florida or
who migrated here—being off—shoots of the Chocktaw, Ghero-
kees and Muskogees, first settling at Appalachicola, and were
designated by their parents tribes as '^Sem.inoles" —which word
means "run away". This Cow Creek Indian tribe has adopted
wearing the hajrd derby hats and vests, although they still re-
tain the typical Indieua shirt. The Cow Greek Indian unquestion-
ably has communications with the Big Cjrpress Indians and they
no doubt have representatives at the Green Corn dances from
each of the branches of the tribes. The Cow Creeks speak the
original Seminole language or Musgokee language. The Green
Corn dance of the Seminole Indian is held every year during
little moon in June; on which occasion the Indians who have
prepared new dresses, shirts and other raiment gather and give
thanks to the •*Great Spirit" for preserving them during the
year past and by their council which is presided over by their
medicine men, adjust wrongs, pay tribute to tliose who have
died during the preceding year, celebrate such marriages as
may have been consummated during the interval, by proper cere-
monies, punish those Indians who have violated camp laws and
rules. In many instances they have condemned men and women
to death who perpetrated crimes which were not permitted by
their laws. Individual instances could be given of these but
with the general public advised of such instances, they would
no doubt make reference to them around Seminole Indians, aind

it is a custom that they resent the white man's interrogation
or question of their laws.

The Seminole boys and girls have very few playthings. The boys
early in life leave off playing with toys, but the girls have
few play things. About twenty years ago a Convention of Doll
Land was held in New York City and Capt. Geo. Storter was re-
quested by the lady who was conducting same to furnish specimen
of dolls made by the Indians, Seminole s, and upon inquiry from,
them, they said "Sometime we make em but think so make »em
dolls Indian get sick" but ViT, Storter prevailed upon them to
make specimen of Indian Dolls which were exhibited at this
Doll Land Convention and they are still on exhibition there.
There are only two Seminole Indians who are making these dolls-
specimens of which were brought back by visitors to the Camp.
The body of the doll is made of a piece of cypress or other
soft material and the face is sculptured out with an ordinary
pocket knife. The black dye illustrating the hair, eyes and
ears of the doll axe dyes which cannot be easily removed and
it would be well fort the dye makers of the country to investi-
gate their process.

Mr. Storter succeeded in having a Seminole Indian make a small
canoe with the Indian chief standing erect therein, properly
gowned in his varicolored shirt, with his squaw seated in the
bottom of the canoe, each of whom are dressed in typicsG. Indian
garb. A specimen of this product has been on exhibition at
Knight and Walls store in Tampa.
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The United States Government lias done very little for the Semi-
nole Indian—in fact they resent any help from the government.
Bishop Bray, while in cooperation with Dr. Brecht , established
at ImokaJLee a saw mill and with the cooperation of Florida
women, such as Minnie Lfoore yVilson, established what is known
as "Glades Cross Hospital**. This institution was maintained but
they had so few patients, as they did not have the cooperation
of the Indian, that it was deemed advisable to treat such Indian
patients as might need help at Fort l/Iyers. The idea of the
Department of Indian Affairs was in establishing a saw mill at
Immokalee, that they coxild get the Indians to work at a stipu-
lated sum per day sawing Lumber for themselves, for their houses,
but the Indians much preferred their Indian huts and shanties,
and would not use the lumber produced therefrom. This saw mill
was abandoned and sold, and since the death of Bishop Gray,
there has been more or less missionary work done among the
Seminoles. Indian Commissioner Dean, Lucien A. Spencer, has his
headquarters now at Fort Myers and is making an honest, consci-
entious effort to obtain the full confidence of the Seminole
Indians which was also attempted by Commissioner Brsuidon who
filled a vacancy created by Dean Spencer's absence as Captain
of 124th Inft. when same went overseas. An effort was made to
establish a community stock store at or near the Indian reserva-
tion east of Imokalee, but the government does not seem to
understand that the Indian will not own anything collectively

—

that what he has is his own, and what he does not own is the
property of someone else, and they religiously and conscientious-
ly live up to this SLxiom. The Missionaries tried to establish
churches in the Glades, but as fast as churches were erected in
one locality the Indians immediately migrated therefrom. This
is no criticism on the missionary work done for the Seminole
Indians, but simply illustrates the prejudice of the Seminole
Indian toward the things which civilization recognizes as
essential to their spiritual and material welfare.

When Deep Lake Railroad was built from Everglades to Deep Lake
Grove—distance of about twelve and one half miles, Seminole
Indians were employed to cut the ties emd deliver same to the
tract—which they did in a workmanlike manner. An instance was
recalled by Capt. Storter, when seven or eight Indians were
employed on this job, cutting a certain number of ties, one
morning he found that the Indians had all disappeared except one
who on being questioned, said—"think one Indian boy go for
squaw. Another Indisin Boy he go to kill echo (deer). Another
Indian boy think so, him go get * emd various and devious
reasons were given for the absence of the rest of the camp.

The Indian's aptitude toward whiskey or fire water is illustrated
by a recent remark of a very prominent Seminole Indian who said,
•^Think so white man many years make whiskey and sell *em

whiskey to Indian. Now Indian make *em whiskey cmd sell back
to white man. ."/hat white man think?**
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The Indians method of treinsportation is limited to three modes—
1. The Indian canoe, which is used among the Ten Thousand Isleuids
and on the several and various trails though the Everglades,
which in recent years are practically of no service to the Semi-
noles, as drainage operations have made same impossible by reason
of lack of practically any water. 2. The ox cart, which the
Indian uses in the coxintry from the western border of the Ever-
glades to Fort Myers and among the pine lands and prairies and
cj^ress strands in southern Lee and northern Monroe County. 3,
Wed.king, which is done by trail from ceimp to camp—which trails
the average person would not notice unless he was familiar with
Indian customs.

The Seminole Indian, like all other American Indians, requires
the squaw or women to carry the bulk of the burden when they are
on a walk from camp to camp, or from trading point to their own
camp. The men always carry the rifles, however, being ready to
kill anything in the way of game that presents itself to his
eagle eye.

The Indian boys or braves when about fifteen years of age are
required to brand themselves on the fore-arm with a live coal
and his shrinking from the pain is watched with keen interest
by the Indians of his clan or ceuap. There are instances where
one will note the brands on each of the fore arms of Indians,
which might indicate anything.

The punishment prescribed by the Council ranges from death down
to a penalty so light as lascerating the limbs with sharp thorns
or other sharp pointed instruments—claws, etc.

The Seminole Indians during the past years have a queer tradition
of the great world war. They said, "Think so American Boys go
across Ocean to France, bring back fight with them. Think so
north wind blow fight down south to Seminole Indian**. To off-
set this scourge the medicine man had all the Seminole Indian
men called together and administered them a severe purge and
three days later repeating this severe treatment until the
Medicine man was fully satisfied that the scourge of fight brought
from the "Fields of Flanders" by our soldier boys and wafted
South by the winds had entirely removed from the systems of the
Seminole s in Florida.

Issued by Everglades National Park Asso.
Miami, Florida
September 13, 1935
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Report on the Seminole Indians of Florida,
by Clement S. Ucker,

BeLLtimore, Maryland,
July 9, 1930,

Sir:

I have just completed an investigation into the
repeated suggestions that the Seminole of Florida were
in urgent need of personal relief. The present report
should be read in conjunction with my report of April 1929.

I covered the territory from Miami to Forth Myers
and from Everglades north to Brighton in Okeechobee County.
I visited numerous Indian camps; the agency headquarters
near Dania and the eimusement camps back of Miami. I inter-
viewed all the doctors who have anything to do with the
Seminoles. I interviewed numerous citizens and talked with
the Indians themselves.

There has been some wactual want. Conditions were
in no wise different to those which prevail at this partic-
ular season of the year, every year, on each succeeding
year. High water is always to be expected in the Everglades
in June, July and August. So nearly as I could ascertain
the basic facts these Indians, \intil very recently, have
used ox-teams and cypress "dug outs" as the only means of
transportation. Very recently they have abandoned these for
the second hand Ford automobile. Consequently when high water
struck their camps they were without means of transportation
and, where their provisions were exhausted before they
were able to come in contact with relief, there has been
a degree of wemt in few instances. It appears to have
been relieved. For instance, at Immokalee a relief expedi-
tion was sent out by the citizens of Fort Myers.

In view of the fact that there is no regular super-
intendent in charge of these Indians I would recommend that
steps be taken to insure a ready and automatic piece of
machinery in case there should be a recurrence of the
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conditions which were given so much publicity. I took it
upon myself to discuss, in an unofficial and informal way,
the subject matter with Mr. C. H. Reeder, Mayor of the City
of Miami, whom I have known intimately for a number of
years, and with Colonel J. W, Blanding, a banker at
Fort Myers. Both expressed a willingness, if requested,
to act as referees and to exercise their best judgment to
determine individual cases of alleged want. I am suggest-
ing that if the services of these gentlemen could be availed
of they could be given a certain amount of credit with the
request from the Department that they exercise their best
judgment upon individual appeals for relief.

I discovered, or rather became convinced, that there
is a situation existing among the Seminole that demands
immediate consideration and action. The late Captain
Spencer and the United States Census enumerator jointly
enumerated the Seminole just before Captain Spencer's
demise. They reported 578 Indians. A number of Seminole
Indians insisted that the number was 530. I am inclined
to agree with Captain Spencer and the United States Census
enumerator.

There are five doctors who are under contract to
render medical service to the Indians; Stone at Forty Myers;
Bernell at Everglades; Dupuis at Lemon City; Roper at
Hollywood; McDonald at Okeechobee. Dr. Stone, at Fort Myers,
is now treating four cases of social disease; Doctor
Bernell at Everglade has a like number; Doctor Dupuis has
eleven cases; Doctor Roper and Doctor McDonald have none.

This, as will be readily understoon, is a very
startling condition of affairs among the Florida Seminole
whose women have been noted for their chastity. The white
people long have known them for their absolute virtuousness.
The changed condition of affairs is directly due to "boot-
leg** liquor and to the harboring of girls in so-called
•^places of amusement** back of Miami. Wholly irresponsible
people construct a **typical Florida jungle** and in the
center of this jungle is erected a "typical Seminole camp."
The visitor is charged twenty-five or fifty cents admission
to see a Seminole "Indian village." A Seminole man around
thirty years of age is hired to look after the Indians. He
pays them, feeds them, cares for them and keeps the camp
supplied with Seminole. The little Indian children go about
with outstretched hands seeking visitors with the salutation
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"give me money, give me money." Moonshine liquor is readily
accessible to the young fellows and the old ones too. Its
affect is absolutely and totally demoralizing.

A case of social disease reported, was a direct re-
sult. I saw a case at Forty Myers; Doctor Stone had traced
the history. The young girl came out of a camp back of
Miami and went to the Vi[est Coast, inoculated a married man
who passed the disease on to his wife. Their four month old
baby is infected and the mother is about to lose one eye as
a result of the disease. There can be no question that these
places of amusement should be radically regulated or broken
up. If they are not we might just as well abandon the
Florida Seminole to their fate.

I have known these Indians rather intimately since
1913. I was a general official of one of the railroads that
operate through their territory and thus had long years of
observation. The Florida Seminole are worth saving . They
are naturally truthful and honorable and are so now except
where they have been degraded by contact with vicious whites.
They have been pitilessly exploited. Their women have been
noted for their virtuousness until, the doctor tells me,
"within the last year and one-half."

It must be remembered that these people are those
who resisted the United States Army, broke away and took
to the fastness of the everglade jungle. They naturally
are suspicious of the white man and they have little or no
faith in the white man's government. Josie Billie, medicine
man of the Mikasuki division of the tribe, told me that
lately the attitude of the Indian toward the white man and
the white man's government has been changing. He told me
they now realize they must live with the white man and
adopt the white man's ways euid become part of his daily
life but that it is extremely difficult for the old ones to
do this. Something ought to be done with the children and
I outlined my plan to him and he undertook to speak to the
leading men of the Mikasuki and Cow Creek, sound them out
and let me know the result through the mail. He agreed
with me that the herding of Indians in places of amusement
as now conducted should be stamped out.

He agreed with me, edso, that changing conditions
will make it practically impossible for these Seminole to
much longer maintain themselves. They live in family units
or in •camps" of anywhere from two to seven families,
scattered over eui area reuiging from an acre to a spread of
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one hundred and fifty miles north and south and one hundred
and twenty-five miles east and west. The camp might be here
for six months and gone tomorrow and no man knows where. They
live largely by hunting; alligator skins, pelts, curios, etc.,
things that brought them money and with which they purchased
the necessities of life. Their fare consists of '*grits" (a
kind of Gornmeal) , rice, flour, salt, coffee, sugar, meat
euid pumpkins. They raise a great many pumpkins eind they are
very fond of them. They might have maintained themselves in-
definitely but the building of the Tamiami Trail, east and
west, and hard surface roads through their territory brought
in the tourists, trader, hunter and fisher and it will not be
long before the game and alligator and a goodly proportion
of their means of sustenance are gone. After that will come
the acute situation and these 578 Indians will become as
trsunps and paupers.

\'7hether responsibility rests on the United States or
the State of Florida is not necessary to be argued now. it
rests on one or both, and more than likely on both. We must
bear in mind that since the closing of the Seminole War the
United States has attempted to let these people alone. So
has the state of Florida, except that when some one wants
to exploit the Indians the United States is supposed to
intervene. I think it is quite safe to say that whenever
£in emergency arises which necessitates the expenditure of
money or efforts everybody in that country unanimously lays
the responsibility at the door of the Government. .Whenever
an opportunity arises to exploit these Indians, or to gain
something of value from them, then everybody contends that
the United States Government has nothing to do with them at
all.

Now, with respect to the future of these Indians;
I have given the matter long and thoughtful consideration
and have sought the views and conclusions of a number of
prominent and informed men and women in Florida. I am con-
vinced that the United States should either withdraw abso-
lutely from Florida or else take immediate steps in coopera-
tion with the State of Florida to handle the situation and
to do this now. Cooperation with the State is necessary,
as the following instance strongly indicates:

I saw a Seminole woman lying in a camp in the last
stages of tuberculosis. She would expectorate from time
to time on the floor. Flies were every where and they flew
from her to the dining room, swarmed over her two children
who were playing about and lit on her husband who sat on
the platform gazing into vacsuacy. I tried every known means
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to persuade this poor creature to go to the hospital at
Fort Myers but she would not go and that was the end of
it. I doubt if the United States could force her to go and
I am quite certain that no one locally would bother about
the case. I was told, however, that under the State law
she could be sent to the hospital because she was a menace
to the public health.

The first step that should be taken in the procedure
I am recommending is the appointment of a superintendent,
and that quickly, for this jurisdiction. The late Captain
Spencer, who died a short time ago, had been the agent here
for many years. After his death the present, so-called,
acting superintendent, who is carried on the rolls as a
laborer, was told by the Indian ffice to look eifter the
affairs of the agency until a superintendent was appointed.
There are a nximber of men in that part of Florida who are
active candidates for this position. Some of them are
carrying on an organized campaign to secure the place.

All of them may be good men but looking at the
situation from all angles I recommend that the superintendent
should be a man who as been in the Indian Service for some
time past, preferably from Oklahoma, about forty years of
age, single, with an unimpeachable record so far as liquor
and women are concerned. ,jhen he is appointed he should be
made to live out amongst the Seminole. If, however, the
Commissioner decides to select a local man for this position
I strongly urge that a searching examination be made of the
candidate's record, character and qualifications for the
job, irrespective of his political, social and church con-
nections.

The next step in the procedure I am recommending
would be the selection of an advisory council of six to
help the superintendent; the council to consist of three
outstanding citizens of Florida, one on the west coast, one
on the east coast and one in the middle, together with three
prominent Indians of full Seminole blood. It is quite
likely that as soon as a superintendent is appointed, who
ever he may be, the disappointed candidates emd their
backers will begin to criticise the Indian Office and the
appointed superintendent. I would take all such complaints
and refer them back to this advisory council and let the
Indian Office wash its hands of the complaints.
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I asked Josie Billie if he could get three good
Indians for this advisory council. He said he could eind

I think those Indians, if I know anything at all about the
character of the Seminoles, would suffer death rather than
betray a confidence placed in them. A man such as Barron

Collier, of New York City and Everglades, owner of Collier
County, originator of all street car advertising in the
United States, would serve on this advisory council. I am
quite certain that Mayor Reeder, of I.Iiami, a man of unim-
peachable character and whom I have knovm for 15 years,
would be glad to serve. I am equally certain that Ex-Governor

Martin, of Florida, would be more than willing to give his
services to this cause. In fact, I talked this matter over
with him and he told me to say to the Commissioner that he
would be more than pleased to assist in carrying out the
plan I have evolved.

The next step to be taken in this procedure would be
for the Legal Department of the Interior Department, to-
gether with the assistance of Ex-Governor Martin and myself,
to draft a bill to be presented for enactment by the legis-
lature of Florida at its next session, which begins in April,
1931. This act should be entitled "An act for the preserva-
tion and protection of the Seminole in Florida." The first
paragraph of this act should recite that it is a police
regulation of the state.

This act should provide for the following: The
organization of a district of the counties in which the
Seminoles have their nomadic habitations; that any person
or persons who gives to or has in his possession liquor to
give to the Seminole Indians, under conviction shall be
sentenced to hard labor for ten years; that any man that
has carnal relations with an Indian woman shall, under
conviction, be given ten years of hard labor; that it would
be a misdemeanor under the State law to harbor these Indians
for amusement purposes. The Act should provide definite
rules and regulations concerning Indian health and sanitation,
Indian right to hold property and the Indians* rights under
the State laws as concerns citizenship and voting. The act
should contain a definite compulsory education provision
affecting Indian children between the ages of ten and twenty.
This act, or another one to be enacted at the same time,
should provide for an assessment in this special district to
raise about four thousand dollars a year for emergency and
educational purposes.
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In connection with this, Congress at its next ses-
sion and before the Florida legislature meets, should pass
an act accepting cooperation with the State and pledging
Congress to appropriate a like sum of money. I feel quite
sure that Mrs. Ruth Bryan Owens, who represents that dis-
trict in Congress, would take an active and effective in-
terest in the proposed Congressional measure.

Another step in the plan I am suggesting would be
to take all the property owned by the Seminoles in Florida
and either sell it or salvage it in some way and then get
about 20,000 acres of carefully selectedland, the site to
be approved by the advisory council, on the edge of the
Everglades. This land should be drained and on it a hospital
should be built to be run by the State or the Government,
with a competent medical and nursing personnel, and fully
equipped. Also, there should be a school building erected
and every Seminole child should be put in the school and
kept there.

The girls should be taught sanitation, hygiene, to
read and write, to sew, bake and cook and all things that
a good American housewife is expected to know and do in the
middle class of American homes. Boys should be taught sani-
tation and hygiene, how to read and write and to be decent
and truthful, how to take a Ford automobile to pieces and
put it together and to do all things the middle class of
Americans are expected to do to maintain themselves and
their families.

A herd of cattle and hogs should be maintained and
each adult Indian should be given two acres at least of
good land and be taught the rudiments of agriculture. He
should not be tied down too closely for a time. If he feels
the urge to hunt and fish he should be given so many days
to do so but at other times he should be encouraged in every
way to occupy himself usefully on his allotment.

Now it is possible that a sheriff of a county would
not care to enforce this State statute that I am suggesting
but there is a way, in Florida, by which three tax paying
citizens of the State can file complaints, under oath, against
the sheriff with the Gtovernor and the Governor is obliged to
inquire into the case and if the complaints are well founded
to take action which might remove the sheriff. There is no
question in my mind but what this procedure would be promptly
used against an indifferent sheriff by the women of that part
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of the State, to say nothing of many public spirited men who
are interested in this proposition.

The State Federation of Women's Clubs of Florida has
the reputation of being the strongest of its kind in the
oountry. It has a standing committee on the preservation of
the Seminole Indians. Mrs. Stranahan, of Fort Lauderdale,
is the Chairman. I was privileged to talk with Mrs. Stranahan
and others of her committee and am convinced that if the
State legislation I have suggested is enacted that these
women would see to it that it is enforced. I am equally
certain that Mrs. Owens will give her influence to the enact-
ment of this statute.

iiVhen I was in Florida on this investigation I talked
this whole matter over with many men £ind women cf prominence
and strong political influence and they agreed that this
scheme is a practical one. It is submitted after practically
seventeen years of contact with these Seminoles and the con-
sideration of their problem. I earnestly urge that it be
given the immediate consideration of the responsible officials
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Respectfully submitted,
Clement S. Ucker,

Member, Board of Indieui
Commissioners,

Hon. Samuel A. Eliot,
Chairmsin, Board of
Indian Commissioners.
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A REPORT ON CONDITIONS OBSERVED AMONG THE SEMINOLE
INDIANS OF SOUTH FLORIDA DURING AN INSPECTION TRIP

TO SOME OF THE CAMPS IN AUGUST 1930. BY DR. W. A. CLAXTON
OF THE FLORIDA STATE BOARD OF HEALTH.

This trip was undertaken to learn som.eth.ing of the general
health of the Seminoles and to inquire into certain reports
that they were not getting sufficient food. The journey was
made in company with Mr. John H. Marshall of Dania who is
acting Indian Agent for this tribe. Owing to high water
several of the trails were impassable and many camps could
not be reached but as this investigation was for the purpose
of getting a general idea of health conditions it was felt
that visits to all the camps would not be necessary.

The recent census gives the Indian population as 578,
distributed in about twenty camps, varying in size from six to
fifty people per camp. These camps are located in the Ever-
glades from Osceola county South to the Tamiami Trail and
extending East and Jlfest over the axea of these Everglades.
The people live in huts made of posts driven in the ground
with a gable roof thatched with palmetto leaves. They are
about ten by twelve feet ground area. The floor is raised
about two and a half feet above the ground and on this plat-
form the family eats, sleeps and sits. There are no side walls.
The cooking is done over a log fire between the huts.

Pots of various kinds of food are prepared and placed on the
floor of the hut. The members of the family gather round and
eat apparently whenever the impulse promts them. This seems
to be nearly all the time because no matter at what hour we
visited a camp a meal was in progress. The food consisted
of various kinds of meat,— fried salt pork, fresh pork,
turtles, and at times deer and turkey or anything else that
they may bring home. At one camp we noticed a oow*s pa\mch
not particularly well washed, which was hanging on a limb with
a few flies crawling over it. This the owner assured us would
be tripe. Besides the meat there were corn bread, heavy white
flour bread or biscuit, sago soup, thin grits and tea or
coffee with sugar but without milk. These people like canned
tomatoes and eat them cold out of the can. At one camp were
sweet potatoes.

The family gathers round this repast. They pick out
pieces of solid food from the pots, dip their corn bread into
the grease left in the frying pan, drink the thick sago soup
or thin grits with a wooden ladle which is used by all in turn.
They enjoy their food with a quiet dignity and even the children
are not gluttinous. Apparently the pots and pans are never
washed or scrubbed. When nearly empty the remains are thrown
into a neighboring pot and the empty one refilled and put on
the fire to cook.
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There were very few flies around the camps, the reason
being that there are no artificial breeding places. Decayed
food is not allowed to accumulate as very little is wasted and
when a diner finishes chewing on a piece of skin or gristle
eind throws it over his shoulder it scarely touches the ground
before it is grabbed by one or more of the dogs, pigs or
chickens that stand in wait for these morsels. The dogs were
all thin and mangy, the hogs less so and the chickens not
noticeably so.

The water supply is derived from a shallow well about four
feet deep, a salt barrel being sunk to make a curbing. There
was about six inches depth of water in these wells which are
from fifty to one hundred and fifty feet from the camps. There
are no toilet facilities, the neighboring woods emd palmetto
scrub insuring sufficient privacy. These Indians seem quite
clean and the women go bathing quite frequently in streams euid

ponds. There is no objectionable odor about them. Their
clothing is fairly light, moreso than it would appear. The only
unhealthy feature is the enormous amount of beads that they
wear constantly. These weigh several pounds and are a measure
of their affluence. These beads render it almost impossible to
make a proper chest examination, especially of the lung apices.

The attitude of these indians toward our visit was not
unfriendly; it was more correctly described as persistently
indifferent. At the first camp only one out of seven would
submit to examination. He proved to have a marked mitral
regurgitant murmur without much distress. At the remaining
camps we were more successful, though I did not attempt to make
thorough chest examinations on adult females. About 100 Indians
were seen and fifty examined.

Taking into account the food eaten and the sanitary habits
we would expect to find certain physical ailments, and we found
them. Practically all the children up to fifteen years of age
had hookworm, the anaemia in many cases being extreme and
causing hemic heart murmurs. Granular conjunctivitis was common
in most camps among the children. This will arouse in some minds
the question of trachoma, but examination of the eyes of young
adults did not show any conjunctival lesions and there are no
blind indians in Florida, so, since it cures itself spontane-
ously it cannot be trachoma. A few had enlarged tonsils. Every-
one had pyorrhea, even children around eight years of age. The
women after twenty years of age begin to lose their teeth, in
fact, beginning decay was marked at ten and twelve years. These
teeth gradually rot off and the roots are eventually pulled out.
Toothache is conmion. The fact that these people never drink
milk or eat green vegetables would account for the early tooth
decay. Tooth brushes are entirely unknown. Conditions are
ideal for the \iniversal infestation with intestinal parasites
and conjunctivitis is easily passed from child to child. »Ve
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inquired about malaria and while I have learned that these
people go to physicians for treatment of this disease we did
not find anyone who had recently suffered from chills and
fever. No evidences of pellagra were noted.

Venereal disease has not been a problem of importance among
the indians until lately. The increase is due, first, to the
bringing of indians to the exhibition camps where, I am told,
a certain number virtually become prostitutes. They become in-
fected with gonorrhea or syphilis and go back to their camps
and spread the disease. Besides this the sale of liquor to
indians is becoming alarmingly common and there seems to be no
way to curb it. This drunkenness leads to promiscuous inter-
course, probably with a certain type of white degenerate and
naturally to the spread of venereal infection. There are very
few half-breed adult indians, not more than two or three but
we may expect many more in the next generation. There are six
girls being treated for gonorrhea at Fort Myers and two or
three at Miami. One young man was found with gonorrhea compli-
cated by arthritis in the left ankle.

Considerable publicity has been given to the fact that child-
birth amongst the indians is a natural and uncomplicated func-
tion. It is true that physicians are not called at this time
but it is also true than gynaecological examinations would
reveal many prolapsed uteri smd other abnormalities due to
improper exercise directly after childbirth.

Regarding medical attention Mr. Marshall assured me that
medical services are provided for to all indians who will avail
themselves of it. Physicians are designated at Miami, Hollywood,
Fort Pierce, Okeechobee, Fort Myers and other places. All
medical nills are paid by the government and hospital care is
arranged for whenever recommended by these physicians.

To summarize then: The Seminole indians do not lack food.
They do however lack proper food. Surely in the days before the
white man came they must have had means of procuring certain
wild vegetables to give them a balanced ration. The reports
which came out about a month ago to the effect that the indians
were starving seems improbable on the face cf it. If an aborigi-
nal Indian has not enough natural ability to keep from starving
in his native haunts which teem with game he must be either very
lazy or woefully degenerate. As a matter of fact these indians
have little or no education. I found only one who could speak
enough English to carry on a flowing conversation. There are
very few white people who know the Seminole language except for
a few scattered words. A school is conducted on the reservation
at Dania but the indiems who come there temporarily will not
send their children to school. They seem to have no native
traditions, no native religion and no ideals. There is no strong
leader among them. There are a couple of medicine men who
arrange for the annual corn dance which seem^ to be their only
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traditional fete. They wander from camp to camp as fancy
guides them. They go out and bring in furs and alligator
which they sell, often being cheated by the buyers. This
has made them distrustful.

RECOMMENDATIONS
It is probably time that some measures should be taken by
the Federal government to correct the living conditions of
the Seminoles. The appointment of a properly trained public
health nurse with the proper mental attitude would be the
first logiceil step. It would require great patience and
perserverance to get her work established and to show results,
For example it is impractical to order hookworm treatment in
the camps because the children could not be trusted to re-
frain from food during the necessary period. The venereal
disease problem will be difficult to handle. Proper health
habits might be instituted in time if there were some reward
held before them but it is difficult to get people to strive
for a reward where there are no ideals. Tuberculosis is not
a major problem because of their continuous out door life.
There are two or three deaths a year. General education and
health education are the principal requisites. I would not
advocate modem housing as I think that they are healthier
in their native habitations. Proper disposal of body waste
by sanitary toilets is an important measure which will take
much time to establish.
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FOKE-VARD

Mr. Gene Stirling, acting as Collaborator in the
Education Division, was sent to make an ethnological
study of the Seminole in Florida during the spring of
1935, before the inception of the Applied Anthropology-
Unit , He worked in close contact with the Seminole
through the fall of that year. His work was jointly
financed by Harvard University and the Indian Service.

This report is only preliminary to his full ethno-
logical report and was drav.n up primarily for adminis-
trative use in the Indian Office.

H. Scudder Mekeel
Field Representative

in charge of
Applied Anthropology
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SOCIAL AND POLITICAL ORGANIZATION

A brief review of Seminole history is helpful in understand-
ing their social and political organization. They were formed
around two distinct nuclei. The first had Hitchiti people as the
dominant element along with other groups from Georgia and Alabama.
These people evolved into the present day Mikasuki, speaking a
Hitchiti dialect. The other branch of the Seminoles were composed
leorgely of Greek Indians. This division became what is now known
as the Muskogee, or Cow Creek Seminoles who speaJc a Muskogee
dialect. The languages of these two groups CLre closely related,
though not mutually understandable.

The two groups have never been united politically except,
perhaps, for a period during the Seminole '«Yars when they functioned
under one military authority. There have been no Seminole Chiefs
for a nxuaber of years. Political power is now vested in what
might be termed Coxmcils, though largely composed of Medicine Men.
Important decisions, however, require a general meeting of the
whole group.

The past relations of the Seminoles with government officials
and white people in general, have been such as to make the Indians
very sceptical and distrustful of government plans and promises.
This attitude is a factor that must eilways be considered and appre-
ciated in dealing with these people.

The clan is the fundamental unit in their social organization.
These clans are matrilineal. Inheritance is through the females
of the family. A Medicine Mietn, for example, normally acquires
his position from his mother*s brother and passes it on to his
sister's son. By this means, such positions are kept within the
clan and so do not pass to other clans as would be the case if
inheritance was from father to son.

The Seminoles group themselves into clan communities, the
women of each group all belonging to the same clan, the men from
other clans. The women of each settlement are usually closely
related. A typical community might be composed of a grandmother,
her daughters, and her daughters* daughters, and perhaps female
first cousins of any of these women. The male members would be
the husbands and unmarried boys of these women. The husbands
might be from several different clans. The boys of the community,
as they become adults, marry and teUce up residence with their
wives* groups, though still retaining very strong social bonds
with their own group.

The women of each settlement form a compact and strong social
unit as they are all members of the same clan, as well as their
children. The men, on the other hand, are not united and have only
family interests in their place of residence. Their clan interests
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and obligations are with their mother's group. Any offices or
titles the man may have will be passed on to his sister's chil-
dren. This all tends to put the man in the position of an out-
sider in his wife's group and keeps his social interests very
strong with his own group. Because of this the man feels socially
stronger with his own clan and, whenever possible, will impose
social obligations on his mother or sisters rather than on his
own wife. As an example of this, a man will have a guest
housed and fed by his sister or mother, instead of by his wife.
In other words, his social position is stronger and more secure
with these people of his own clan so that he feels more at
liberty to impose upon them. A man's own parents, if visiting
him, will not remain overnight in his camp, but will make their
own camp some distance away.

The importance of the clan in Seminole life cannot be
overemphasized. It is still the dominant social unit that exerts
a profound influence on all phases of native life. It dictates
the economic life as well as the social. In former times, any-
one marrying within his own clan was put to death. The one
present day couple that has defied this rule are virtual out-
casts from native life. The clan influences the native economic
life by forbidding any groupings except where the women all
belong 1to the same clan, jllach clan settlement is an economic
unit wherein all members share food in common. The group is at
all times liable to be imposed upon by clan members from other
communities who will come and share in their food. A common
practice, for example, is for a son to go to his mother's camp
and help himself to products of her garden. As a reciprocal to
this, however, he is liable to be called upon to donate labor
to his mother's group. At the present time this right of clan
members to share in food produce acts as a hinderance to the
development of agriculture. A man has little incentive to raise
a crop when he knows that as soon as it is ready to be harvested
that all the relatives will come and remain until it is all
gone. The result is that the Seminoles practice very little
agriculture except for a few isolated groups.

Politically the Seminoles are now divided into three groups.
The Muskogee or Cow Creeks form one unit. The Mikasuki are now
divided into two bands, the Big Cypress and the Miami. The
Mikasuki division is a fairly recent one that took place about
ten years ago due to the increasing popvilation and the size of
the area occupied by them. The Mikasuki-Muskogee division is
a fundamental one, based on difference of origin and language
as well as territory. Each group holds its own annual Corn
Deince and has its own Council of Headmen. There is only a small
amount of intermarriage between these divisions. The recentness
of the division of the Mikasuki is reflected in their feeling
towards each other, which is much closer than that between them
and the Muskogee.

Z
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Th.e three annual Com Dances are the only regular meetings
where all the members of each of these divisions assemble.
Though the Com Dance is theoretically a religious affair, it
also acts as a strong social force that dramatically brings out
the positions of the divisions and the clans. Each individual
officially "belongs" to one of the three Corn Dances. The Corn
Dance that the individual is a member of, shows which division
he belongs to. Though he may attend any or all of the Dances,
there is only one to which he "belongs". The Medicine Men, and
others who are the in5)ortant functionaries at the Corn Dance,
are also the political leaders of their division. The Clans play
an important part in the ceremonieLl activities of the Dance,

The head Medicine Man of each of these divisions is the
nearest approach to a chief to be found among the Seminoles.
Through him one can learn who the other important people are who
form the "Council". This Coxmcil can exert a considerable
amount of power, though very important matters require a general
meeting where everyone has a voice. The political division of
the Mikasuki is not complete, as the headmen of both groups
still confer together on matters that effect both branches.

i/lfhether or not the Mikasukis and Muskogees would be willing
to have a common political organization would depend largely on
how the matter was presented to them. It would be much simpler
to have two organizations, though a single one is perhaps pre-
ferable to the Indian Bureau. The local division would be the
most important political unit in the actual administration of
their affairs. Under it would be the individual settlements.
At the present time each of these divisions (Cow Creek, Miami,
Big Cypress) handle , their own internal affairs entirely inde-
pendently of the others. Each commvmity usually has a recognized
headman.

The individuals with political prestige have acquired their
standing merely by recognition from the group. Some have acquired
it through inheritance, but even this is dependent upon social
recognition of their worth. In a sense they practice an informal
type of "election".

The effective organization of the Seminoles should be a
relatively simple matter. They are used to having meetings and
recognizing the power of councils and headmen. The biggest
stumbling block will probably be getting them to agree to organ-
ize under government sponsorship and to recognize the rights of
the Indian Bureau in their affairs. They still take great
pride in the fact that they are technically still at war with
the United States and have never signed a peace treaty. Their
independence is something that they are very proud of. They
are extremely suspicious of the Indian Bureau and do not believe
that it cares about their interests. The deportation of a
majority of their people to Oklahoma is still a sore spot with
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them. Many of them still fear that government efforts to get
them on reservations and to organize them, are done with the
idea of getting the Indieins in a position where they can all be
herded together and kept under the Indian Bureau's thumb and,
possibly, be sent to Oklahoma. It is of paramount importance
that propositions broached to these Indians be done diplomatic-
ally and that they be explained in full, letting the Indians
know the purposes of the Indian Bureau and the advantages to the
Seminoles. It is also necessary to have patience with them and
to give them time to discuss all the facts among themselves,
after which they would undoubtedly want more information from
the Indian Bureau and time for further discussion among them-
selves. A number of efforts of the Indian Bureau have failed
in the past because the Indians were not given sufficient time
to consider them, or because they did not fully understand them.

The Seminoles should be organized with the three divisions,
Cow Greek, Miami, and Big Cypress, as the fundamental units.
Each of these could have a council to govern its internal
affairs and, also, perhaps, to serve as members of a general
Seminole Tribal Council. The villages or camps would not be
satisfactory political units as their personnel is constantly
cheinging, as well as their locations being more or less imperma-
nent and often seasonal.

EDUCATION

The educational programs for the Seminoles have failed for
a number of reasons. It will be necessary to fully understand
these reasons in order to formulate a satisfactory working plan
that will ultimately lead to educating these Indians. In addi-
tion to the school problems it will be well to consider adult
education, arts and crafts, euid health programs.

The location of the school at Dania has been the biggest
stximbling block to getting the Seminoles to send their children
to school. There are two primary reasons for this, geographical
and social. The Agency at Dania is far removed from most of the
Seminole settlements so that the children would either have to
be put in a boarding school or the parents would have to move
there. The Indians do not want either of these alternatives.
They neither want to give up their children, or live at Dania
which is far removed from their sources of livelihood. Their
other objection to sending their children to school at Dania is
based upon the social environment that exists there. The Indiein
population at Dania, and the nearby Miami exhibition villages,
has a high percentage of outcasts and undesirables. Nearly all
of the cases involving social and moral problems and venereal
disease have arisen in these Majai camps or at Dania. The
children at Dania are very ill mannered, in strong contrast to
the other Seminole children. The Indians associate this condi-
tion with the school and Dania, 6uid therefore do not wish their
children to attend school and become obnoxious and bad mannered.
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The solution to these problems would be to establish day
schools where the Seminole settlements are. By so doing, the
children could remain with their parents and be brought up in
a socially more healthful environment. The best location for
these schools would depend upon whatever economic programs might
be put in force among the 5eminoles. At the present time such
locations as Brighton, Immokalee, Sverglades and somewhere
along the eastern part of the Tamiami Trail seem highly desirable.
As the Seminoles live in scattered communities, a bus system would
be necessary to bring the children to and from school. The
Mikasuki have recently been gravitating more and more to settle-
ments along the Tamiami Trail. Parents who might be living in.

too remote a location to be reached by a bus system could prob-
ably be induced to leave tJieir children during the school year
with relatives living near a school or its bus system. It is
quite common with them for children to remain with relatives on
more or less extended visits.

The language problem is a very obvious one. They speak two
different native languages. Practically none of the children,
outside of the few that have attended school, speak any English.
Since only a negligible number have ever gone to school, an age
problem is immediately apparent. Beginning students would be
in all age groups.

An educational program would be tremendously helped if the
Indian Bureau would first sell the idea to the headmen and en-
list their aid and active support.

There is a need for an adult educational program aside from
academic education. Their country offers unlimited possibilities
for agricultural development. At the present time they practice
some primitive subsistence agriculture, but it would be necessary
for them to change their techniques and crops in order to raise
commercial produce that would find a ready market. They could
also raise unlimited quantities of fruit if they were only educated
€Llong this line. Cattle raising was formerly aji important indus-
try among them, though now an abandoned pursuit.

Arts and crafts could be improved and sponsored among them,
A certain amount of education along this line has already been
accomplished by Deaconess Beddell at Everglades.

Health education would help them considerably. The out-
steinding health problems at present are the bad condition of
their teeth and poor diet of the infants and young children. A
cleanliness campaign would also be very beneficial, and would
reduce some of the disease problems. Venereal diseases would
be almost eliminated if the Miami exhibition camps could be
abolished. Medical aid is welcomed by the Seminoles, including
the Medicine Men. They have quite a prejudice against the Miami
hospital due to a few unfortunate incidents, and also due to the
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fact that the patients feel very lonesome there, with no one to
whom, they can teLLk. In general, however, there is no serious
health problem among the Seminoles. In the last fifty years
they have increased from around two hundred individuals to
approximately six hundred.

ECONOMICS

The present day Seminole economic life is based primarily
upon hunting, fishing and gathering wild food products. Agri-
culture is of virtually no importance. They derive a cash
income from the sale of furs and hides, dolls and baskets, and
as members of exhibition camps. They are occasionally employed
as laborers or guides. This primitive economic life forces
them to scatter out in small communities as a large settlement
soon exhausts the nearby supply of wild game and plants. The
recent growth and development of exhibition camps along the
Tamiami Trail is now bringing these people into fewer and larger
communities that depend upon the sale of ourios to tourists
for cash, and upon the automobile to procure subsistence food
for them.

The time has arrived when the Seminoles must alter their
economic life. The development of roads throughout southern
Florida and the increasing Indian and white population, have
all been factors that have drastically reduced the supply of
wild life. Deer, bears and turkeys are no longer important
sources of food, as they are only occasionally obtained. Alli-
gators are now quite scare and the fur bearing animals are not
nearly as plentiful as formerly. The development of canals and
drainage operations have seriously depleted the wild life
supply. The staple foods today are gar fish, which are abundant
in the canals, turtles and aquatic birds. At least half of
their food supply is purchased from stores. It becomes very
apparent that these Indians must change their economic life.
This leads us directly to the problem cCland.

The Seminoles definitely need more land, not only for the
present, but to provide for an increased population in the
future. Their population has trebled in the last fifty years
and there is every reason to expect this trend to continue.
They need land for agriculture and for hunting grounds. In the
section of Florida where they live, most of the land is unsuited
for agriculture, either because it is swamp or because the lime-
stone comes to the surface. Thus, a large section of land may
only have a small amoiont suitable for agriculture. The waste
land, however, would have its value on account of the wild life.
The need of the Seminolesis for large consolidated blocks of
land for their exclusive use. The reservation lands are now
hunted upon by whites and negroes as well as by Indians. The
majority of the Seminoles do not live on reservation land, but
are trespassers on private or state lands. There are two main
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reasons for this. One is the old phobia that the government may-

do them harm if it gets them all together on reservation land.
The other reason is economic. Without agriculture or cattle
raising the reservation lands can only support a few of their
people on a primitive hunting and gathering basis. The reserva-
tion east of Immokalee is shunned during the wet season because
at that time it is virtually impossible to get to it or away
from it except by walking.

The agricultural practices of the Seminoles are extremely
primitive. Corn, pumpkins, squash, cow peas and bananas are the
main crops. The normal practices are to plant on burned over
hammock land or in a little garden cultivated by a hoe. Their
crops are purely for domestic consumption and do not begin to
supply their needs. Though the opportunity is present, they do
not do any commercial farming. Their agriculture is without
benefit of fertilizers or sprays against insects. They are very
fond of fruits, but do virtually nothing to satisfy this want.
They have a few Guava trees, mostly planted by others, and some
wild orange trees.

Historically, agriculture was very importeint with the
Seminoles. As the encroaching white world kept driving them
farther and farther south, and away from the better agricultural
lands and into the swamps, the Indians began abandoning agricul-
ture, -hat they need now is a revival of this old practice. Two
things are necessary to accomplish this. The first is to supply
sufficient land for their present and future use. The second is
to promote and sponsor a return to agriculture and to provide an
agricultural agent to educate and aid them in this. There is no
reason why they could not raise all the plant foods they need for
domestic consumption and also derive a considerable revenue from
the sale of vegetables and fruits. Commercial crops of that
section of Florida are tomatoes, bell peppers, egg plants, beans,
watermelons, corn and pumpkins. Most of these crops are not
raised by the Seminoles at present. In order for them to raise
cash crops they would have to be educated to raising these market-
able products and also to improve their agricultural techniques so
that the products would be of good quality and thereby find a
ready market. The use of sprays is essential in this region in
order to produce truck farm products of good quality and good
appearance.

Oranges, grapefruit, mangoes, guavas and papayas can all be
successfully cultivated here and would all be very valuable to the
Indians both for domestic use emd as cash crops. The Seminoles
would have to be taught such essential horticultural practices as
grafting, pruning, spraying and fertilizing in order for them to
get desirable results in this industry.

Cattle raising, in the old days, was of major importance with
the Seminoles. Due to continual trouble with the whites, the Indians
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themselves decided to entirely abandon this industry in order to
avoid trouble. They have been without cattle for a number of years
now. A revival of this industry would be highly desirable, though

it would require more land than is now set aside for the Indians.
The Seminole s have a few hogs partly around the camps and partly
running wild in the woods. They are mostly razor backs with little
commercial value. Each settlement usually has a few chickens
around it

.

Any project designed to develop agriculture or stock raising
among the Seminoles must give due consideration to the place of
the clan in their life. It is impossible to mix the clans. Eaoh
economic unit must be composed exclusively of members of one clan.
In a like manner, the Cow Creeks and Mikasxikis will not cooperate
in an economic enterprise. For practical purposes, each of the
present day clan settlements form a natural economic unit. The
easiest way to start an agricultural settlement would be to induce
one person to try it and have him pick his own associates which
he would do in perfect conformation to native custom. The commun-
ity so formed would be partially communal in their economic life.

The importance of hunting and fishing has been declining
steadily and this trend will undoubtedly continue. As it is gar
fish are the only things upon which they can place any reasonable
dependence. These are mostly speared in the canals. Turtles are
fairly important during the dry season when it is fairly easy to
get them.

The advantages of an Everglades National Park to the Indian
would depend to a great extent upon the policies of the Park Depart*
ment. The National Parks normally do not permit hunting and
trapping. They would probably have no objections to the Indians
fishing for gar and hunting turtles. Friction would probably
arise, though, from the Indians hunting forbidden game. The Park
service would probably allow them to run cattle, raise hogs and
practice agriculture. The presence of Indian Villages in the
proposed park would undoubtedly be favored as a tourist attraction.
It does not seem likely that the Indians would receive a great
deal of employment from the park service. vVhat they would get
would little more than replace their present employment as hunting
guides. The advantages and disadvantages of an Everglades National
Park to the Seminoles will depend largely upon the Park Services*
policies. It is more or less futile to consider this matter with-
out knowing the policies of the park service and what they would
allow the Indians to do and how much employment they could and
would give.

The arts and crafts of the Seminoles have been increasing in
importance. Their main market is the Tourists. These goods are
wholesaled to stores or sold in their own exhibition village. The
greatest demand is for dolls which are made of Palmetto fibre or
carved out of wood and dressed in Seminole costumes. Baskets and
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models of canoes, bows and arrows, etc., and beadwork are of minor
importance. A little silversmithing is done, but only for their
own use. Deaconess Beddell, of the Glades Cross Episcopal Mission
at Everglades, has been doing a considerable amount of educational
work along this line. 3he has been striving to get the Indians
to improve the quality of their work as well as finding markets
for it. One of the problems she has encountered has been the
competition from cheap imitation Seminole artifacts. She has
tried to combat this by sponsoring the use of a trademark on
genuine Seminole artifacts attesting to their native manufacture.
Up to the present time there has been nothing done to develop
silversmithing eimong them. '»7hat needs to be done with their arts
and crafts is to improve them and help the Seminoles expand their
market

.

The Miami exhibition camps are the great sore spots in the
Seminole picture. The camps especially desire families with
children. The Indians are given their food and a few dollars a
week per family. They have nothing to do except to be looked at
by the Tourists. Most of the cash they receive goes for liquor
so that most of the nights are spent drinking. It is from these
camps that most of the moral problems and venereal disease cases
arise. They certainly offer a very unhealthy environment for the
children to be brought up in. Two or three years of this loafing
life with big city attractions maJces the adults loath to take up
a normal economic life again. The Seminoles are still too primi-
tive to be in constant contact with a resort city like Miami
without it doing them immeasurable harm. Part of the reason they
go in these camps is on account of the increasing difficulty for
them to make a living elsewhere. The camp owners use all manners
of persuasion and threats to keep the Indians in the camps and
prevent them from returning home. It is often necessary for them
to sneak out of the camps in the middle of the night if they wish
to leave.
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
FIELD SERVICE

Big Cypress Day School
Immokalee, Florida

Oct. 24, 1940

Mr. Dwight Gardin, Supt.
Seminole Indian Agency
Dania, Florida

Dear Mr. GSardin:

With, the exception of a few families who have apparently
left for good everything is returning back to normal.
The children are gradually beginning to come back to play
at the recreation shelter. However, there are not nearly
so many children here now as we have had in times past.
There are only about ten here of school age, but I be-
lieve that the group that is here will attend school.

Most of the ones who were "agin" school have left. The
dissenters being in the minority will make starting
school a little easier. At least I think that the ones
who do not wish to go to school will not be large enough
to ridicule the willing group into not attending. This
has been one of our troubles in the past. There have al-
ways been a few who have wished to go to school, but didn't
want to go bad enough to face the derision of their play-
mates. Now as the situation has changed I plan to open
school Monday November 4th. Charlie Fewell is still here
and may throw a "monkey wrench" in the "machinery", but I
still think that this is an opportune time to start,

I have been checking over the annual estimate and find
that $213.34 is allotted for local purchases of food. This
would amount to $30.47 a month for a school-year of seven months,
As we have received very little annual estimate supplies
we will need a little more than that for the first two
months. After two months we will need less than the average
monthly allowance. iVe would like to have a purchase order
for $35.00 made out to Robert's Store for each of the next
two months.

Respectfully submitted,

Paul E. Burney
Teacher
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
FIELD SERVICE

Big Cypress Day Sckool
Immokalee , Flori da

Oct. 9, 1940

Mr. Dwight Gardin, Supt.
Seminole Indian Agency
Dania, Florida

Dear Mr. Gardin:

Last week I reported that I was trying to set a reg-
ular time for the boys to come over and play. They
came very irregular at first, and then they began
coming on time a little better everyday up until last
Friday. Last Friday some of the boys were drawing pic-
tures of a frog that one of the boys caught. Others
were writing numbers and their names. Everything was
going along fine. The boys seemed very interested in
what they were doing and were ratherproud of them-
selves at being able to write a little. Just at this
time Charlie Fewell came along and yelled something
to the boys. They stopped writing and put their pen-
cils down, I asked one of the boys who could speak
English what Charlie said and he told me that Charlie
said, •^No school'*. I explained that we were not having
school now, but were only drawing. This didn't make
much of em impression on the boys for they all quit
with the exception of two boys, and they seemed fear-
ful of holding a pencil in their hands. The two boys
stayed only a few more minutes and they too left. That
closed the activities for the morning.

That afternoon I cam back to the recreation shelter
at 1:00 o'clock. There were several boys there, but as
soon as I came in they all left. This left me wondering
how long it was going to take me to get the boys to
come back again. Fortunately this was Friday and I don't
have any scheduled time for the boys to come over on
Saturday and Sunday. This gave the boys a little time
to forget what had taken place Friday, and spared me
from being avoided for two days.
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I bought a set of Bingo that has proved to be very-

valuable in teaching letters and numbers. In ad-
dition to just recognizing letters and numbers I

have succeeded in getting several of the boys to write
numbers. At the same time that they were writing num-
bers I printed their names and let each one copy his
name. They seemed to enjoy writing even though they
were a little reluctant to try. Don't know whether
their reluctance was because they were uncertain of
their ability, or whether they thought I was just try-
ing to trick them into being 'schooled'*.

While at Brighton last week I was given a small alli-
gator by Bill Boehmer. I let some of the boys catch
minnows to feed the alligator. The boys watched the
alligator eat and seemed quite interested in him. This
seemed a good time to introduce modeling with clay.
About eight boys worked an hour and a half making alli-
gator models of clay. I took a picture of the boys who
worked the most on their models.

T also bought some marbles for the boys to play with.
Marbles seem to be the sport that holds interest the
longest. In white communities boys play marbles at
every opportunity during the marble season. The same
is true of these boys except that playing marbles hasn't
yet become seasonal. I count the number of marbles that
I give the boys to play with, and they count them when
they bring them back. They also count the number of mar-
bles that they get after a game to see v/ho got the most.
There are plenty of opportunities for teaching counting
and most of the boys are pretty good at it.

Tuesday I unpacked all the supplies that came in the day
I went to Miami. Only three boys were around that morn-
ing. I asked them to help me with the unpacking and
assembling of the dining tables. They willingly helped.
They were not only curious to see what was in the boxes,
but were also looking for something to do. It took us
nearly all morning to get it all finished. Vfe asked the
boys if they would like to be the first ones to eat on
the new tables and of course they grasped the opportunity
to eat.
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Monday morning I went to the recreation shelter with
severeLL tools in my arms and some wooden boxes. Three
or four boys were in the shelter playing. I pretended
to not even notice that they were there, and they tried
to pretend that they were not even curious to see what
I had or was doing. Occasionally I would glance up from
the work bench and I could see that the boys curiousity
was getting the best of them. I was making a toy airplane
out of wood. The boys were just itching to join in and
make something with the tools and wood that I had. Still
I paid no attention to them watever. Finally one boy
coxildn't stand to stay away any longer. He came over and
sat down beside me. I gave him a piece of wood to make
one of the wings with. As soon as the ice was broken
several other boys slowly gathered around the bench and
wanted to help. Others wanted to make a plane of their
own. The boys showed so much interest in the woodwork
that we didn't quit until about 6:00 o'clock that even-
ing.

Tuesday and /Wednesday were a couple more dull days. I
don't know just what happened, but only two or three
boys would show up all day long until after 3:00 o'clock
in the afternoon. It looks like I am going to have plenty
of trouble as long as Charlie Fewell is visiting on the
reservation. As far as I know Charlie is the only active
agitator against school and he seems to have quite a bit
of influence.

Wednesday afternoon I was in the recreation shelter by
myself. John Cypress came by and I began talking to him.
In the course of the conversation I found that any of the
old men in a related group were respected and obeyed by
the children just the same as if he were their father.
Charlie Fewell has many relatives on this reservation
which explains his authority in dealing with the child-
ren.

Respectfully submitted,

Paul E. Burney
Teacher
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UlTTTED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
FIELD SERVICE

Big Cypress Day School
Immokalee, Florida

Oct. 17, 1940

Mr. Dwight Gardin, Supt.
Seminole Indian Agency
Demi a, Florida

Dear Mr. Gardin:

Last week I reported that my progress with the boys had
been retarded by Charlie Fewell. This week the situation
was still further complicated by the young men being ask-
ed to register for military service. This helped to sub-
stantiate the premise made by Charlie that we are pre-
paring to make soldiers of the boys. The air was just
filled with defiance for awhile. Even though the tension
is still great I am confident that things will finally
work out satisfactorily.

I could go on writing a great deal more about the whole
affair, but you are probably more interested in what I
am doing during the time that no children are around.
Going on the basis that in the end we will have school,
and that everything will work out well, I eim working out
a plan whereby reading can be taught during the time that
the children are playing. I am printing reading charts
that I expect to use during the time that the children
are playing. The plan that I am working on is to first
have all the children able to pronovmce and understand
all the words that are used in a game, and then use the
printed word when the occasion arises. This will tie-up
oral English with reading and play which I believe will
give satisfactory results.

As you have been a former school teacher yourself you
know that a teacher's work goes on whether the children are
around or not, especially when the teacher is starting in
a new field. Every hour of school that we will have will
require several hours preparation. While the prospective
pupils are absent I am preparing ways and means of teach-
ing English, reading, and writing in the minimum length
of time. Of course this may not work out as well as I hope
it will, but I believe that my chances of teaching will
be greater if I have several plans ready when school does
start.

Respectfully submitted.

Paul E. Bumey, teacher
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
FIELD SERVICE

Big Cypress Day School
Immokalee, Florida

Oct. 2, 1940

Mr. Dwight Gardin, Supt.
Seminole Indian Agency
Dania, Florida

Dear Mr. Gardin:

This report covers the time that I returned from
Miami, September 25th, until today.

On Wednesday evening September 25th we showed the
picture Lost Jungle and a cartoon. The picture was
enjoyed by everyone even though we couldn't get
the sound equiptment to work.

The picture had to be shipped to the film company
the next day. No one was making a trip to town that
day so I took the film in to Immokalee, I foxind that
the bill of lading had been sent to Brighton and that
neccisitated my taking the film on to Brighton to be
returned.

This week I have been trying to set a regular time
for playing with the boys. I have told them that I
will play games with them from 9:00 until 11:00 in
the mornings, and from 1:00 until 3:00 in the after-
noons. These hours have been set as they closely co-
incide with school hours which I hope to follow later.

In the past almost all of the games that we have
had have been at night as that was the time when
most of the boys wanted to play. It was only natural
that they wished to play at night for it is much
cooler after the sun goes down. Now it is not too hot
to play in the daytime, and I am gradually getting
the boys used to playing at the aforementioned hours.
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